Exceptional performance, combined with light weight, small size and operating convenience, has been achieved in this new Collins development. The 18M is suited for a wide range of applications including military field service, exploration work, and, with minor modifications, for aircraft and mobile service.

SPECIFICATIONS

RECEIVER SECTION
Superheterodyne type employing 1 tuned R.F. stage on all frequencies.
Tubes: 1—6S7G R.F.; 1—6K8G Converter—Osc.; 1—6S7G I.F.; 1—6T7G Det. & Audio; 1—6C8G Output Audio—c.w. Osc.
Frequency Range: 2 to 16 mc continuous coverage with optional crystal control.

TRANSMITTER SECTION
Frequency Range: 2 to 16 mc continuous coverage with crystal or master oscillator control.
Modulation: High level.
Power Requirements: 1.8 amp at 6.3 v and .100 amp at 350 v.
Power Output: 12 to 15 watts telegraph, 5 watts telephone.

WEIGHT AND DIMENSIONS:
18M Transmitter-Receiver Unit, complete with tubes and crystals in weatherproof case (12”x9”x9½”)—20 lb.
Key, headphones, microphone, power cables—6 lb.
415E-1 vibrator power supply and storage battery (8½”x6½”x8³⁄₄")—25 lb.
420A Footpower Generator—50 lb.
416M 12 v. dynamotor power supply for aircraft installation—8½ lb.
the **New SKYRIDER 23**
is now **IN STOCK** at **HARVEY'S**

★ This latest development of the Hallicrafters engineers is probably the closest approach to the ideal communications receiver for the majority of amateurs. It is a precision receiver, brilliant in its performance, yet priced well within the reach of the average ham's purse.

Net price, complete, is only .............................................................. $127.50

★ General coverage — 34 to .54 MC (8.8 to 556 meters).
★ 8 Band positions.
★ 11 Tubes.
★ 5 Watts audio output.
★ Completely Shielded, Permeability-Tuned Crystal Filter Circuit.
★ 6 Position Variable Selectivity Switch.
★ S Meter calibrated in “S” units and db's.
★ Directly calibrated, Indirectly illuminated, "Venetian Blind" Tuning Dial.
★ Modern ventilation grills.
★ Speaker — P.M. Dynamic in separate cabinet of matching design.

**HARVEY'S**

Headquarters for thousands of amateurs who have come to expect of us the type of service that compares in every respect to the unquestioned quality of the merchandise we sell. Harvey's makes it a point to carry all popular items **in stock** . . . at all times . . . A complete line of all the Hallicrafters receivers is here . . . **now** . . .

**HARVEY RADIO COMPANY**

103 WEST 43 STREET

NEW YORK, N. Y.

**AUTHORIZED AGENTS FOR**

★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ **the hallicrafters inc.** ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★
Prompt Delivery of SX-23 on Ten Day Trial

COMPARE MY TERMS WITH ALL OTHERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Cash Price</th>
<th>Down Payment</th>
<th>12 Monthly Payment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SX-23</td>
<td>$115.50</td>
<td>$23.10</td>
<td>$8.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-17</td>
<td>125.50</td>
<td>25.10</td>
<td>8.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-16</td>
<td>99.00</td>
<td>19.80</td>
<td>6.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-18</td>
<td>77.00</td>
<td>15.40</td>
<td>5.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sky Champion</td>
<td>49.50</td>
<td>9.90</td>
<td>3.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sky Buddy</td>
<td>29.50</td>
<td>5.90</td>
<td>2.08</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All other Hallicrafters receivers on similar terms

These are some of the benefits you get from Bob Henry, W9ARA:

- Ten days free trial of any receiver.
- Big allowance for your present receiver.
- Easy 4% terms. I finance all sales myself.
- Complete stock. Prompt shipment of all models.
- Shipment direct from factory if you so desire.

You get the personal attention of Bob Henry, W9ARA to help you get the best equipment for your use and to see that you are entirely satisfied. You can reach me by letter, telegram, phone, or visit, nearly 24 hours a day, 365 days a year. Your inquiries and orders invited. Write for full information and for technical bulletin on any receivers.

HENRY RADIO SHOP
BUTLER, MISSOURI

the hallicrafters inc.
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DM 3-6

EKA—EGACYCLES

An all-amateur expander of new design and so highly refined that an actual gain of nearly 20 db is obtained in the two high frequency bands, 28 to 30 and 56 to 60 Mc. New tubes, new circuit design, new construction methods, a new conception of sensitivity without images when using the DM-36.

NEW UNIT CONSTRUCTION

1. Two range expander:
   28 to 30 MC
   56 to 60 MC
2. Overall R.F. gain — 18 db.
3. Image rejection ratio better than 25,000 to 1 at 30 MC.
4. Signal to noise ratio of 10 db at 1 microvolt using a 30% modulated R.F. signal.
5. Unit construction incorporating exceptional design features.
6. Self-powered and adaptable to any good superheterodyne receiver.
7. Antenna change-over switch provided.
8. Mounted on sturdy aluminum cast frame, adding all important rigidity.

DM 3-6 70 SERIES

BOTH ASSEMBLY VIEW

Calibrated band spread on 5 and 10 meters! Almost seven inches of linear pointer travel for each band! Ideal tuning to 50 or 80 meter signals on your regular amateur receiver now possible at a very low cost!

READY

MARCH 25th

Literature also Available

RADIO MFG. ENGINEERS, INC.
111 HARRISON STREET
PEORIA, ILLINOIS
Contact clips of spring brass heavily plated (silver) treated for easy soldering. Switching combinations available use up to 12 clips per section.

Centralab
LOW CAPACITY
LEVER ACTION SWITCHES

It's been a "sell out" from the very start... the audience composed of set manufacturers, P. A. folks, broadcasting engineers, test instrument makers and industrial technicians have been giving this swell chorus their hearty approval.

Now—augmented combinations cover every probable requirement you may have. The program (libretto) now lists the complete line-up. Just write and ask for special Bulletin No. 680 for full details, or see your jobber.

CENTRALAB: DIVISION OF GLOBE UNION, INC., Milwaukee, Wisconsin
Section Communications Managers of the A.R.R.L. Communications Department

All appointments in the League’s field organization are made by the proper S.C.M., elected by members in each Section listed below. The League recognizes that many members of your Section will have been in their positions for a considerable number of years and may not be familiar with the changes in the League that have taken place in the interim. We encourage them to stick around; their dedication is very much appreciated.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State/Province</th>
<th>City/Location</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Telephone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>ATLANTIC DIVISION</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlantic New York</td>
<td>New York City</td>
<td>John B. Morgan</td>
<td>212-307-3777</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Jersey</td>
<td>Atlantic City</td>
<td>W8LJ</td>
<td>609-396-3232</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsylvania</td>
<td>Philadelphia</td>
<td>W8WQ</td>
<td>215-389-3434</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CENTRAL DIVISION</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio</td>
<td>Cleveland</td>
<td>W9KQ</td>
<td>216-383-6881</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan</td>
<td>Detroit</td>
<td>W8YQ</td>
<td>313-853-5300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indiana</td>
<td>Indianapolis</td>
<td>W8FQ</td>
<td>317-924-5555</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illinois</td>
<td>Chicago</td>
<td>W9LQ</td>
<td>312-676-3443</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iowa</td>
<td>Des Moines</td>
<td>W8AI</td>
<td>515-247-6787</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri</td>
<td>St. Louis</td>
<td>W8YR</td>
<td>314-539-5555</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kansas</td>
<td>Topeka</td>
<td>W8LQ</td>
<td>785-272-3345</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SOUTHERN DIVISION</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia</td>
<td>Atlanta</td>
<td>W4LQ</td>
<td>404-523-2121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alabama</td>
<td>Birmingham</td>
<td>W4RO</td>
<td>205-458-3380</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Florida</td>
<td>Miami</td>
<td>W4WH</td>
<td>305-641-7511</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tennessee</td>
<td>Nashville</td>
<td>W4LS</td>
<td>615-259-5555</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kentucky</td>
<td>Louisville</td>
<td>W4LY</td>
<td>502-588-3380</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mississippi</td>
<td>Jackson</td>
<td>W5BZ</td>
<td>601-436-3380</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>WESTERN DIVISION</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oregon</td>
<td>Portland</td>
<td>W7LQ</td>
<td>503-242-3380</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington</td>
<td>Seattle</td>
<td>W7FS</td>
<td>206-527-3380</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California</td>
<td>Los Angeles</td>
<td>W6LQ</td>
<td>213-648-3380</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nevada</td>
<td>Las Vegas</td>
<td>W6LQ</td>
<td>702-383-3380</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arizona</td>
<td>Phoenix</td>
<td>W6LQ</td>
<td>602-256-3380</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>NORTHWESTERN DIVISION</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington</td>
<td>Tacoma</td>
<td>W7LQ</td>
<td>206-989-3380</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho</td>
<td>Boise</td>
<td>W7LQ</td>
<td>208-383-3380</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Montana</td>
<td>Helena</td>
<td>W7LQ</td>
<td>406-443-3380</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wyoming</td>
<td>Cheyenne</td>
<td>W7LQ</td>
<td>307-633-3380</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PACIFIC DIVISION</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawaii</td>
<td>Honolulu</td>
<td>W6LQ</td>
<td>808-541-3380</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oregon</td>
<td>Portland</td>
<td>W7LQ</td>
<td>503-242-3380</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California</td>
<td>San Francisco</td>
<td>W6LQ</td>
<td>415-433-3380</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nevada</td>
<td>Las Vegas</td>
<td>W6LQ</td>
<td>702-383-3380</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho</td>
<td>Boise</td>
<td>W7LQ</td>
<td>208-383-3380</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utah</td>
<td>Salt Lake City</td>
<td>W7LQ</td>
<td>801-554-3380</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ROCKY MOUNTAIN DIVISION</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado</td>
<td>Denver</td>
<td>W7LQ</td>
<td>303-586-3380</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wyoming</td>
<td>Cheyenne</td>
<td>W7LQ</td>
<td>307-633-3380</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SOUTHEASTERN DIVISION</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia</td>
<td>Atlanta</td>
<td>W4LQ</td>
<td>404-523-2121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Florida</td>
<td>Jacksonville</td>
<td>W4LQ</td>
<td>904-395-3380</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alabama</td>
<td>Birmingham</td>
<td>W4LQ</td>
<td>205-458-3380</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SOUTHWESTERN DIVISION</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texas</td>
<td>Houston</td>
<td>W4LQ</td>
<td>713-795-3380</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Mexico</td>
<td>Albuquerque</td>
<td>W4LQ</td>
<td>505-841-3380</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arizona</td>
<td>Phoenix</td>
<td>W4LQ</td>
<td>602-256-3380</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nevada</td>
<td>Las Vegas</td>
<td>W4LQ</td>
<td>702-383-3380</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Officials appointed to act until the membership of the Section choose permanent S.C.M.s by nomination and election.*
Recently, Radio Engineering Laboratories were commissioned to design and build a series of 500 watt radio telephone transmitters for service in the Tropics where MOISTURE is the Enemy of Efficiency!

R. E. L. engineers knew from experience that Kenyon T Line Transformers would fill the requirements not only because all Kenyon Transformers are Sealed-in but because they are completely dehydrated under the Kenyon-control method of manufacture. They knew that moisture, like water on a duck's back, just didn't have a chance! Whatever the conditions, whether in the Tropics or under the handicap of severe Arctic weather — as was the case with the McGregor Expedition — Kenyon Transformers always demonstrate their superiority.

When you purchase transformers, look for the famous "K" on the name plate. It will afford you the same assurance of quality and long reliable service that has made Kenyon the choice of leading industrial manufacturing and utility companies throughout the world.

Send today for a copy of our new 1939 Catalog . . . It's complimentary
The American Radio Relay League, Inc. is a non-commercial association of radio amateurs, bonded for the promotion of interest in amateur radio communication and experimentation, for the relaying of messages by radio, for the advancement of the radio art and of public welfare, for the representation of the radio amateur in legislative matters, and for the maintenance of fraternalism and a high standard of conduct.

It is an incorporated association without capital stock, chartered under the laws of Connecticut. Its affairs are governed by a Board of Directors, elected every two years by the general membership. The officers are elected or appointed by the Directors. The League is non-commercial and no one commercially engaged in the manufacture, sale or rental of radio apparatus is eligible to membership on its board.

"Of, by and for the amateur," it numerically within its ranks practically every worth-while amateur in the nation and has a history of glorious achievement as the standard-bearer of amateur affairs.

Inquiries regarding membership are solicited. A bona fide interest in amateur radio is the essential qualification; ownership of a transmitting station and knowledge of the code are prerequisite. Correspondence should be addressed to the Secretary.

Hiram Percy Maxim, First President

Officers
President, Eugene C. Woodruff, W8CMF, State College, Pa.
Vice- President, George W. Bailey, W8IRH, Weston, Mass.
Secretary, Kenneth B. Warner, W6VR, West Hartford, Connecticut
Treasurer, Arthur A. Herbert, W1VX, West Hartford, Connecticut
Communications Mgr., F. Edward Handy, W1VY, West Hartford, Connecticut

General Counsel, Paul M. S1026 Woodward Building, Washington, D.C.

Address all general correspondence to the administration headquarters at West Hartford, Connecticut.
"IT SEEMS TO US—"

The monthly pearls of wisdom that grace this page are about to be concocted for another issue, as we sit ourselves at the old editorial mill and sneak up the gain control. That is, if you don’t mind our mixing our metaphors. And it isn’t as if we didn’t have anything on the hook to talk about, what with this being the month we pay our Income Contest and enter the DX Tax. (What these contests do to a fellow!) But there’s something a bit hotter:

It’s about this business of foreign broadcasting in our 7-Mc. band. We almost blew our modulator tubes telling you what we thought of this subject last August. Now comes news of the first echelon of the advancing Martians and reports of the first actual invader.

Information is received from England that the B.B.C. is building two 100-kilowatt stations, to operate on 7240 and 7260 kc., commencing the first of September when the Cairo allocations go into effect. The stations are to operate east to India with directive antennas, we hear, and are to confine their operations to the afternoon hours in England or morning in America. Now that’s all right. That is, it’s as nearly all right as anything can be about this technically-screwball, morally-unjustifiable and economically-undesirable invasion of an essential amateur band. The purpose is the contemplated purpose, the hours are the contemplated hours, and the date is legally correct.

If the plan is followed as announced, we in America will have small grounds for complaint and probably won’t be bothered at all.

Something quite different, however, started about two weeks before this date of writing, in the form of a powerful French broadcasting station calling itself “Paris Mobile” and announcing its frequency as 7280 kc. It has been putting out the usual miscellaneous broadcasting program of music, news, talks and so on, in English. It deliberately addresses itself to the audience of the United States and Canada, and it solicits reception reports. It operates during our evening hours, signing off around midnight, eastern time. It hasn’t waited until September 1st to begin operations. It probably has antennas directed at North America, since the signal has been plenty QSA.

This case, then, is very different. If the station is truly French-owned, as we have every reason to believe it is, the action is inexcusable. France has ratified the Madrid regulations and she signed at Cairo. She is, therefore, obligated to permit only amateur stations to operate in the frequency band 7000–7300 kc., at least until September. In view of this fact the League has promptly appealed to the Department of State and has urgently requested that strong representations be made at once to the French Administration to cease the violation. We know no reason why the effort should not succeed.

There’s something queer about this business; why should France thus violate her own amateurs? We don’t know, but we do want to say that there is much more to the subject than simply pointing out to France that she must wait until September before she can do such a thing. She ought not to do it at all, she shouldn’t even attempt it. Reasons? OK: (1) France needs amateur radio perhaps more than most countries. (2) It’s absurd to expect reception of broadcasting on 7280 kc. in America. The delegation of the United States, authorized to speak at Cairo on this subject for all the nations of the Americas, served blunt warning of the intention of the Americas to continue this whole band exclusively for amateurs and pointed out that the intense activity of tens of thousands of stations in this most popular of amateur bands would make any public reception impossible. (3) France needs good will and well wishing on this side of the water, and that’s no way to get it. We know at least fifty-one thousand American citizens who will think it a damned outrage that a major nation and a friendly nation and one notable for its grace and courtesy should do such a thing.

Let the French Administration ponder well this matter! If they are well advised they will not only immediately withdraw this senseless offense to the citizens of the American countries but they will abandon all further thought
of doing such a thing, either on September 1st or thereafter.

By the time you read these lines we expect this first of the invaders will have ceased operation. If it hasn't found its solicitation of American reception reports too discouraging it will, we trust, have piped down at the request of our Department of State. But what if it hasn't? What do we do then? Well, what are little transmitters for? We've got a right to work on 7280 kc., too. As one seagull said to the other seagulls, "What're we waiting for, boys?"

And, by T.O.M., the same thing goes for the rest of the world and for the period after September 1st! We intend to keep 7000-7300 only for amateur signals on this side of the water!

K. B. W.

SPLATTER

The ole mag is all buttoned up and ready for press; the Hq. gang is a bleary-eyed crew for fair, caused by a 30-hour week-end trying to raise DX. A stimulant has just been received in the form of a comment from Grammer, saying he has an article in the works titled, "How to Feel Peppy on Two Hours' Sleep." We'll give it a whirl this week-end, and if it does the trick we'll dish it up piping hot before another fracas.

Any youngster looking at Fig. 3, page 62, is going to be amazed to see that kite in the air — and so are we. The idea is okay, but we suggest other sources of consultation when it comes to adjusting the kite's bellyband.

One of our old-time readers dropped us a long spiel of great interest to us, concerning Hamerica in general. One point that particularly upset us was a statement to the effect that the title "Experimenter's Section" smattered too much of uninteresting and untried material — it should have another name to it. We were amused and dug back into the binders — the last time we used that head was in May, 1932. Then it became "For the Experimenter" until April, 1936, when it emerged as "Hints and Kinks for the Experimenter." And our Perpetual Survey pronounces it the most widely accepted feature of the book.

Several of the gang take us to task for the bent arms in the photographs in our recent article, "Resuscitation from Electrical Shock." But our photographs aren't fake shots of a couple of punks. The two men are members of the safety staff of one of the best-managed power companies in the country and are instructors in the subject. Each of them has saved a man's life by the procedure shown. One has had his own life saved by it. The photos were specially posed for our article in our own office. True, all the dope says to keep one's arms straight, and they are so shown in the Red Cross' photographs: that probably economizes strength by using one's weight more effectively.

We have come coasting along merrily for a time without any "busts" in QST diagrams. When they have occurred we have endeavored to give them publicity. But we have had the feeling we weren't doing an effective job of making these corrections public, and have wondered how we could improve the situation. W6QQE pops up and suggests we put major corrections under one heading, and he suggests "Feedback." It's a swell idea. They will be on this same page, and will be prominently displayed. Then it's up to individuals to dig up the diagrams referred to and make a suitable notation to the correction. We shall index these annually under the heading "Feedback." But we'll strive to eliminate all Feedback from QST pages in the future.

FEEDBACK

Fig. 2, p. 25, Dec. QST
There should be no connection between the plate of the 6H6 background tube and the grid of the 1852 video amplifier. The 1852 grid connects only to the junction of L21 and L22. The background plate likewise connects only to R35.

Fig. 1, p. 13, Feb. QST
Values for L1 and L2 should be interchanged.

Fig. 2, p. 50, March QST
The center-tap of the secondary winding of transformer T1 should be connected to ground.

OUR COVER

This portable transmitter and receiver operates on 112 Mc. and on one's shoulders without humpback danger, according to W1JEQ who built it and uses it. Vern has promised us a story on it.

W1SZ has a new C W Sked at his house — Cynthia Warner Rodimon. Born Jan. 31 — The sked is one bottle of milk every four hours to suppress howls.
A DX Man's Superhet

Built for DX reception on the 7-, 14- and 28-Mc. bands, this receiver has the features needed for the purpose, eliminates those not essential. It is a plug-in coil job with one stage of preselection, built-in noise silencer, and crystal filter. Separate tuning controls are provided for the high-frequency oscillator and the signal-frequency circuits. Mechanical construction, so frequently the weak spot in home-built receivers, has been treated with particular care.

Plug-in Coil Receiver for the 7-, 14- and 28-Mc. Bands

BY K. A. CAIRD,* W9ADG

It has been said of the Dutch that their constant dissatisfaction with everything they do and everything about them is responsible for the high state of progress in that nation. Certainly some such spirit is responsible for our progress in amateur radio. Witness the constant rebuilding of beam antennas, exciters, and so on. In recent years receiving equipment seems to have escaped the wrath of our individual Dutch instincts. The amateur is beginning to regard his receiver as a little black box of sacred content. The limit of his expenditure on it is the twelfth payment. Whether the complication of modern receivers and the technical ability of the modern ham warrant such a situation is not our present theme. We elected to build our own receiver (more out of pride than judgment) and built one with the specific idea in mind that it might be torn apart from time to time. If there still exist a few others who include the receiver in their rebuilding programs, the arrangement of this one may be of interest to them.

He who builds must enjoy the building; otherwise he does not say he is saving money. While the cost of parts may be considerably less than the cost of a completed receiver of equal performance, the time expended can only be charged to knowledge and experience, or the worthy use of leisure. No doubt about it, the home builder is at a disadvantage for shop and test equipment. Still, a set like this one does not require any more equipment than many amateurs already have. If it boasts a drill press, the home shop can probably handle the mechanical end. One of those popular a.c.-d.c. multi-range meters and the junk box line-up oscillator of the Handbook will take care of the test equipment.

An amateur building a set for himself does not need to compete with any manufacturer, so he need only include those features which are necessary to produce the results he desires. Thus, by making a few choices in the beginning the task can be simplified. Our own choice was clear: We wanted weak signal response on a few bands -- mostly 10 and 20. We were willing to give up single control tuning, quick band-changing, a.v.c., and an "S" meter, to concentrate on essentials. Too much credit cannot be given W6AUX for many of the features which brought in the

* 324 East Touhy Ave., Park Ridge, Ill.

The front panel, hand-finished aluminum, is standard relay-rack size, 8 3/4 by 19 inches. The r.f. and oscillator tuning dials have been fitted with large knobs for tuning ease. Ten tubes in all, including those in the i.f. noise silencer.
weak signals. Two years ago he very ably pointed out what was needed.¹

**Mechanical Construction**

The first line of attack on any complex problem is to break it up into lesser problems. Mechanically, the entire set is built in sections to permit the quick removal of any stage. Electrically, each stage — r.f., and mixer; i.f., second detector and a.f.; h.f. oscillator and b.f.o. — was completed and tested before the set was ever assembled. Thus it had to work right off the bat — and did. Changes have already taken more time than the original construction. The foundation for the entire receiver is a cast aluminum spider. The pattern for this spider was made from trellis strip and printer's furniture. The floors of the three aluminum boxes are 3/32-inch cast aluminum plates. Patterns for the floors and the side brackets were made from plywood. The open sections are on 3/32 aluminum sheet held up on runnels of 1 by 3/4-inch aluminum alloy. The construction of these sections and of the boxes is apparent from inspection of the photographs.

The actual cutting and fitting of all this aluminum is not difficult, though it does get laborious. Assuming an elementary amount of shop technique, only a few hints need be added. Use a "beaver" file on the castings and on the sheets wherever possible. Clean out files with the rough end of a piece of drill rod. Do not band-saw and file sheet stock if you can help it. Have it sawed or sheared and stand right over the gutter-pipe man. Be generous with condensed milk when drilling and tapping aluminum or its alloys. Large holes like 3/4 inch or so should be opened up first with a small hole the size of the flat of the large drill.

When the handling is over, all metal can be washed with soap and water.

The metal for the box sides and top should be planned and cut after the base plates are cleaned up square. Likewise, the metal for flat sections (i.f., etc.) is best planned with the boxes finished and in place. When the boxes are in place on the spider, there is no common partition between stages and also no common floor or ceiling. Whether or not all this hardware is justified from the standpoint of shielding may be questioned, but there is no doubt about the value of the rigidity, and the convenience of being able to take out any section. The tube sockets in each of the three boxes are set in little corner platforms made by folding down two laps on a small piece of aluminum. The by-pass condensers, with most of the wiring, are thus between the platform and the compartment floor proper, while the d.c. leads continue through the bottom. This puts only the resistors out in the open where they can be easily adjusted and changed. Some of the resistors can be seen mounted to the long bakelite strips in the bottom view. These strips were drilled and tapped along their entire length beforehand. Many connections terminate in soldering lugs slipped into spade tips and fastened under screw heads. This arrangement paves the way for changes and measurements in the under regions with a minimum of effort and hay-wire.

**R.F. Circuit Details**

There is enough Handbook material available to allow a discussion of the various stages to be confined to features peculiar to this set. Beginning at the input end we might call attention to the large coils, large wire, and large compartments in the r.f. and mixer. It seems that such admitted electrical advantages are often martyred in the cause of compactness and easy band-
change. The topic of r.f. coil design enjoyed its glory some years ago. A recent paper in QST will provide valuable material for the ham who winds his own today. The top or grid ends of $L_1$ and $L_2$ come directly off the form to thumbnuts on the condenser. It is hardly an advantage to run an r.f. lead down through a coil and then back up again to the grid of a tube. Coils should be pruned to hit their bands with the least possible padding capacity. The high $LC$ idea could be carried further but it seemed to us that an acorn preselector would be the place to go the limit on that. The presence of the primary on $L_2$ requires fewer turns on $L_2$ than $L_1$ or allows more turns to be crowded on $L_1$, whichever way you look at it. Why make up the difference with padding capacity on $L_1$ when turns are so precious on 28 Mc.

There is hardly any other choice for an r.f. tube than the 6J7G, unless it be an acorn. Throughout the entire set the sharp cut-off tubes are used in preference to the 6K7-6D6 types. They permit the time-honored ham practice of a little more plate voltage without excessive plate current. At least our 6C6’s seem to thrive on 300 volts plate — 150 volts screen, and it does make a difference in signals.

The 6L7 in the mixer went to work with a minimum of pampering as compared to some injection systems. We still cast frowns on it from time to time, and perhaps with some better arrangements for measuring outputs and inputs we can find an excuse to put a 6J7G in this socket, too.

Similarly, the 6J5 tickler coil h.f. oscillator puts out more h.f. with less coaxing than any other oscillator tried. By careful shielding and filtering we had a 6J7 in the so-called c.c. circuit doing very well here. There was no hum on 20 meters and a barely perceptible one on 10. The 6J5 has more output though, and, of course, as its cathode is grounded, there is no hum at all. The frequency stability of the triode is not equal to the other, but it is surprisingly good; only a big flip of a volume control will change beat notes.

What we liked best about the e.c. oscillator circuits was the possibility of varying output by changing voltages, without shifting the frequency all over. Perhaps a miniature transmitter like an e.c. 6P6 with a separate heater battery would not be so grotesque at that! At any rate, the oscillator-mixer combination is one place for the builder inclined to experiment to have his fun.

The lead from h.f. oscillator to first detector must be as short as possible, rigid, and well away from everything. It is not smart to enclose it in shielding braid, not unless you have output to by-pass away.

Of the two coils seen in the oscillator compartment the rear one is in the circuit. A switching arrangement was tried and abandoned. Now the front socket serves simply as a resting place for the other coil. It takes only 20 seconds per stage to remove covers and change coils. Individual
padding condensers in each oscillator coil may be expensive, but they are a real convenience. The oscillator tuning condenser, C8, a National SE-50, was selected because of its 270-degree rotation and the ease with which the stator could be cut down. The stator is rebuilt into a 3-plate and a 7-plate section. The latter is not used but is easily cut in if some "general coverage" is ever wanted.

**I.F. Section**

The i.f. was first built for straight superhet and the crystal and silencer added as a detour to the rear. The straight through line-up, mixer, T2, was first built for straight superhet and the crystal and silencer added as a detour to the rear. The straight through line-up, mixer, T2, was first built for straight superhet and the crystal and silencer added as a detour to the rear. The straight through line-up, mixer, T2, was first built for straight superhet and the crystal and silencer added as a detour to the rear. The straight through line-up, mixer, T2, was first built for straight superhet and the crystal and silencer added as a detour to the rear. The straight through line-up, mixer, T2, was first built for straight superhet and the crystal and silencer added as a detour to the rear. The straight through line-up, mixer, T2, was first built for straight superhet and the crystal and silencer added as a detour to the rear. The straight through line-up, mixer, T2, was first built for straight superhet and the crystal and silencer added as a detour to the rear. The straight through line-up, mixer, T2, was first built for straight superhet and the crystal and silencer added as a detour to the rear. The straight through line-up, mixer, T2, was first built for straight superhet and the crystal and silencer added as a detour to the rear. The straight through line-up, mixer, T2, was first built for straight superhet and the crystal and silencer added as a detour to the rear. The straight through line-up, mixer, T2, was first built for straight superhet and the crystal and silencer added as a detour to the rear. The straight through line-up, mixer, T2, was first built for straight superhet and the crystal and silencer added as a detour to the rear. The straight through line-up, mixer, T2, was first built for straight superhet and the crystal and silencer added as a detour to the rear. The straight through line-up, mixer, T2, was first built for straight superhet and the crystal and silencer added as a detour to the rear. The straight through line-up, mixer, T2, was first built for straight superhet and the crystal and silencer added as a detour to the rear.
selectivity, which is plenty. Compared to the signals, but we are generally safe in passing over second detector does block up a bit on strong shorted, the circuit is shunted by the phasing condenser in parallel with the net capacity of the output coupling condenser.

The crystal stage is conventional enough with the exception of the selectivity control. This is not new, being another of W6AUX's suggestions. A six-point switch is said to be superior as it permits tuning the transformer preferably should be aligned with the crystal out, which usually will bring the tuning somewhere near the "optimum selectivity" (and maximum response) point when the crystal is cut in. If the transformer is adjusted to resonance with the crystal in, the selectivity will be considerably below optimum, and far below the maximum obtainable; the transformer also will be off resonance in the straight super position.

The crystal stage is conventional enough with the exception of the selectivity control. This is not new, being another of W6AUX's suggestions. A six-point switch will do about as well as the eight-point shown. Starting with a 20,000-ohm resistor and ending with 1 megohm will give four positions between no crystal and maximum selectivity, which is plenty. Compared to the usual detuning of \( T_2 \) for selectivity, this resistor method is said to be superior as it permits tuning \( T_2 \) on the nose. Rather we would say that the set can be aligned with \( T_2 \) on the nose and a choice of selectivity will not disturb the alignment. If absolute maximum selectivity was wanted, it might still be necessary to detune \( T_2 \) slightly in the alignment process. The resistor method is simplicity itself for the home builder, and is more compact and economical than the usual condenser. The crystal phasing condenser and resistor switch are built into one shield can. The phasing control comes from the bottom to the front panel and the selectivity switch is left a long arm's reach to the rear. This has been no hardship; under actual operating conditions we find enough to twirl without changing selectivity very often.

The silencer is exactly that of the Handbook with a little more screen voltage on the 6L7. The rather long lead tying the grids of the 6L7 and 6J7 together does not seem to do any damage. It is bare wire carefully centered between the shield cans. There is nothing dangerous about the long lead from \( T_2 \) to the injector grid provided the

---

**COIL DATA**

All on 13/8" diameter (Hammarlund SWF) forms

**28 MC.**

- **R.F.**
  - \( L_1 \): 6 turns No. 10 enamel 2" long
  - \( L_2 \): 5 turns No. 24 d.c.e. at bottom of \( L_1 \)
- **Det.**
  - \( L_3 \): 5 turns No. 10 enamel 2" long
  - \( L_4 \): 5 turns No. 28 d.c.e. interwound with \( L_3 \)
- **Osc.**
  - \( L_5 \): 3 turns No. 24 d.c.e. 1¼" from \( L_5 \)
  - \( L_6 \): 1½ turns 3/4" from \( L_5 \)

**14 MC.**

- **R.F.**
  - \( L_1 \): 14 turns No. 14 enamel 2" long
  - \( L_2 \): 6 turns No. 24 d.c.e. at bottom of \( L_1 \)
- **Det.**
  - \( L_3 \): 12 turns No. 14 enamel 2" long
  - \( L_4 \): 9 turns No. 28 d.c.e. interwound with \( L_3 \)
- **Osc.**
  - \( L_5 \): 7 turns No. 24 d.c.e. 1¼" long
  - \( L_6 \): 5 turns 3/4" below \( L_5 \)

**7 MC.**

- **R.F.**
  - \( L_1 \): 23 turns No. 16 enamel 2" long
  - \( L_2 \): 6 turns No. 24 d.c.e. at bottom of \( L_1 \)
- **Det.**
  - \( L_3 \): 21 turns No. 16 enamel 2" long
  - \( L_4 \): 17 turns No. 28 d.c.e. interwound with \( L_3 \)
- **Osc.**
  - \( L_5 \): 14 turns No. 24 d.c.e. 1¼" long
  - \( L_6 \): 6 turns 3/4" below \( L_5 \)

6J7G, \( T_4 \), 6J7G second detector, makes a very good receiver, while saving pennies for the crystal-silencer section or while making alterations on the secondary of the crystal-input transformer is aligned with the crystal out (shorted) for straight superposition operation it will be found on switching in the crystal that the circuit is no longer in exact resonance. This effect is attributable to the fact that, with the crystal shorted, the circuit is shunted by the phasing condenser in parallel with the net capacity of the output coupling condenser and (in this case) the output transformer primary trimmer in series. With the crystal in, these additional capacitances are in series with the crystal-holder capacity, which is small, and thus a definite shift in tuning takes place. The effect is greatest when the resistance shunted around the crystal is very high or infinite.

The i.f. transformer preferably should be aligned with the crystal out, which usually will bring the tuning somewhere near the "optimum selectivity" (and maximum response) point when the crystal is cut in. If the transformer is adjusted to resonance with the crystal in, the selectivity will be considerably below optimum, and far below the maximum obtainable; the transformer also will be off resonance in the straight super position.

This type of selectivity control has the disadvantage that the effectiveness of the phasing condenser in balancing out interference is greatly reduced when the resistance in parallel with the crystal is low enough to broaden the response curve appreciably.
A Coupling System for the Close-Spaced Antenna-Director

Link Coupling to Simplify Matching Problems

BY MALCOLM P. MOBLEY, SR., W6JYH

The half-wave antenna-director with one-tenth wave element spacing discussed by W2DFN in the May 1938 issue of QST, looked so promising that it was decided to give the system a thorough tryout at W6JYH. The results have been so very satisfactory that we believe others will be interested in our method of application.

Using 300 watts input, our reports on a conventional type of fixed antenna had been averaging S7 to S8 in the Philippine Islands, Japan and other transpacific points. Upon final adjustment of the new antenna our reports have soared to a remarkable level. Our main check station, KA2OV, using an RME-69 receiver, has logged us at 72 db daily on 14-Mc. 'phone, J2MI has logged us consistently at S13+ and up, with parallel reports from all DX contacts. In all respects we have found that the theoretical gain and other advantages are actually realized by a careful application of the theory to practice.

After a study of the conventional methods of matching and tuning it seemed obvious that to attain real efficiency the popular methods would have to be discarded, since this type of antenna tunes very sharply and the impedance at the center of the driven element is exceptionally low. Each experiment with coupling systems made it plainer that a different method of matching and tuning would have to be devised. The answer to the problem was link-coupling at all r.f. coupling points from final tank to the antenna. This was also found to be the most simple method in application, as the tuning is all controlled from one point and the links are operating without standing waves, thus eliminating all tendency toward undesired radiation.

Construction

Our antenna is mounted on a tower 43 feet in height, and is fed with EO-1 cable. The elements are spaced 6 feet, 6 inches. The radiators, Fig. 1, are made from the small size thin-walled electricians' conduit, which measures 11/16-inch outside diameter. This conduit is being used by many amateurs and has given universal satisfaction. It is fabricated in 10-foot lengths and sells for about 50 cents per length. Positive compression couplers are also furnished at about 10 cents each.

Six lengths of conduit are necessary. Two of these are halved and the halves joined to the remaining four 10-foot lengths by the compression couplers. These 15-foot lengths comprise the main side pieces of the antenna elements. The slip-on sleeves shown are made from thin-walled brass tubing of 3/4-inch inside diameter; 7 feet will be required. The whole length of tubing is split down the center by any convenient means. The split tube is then cut into one 3-foot length and two 2-foot lengths. The 3-foot piece joins the director section at the center and the 2-foot lengths form the tuning sleeves which slip over the inside ends of the driven section. As indicated in Fig. 1, four clamps are required to compress the sleeves against the radiator tubing. The clamps are made of 1/16- by 1-inch brass strip which is formed into a circle to fit the sleeves and compressed by small brass machine screws. These clamps should be sweated to the ends of the sleeves for the sake of convenience.

$L_1$, $L_2$ and $L_3$, Fig. 2, are mounted on 3-inch Johnson ribbed standoff insulators. All coils are made of hard-drawn No. 10 enameled copper wire. $L_1$ is 16 turns wound 2 1/2 inches in diameter and spaced 1/2 inch between turns. $L_2$ is a one-turn link and $L_3$ a two-turn link. The links fit around the center of $L_1$. $L_2$ should fit in between

Fig. 1—Top-view of the antenna-director arrangement used by W6JYH. The elements are made of sections of electricians' conduit. Spacing is one-tenth wavelength.
the two turns of $L_2$, without touching. A slight air spacing is sufficient, as the center of $L_1$ is the point of lowest voltage. $C_1$, Fig. 3, is composed of three rectangular aluminum plates 2 by 3 inches, spaced about $\frac{3}{4}$ inch. It is mounted as indicated in the drawing, with provision for rotating the single plate for tuning purposes. The whole matching unit should occupy a space not over 6 by 8 inches, and should be housed in a weatherproof box about 6 by 8 by 8. The box should be mounted quite close to the center of the driven element, and $L_2$ connected to it by short lengths of No. 10 wire. There should be about a 6-inch space between halves of the driven element.

**Tuning**

The antenna is to be tuned entirely from the center, and therefore in mounting it on the tower or pole provision must be made for this purpose by a platform or other means of enabling the operator to reach the various controls. The tuning should be done after the antenna is in position on the tower, since the resonance point depends upon the height above ground.

After the whole array has been mounted, clip the leads of a thermogalvanometer across about 4 inches of tubing at the exact center of the parasitic element and leave it so placed until the tuning is completed. Next, couple the EO-1 cable to the final tank coil by a one- or two-turn link. The other end of the cable is then connected to $L_2$.

Apply reduced plate voltage to the final and tune the plate circuit to the usual plate-current dip, then vary $C_1$ for resonance. If resonance cannot be obtained, vary the length of the driven-element halves by sliding the tubing in or out of the sleeves; the system should tune properly with the halves at approximately 16 feet each.\(^2\)

Resonance will be indicated by the highest reading of the thermogalvanometer, which remains clipped to the center of the parasitic element. Again have an assistant dip the final plate meter to resonance and then adjust the length of the parasitic antenna to obtain the highest reading of the thermogalvanometer; this will slightly detune the driven element and it must be again brought to resonance as described above. Next shorten the parasitic antenna to 32 feet 2 inches and clamp all sleeve tubes tightly. Retune the final tank, and then the antenna tank by a very slight movement of $C_1$.

Under these conditions the parasitic antenna functions as a director with a power gain of from 5 to 6 db. As indicated by W2DFN, various other orders of power gain or front-to-back ratio can be obtained by further adjustment of the director length. These settings can be readily determined with the cooperation of a distant receiving station which has a receiver with an S-meter.

**Silent Keys**

It is with deep regret that we record the passing of these amateurs:

Erlund E. Hardy, W1DOZ, Farmington, Maine
Douglas Johnson, W9ASZ, Oak Park, Ill.
Warren E. Munson, Jr., W2BKM, Scotia, N. Y.
G. Howard Noyes, W1ITC, Stonington, Maine
Paul Petersen, ex-W9DFG, Kansas City, Mo.
Reed E. Stoughton, W1GBD, Sebago Lake, Maine
Morgan C. Sweeney, W5GSF, Enid, Okla.
Gordon E. Turner, W7CIK, Medford, Oregon

---

\(^2\) For a frequency of 14,208 kc.
Here's the "QSL Forty" brought up to date. Many of our readers will remember the postcard-size transmitter described by W8QBW about a year ago in *QST*; it turned out to be an extremely popular set. But some of the equipment used in the original no longer is available, hence this "modernized" version. And it costs even less to build — $15 complete, with 40 watts on 3 bands.

Since the "QSL Forty" was described in *QST* about a year ago, some of the components — namely, the transformer and choke — have become difficult to secure, so the present rig was designed to make use of standard parts carried in stock by nearly all supply houses. The result is a simplified and lower-cost transmitter, with an output of 40 watts on 80 and 40 meters and slightly less on 20 meters.

The 6L6G crystal oscillator, with its power supply, is mounted on a chassis 4½ by 8½ inches. The cost of the complete transmitter and power supply, using all new parts, is $15. A constructor who has usable parts on hand can reduce this materially. For example, if he has a crystal, 6L6G and 83 tubes and a midget variable, the outlay drops to about $8 so that in either case the rig, it would seem, quite justifies its name.

The photographs show mounted on top of the chassis the transformer, the 6L6G and 83 tubes, the crystal and its pilot bulb, and the coil. In front are the plate-condenser knob and the pilot-bulb plate-current indicator. This is protected by a bakelite disc. The nuts shown hold the socket assembly to the chassis and so are not alive. "No metal can touch you"; at least none that is "hot." The little square of aluminum covers up an error of judgment and has no functional value; excuse it, please. At the rear is the divider resistor, $R_2$, $R_3$, mounted on a feed-through insulator and a grounded screw. Also on the rear edge are the feed-throughs for taking off the screen voltage, the 110-volt leads and the feed-through and ground screw for the key. The under-chassis view shows the two 20-µfd. electrolytics, $C_C$, connected in series and held by an aluminum strip bent to shape, also the three

Fig. 1 — Circuit diagram of the "Economy Forty."

- $C$ — 20-µfd., 450-volt electrolytic (Solar Minicap).
- $C_1$ — 100-µfd., variable (Hammarlund MC-100-S).
- $C_2, C_4$ — 0.01-µfd. paper, 1000-volt.
- $C_3$ — 0.01-µfd. paper, 600-volt.
- $L_1$ — 200 ohms, 10-watt.
- $R_1$ — 3000 ohms, 10-watt.
- $R_2$ — 25000 ohms, 20-watt.
- $R_3$ — 25,000 ohms, 20-watt.
- $B_1$ — No. 46 blue-bead pilot bulb.
- $B_2$ — No. 40 tan-bead pilot bulb.
- RFC — 2.1-mh. r.f. choke (National R-100).
- $T$ — Power transformer, 400 v. each side c.t.; 6.3- and 5-volt windings (Thordarson T13R16).
- $L_1, L_2$ — see text.

The filter condensers are held by the bracket at the left, mounted on the side of the chassis. Note the bakelite mountings for the plate-current bulb and the tuning condenser; both must be insulated from the chassis.

QST for
The "Economy Forty" is inexpensive, compact, and delivers 40 watts to the antenna. It can be used on three bands, 3.5, 7 and 14 Mc., for c.w. work. The pilot bulbs are used to indicate crystal current and plate current.

paper tubulars $C_2$, $C_3$, $C_4$, the 200-ohm resistor $R_1$, the r.f. choke and the midget variable $C_1$.

Transmitter Circuit

The transmitter circuit is that of the "QSL Forty" except that $C_2$, $C_3$ and $C_4$ are 0.01 µfd. and so easier to obtain. The plate meter has been replaced by a No. 46 blue-bead pilot bulb in the interests of space saving, lower cost and simplicity. If you wish actually to measure the plate current, this may be done easily by unscrewing the No. 46 bulb and clipping on milliammeter leads to the socket lugs. Once you have observed the filament color of the No. 46 at 160 to 170 ma., you have observed the plate current you will have no further use for a plate meter. The No. 46 bulb is at its full (dazzling) brilliancy at 250 ma., and will show a good bright white (not dazzling) at 200 ma. At normal plate current of 160 to 170 ma. it runs white, just past the yellow stage. Now, if you use pilot bulbs also for your antenna tuning, as described in October QST, the tuning procedure is simply to adjust so that the antenna bulb (or bulbs) are brightest while the plate bulb is dimmest.

On 20 meters there may be found a very slight chirp, although it is hardly fair to call it that for only occasionally will your report be plain T9; generally you will draw the usual T9X. Tune for slightly more than lowest plate current when on 20 meters. If you can listen to the signal in your receiver or a monitor you can readily determine the plate condenser adjustment which will eliminate the chirp.

Power Supply

I will admit that I had some doubts about this power supply, which consists only of a transformer, a 10-µfd. condenser (two 20-µfd. electrolytic units in series) and a dividing resistor. Before writing this story, therefore, the job was given a good work-out on the air and found perfectly satisfactory. Invariably reports were T9X, but since reports are so often figured on the basis of not hurting your feelings rather than on the basis of accuracy, each contact was asked to report again, frankly, on the quality of the signal. The opinion was unanimous that the note was pure d.c., no ripple, no chirp, no clicks, or words to that effect. Some of the first filters tried used only 4 µfd. and showed a slight ripple, but raising the capacity to 10 µfd. eliminated this. Any contacts that reported on those first filters and who read this will understand that I am not now describing the rig which they heard.

The transformer delivers 400/400 volts a.c. to the plates of the 83 tube, and after filtering the d.c. voltage is close to 500 volts. The plate voltage, under normal load, will be about 440 volts. The screen voltage will be about 330 volts with load. Don't sit on the key. This is a c.w. transmitter and is fully capable of doing its stuff. It is not a power house, though, so don't try running it key-down except for the brief tuning periods.

Dummy Antenna

The sketch shows the simple dummy antenna used at W8QBW. It is merely a Mazda lamp, with a variable condenser across the terminals, clipped to the terminals of $L_2$. Should the capacity prove inadequate a small mica unit can be added in parallel. The 80-meter coil specified will light such a 40-watt dummy to full brilliancy. Some coils will deliver energy equally well to the antenna and to such a dummy while other coils, although satisfactory on the antenna, do not transfer maximum energy to the dummy. A 40-meter coil wound as follows will light a 40-watt Mazda fully: $L_1$, 12 turns of No. 12 enameled, 2¼ inches diameter, 2 inches long; $L_2$, 6¼ turns of No. 12 enameled, 2½ inches diameter and 1 inch long.

Coils

There is considerable latitude in the matter of coil constants and you may wish to experiment to determine what is "best" under your par-
ppecial conditions. The coils specified may be taken as a starter at least. Don't let the "commercial" appearance of this type of coil lead you to think that it is difficult to make. In reality these spaced-turn coils are easy to construct, are efficient and cheap. The process merely involves sawing out some little bakelite strips, drilling a row of holes in them (make a template), winding some wire tightly on a can or tube of appropriate size and then threading the strips on the coil thus formed. A roll of stiff paper thrust through the coil axially will hold things snug while you apply cement to the holes and it is hardening.

The bottom strip should be \( \frac{1}{4} \) or \( \frac{3}{16} \) inch thick to take the 6-32 tapped holes for the banana plugs, which should be fitted, of course, before threading the coil. The ends of \( L_1 \) are formed into little loops (flatten them) for the shanks of the plugs. The ends of \( L_2 \) also are formed into little loops for handy attachment of the antenna feeder leads. When drilling the holes don't shove the drill right on through — back up the strip with a bit of steel and finish the holes from the other side and so avoid bad breaking out between holes. Countersink the holes so as to provide good "pockets" for the cement. It is all much simpler to do than to describe.

The photograph shows, at the right, a 20-meter coil just removed from the can. To the left of this is a 20-meter coil completely assembled, and to the left again is a 40-meter coil partly finished; the coil \( L_1 \) is already threaded through the holes in the strips, and \( L_2 \) is partly threaded. Suggested coil dimensions are as follows:

**80 METERS**

- \( L_1 \): 21 turns of No. 14 enameled, diameter \( 1\frac{3}{8} \) inches, length \( 2\frac{3}{4} \) inches, holes spaced \( \frac{3}{16} \) inch between centers. Use No. 44 drill.
- \( L_2 \): 6\(\frac{3}{4} \) turns, same wire, diameter and spacing as \( L_1 \).
- Inductance of coil \( L_1 \) is about 22 microhenrys.

**40 METERS**

- \( L_1 \): 18 turns of No. 14 enameled, diameter \( 2\frac{1}{4} \) inches, length \( 2\frac{3}{4} \) inches, holes spaced \( \frac{3}{8} \) inch between centers. Use a No. 44 drill.
- \( L_2 \): 7\(\frac{3}{4} \) turns same wire, diameter and spacing as \( L_1 \).
- Inductance of coil \( L_1 \) is about 14.7 microhenrys.

**20 METERS**

- \( L_1 \): 8 turns of No. 14 enameled, diameter \( 1\frac{7}{8} \) inches, length \( 1\frac{3}{4} \) inches, holes spaced \( \frac{1}{4} \) inch between centers. Use a No. 44 drill.
- \( L_2 \): 3 turns same wire, diameter and spacing as \( L_1 \).
- Inductance of coil \( L_1 \) is about 2.0 microhenrys.

If you wish to try coils of different inductances from the above they may be figured readily from the formula:

\[
L (\mu H) = \frac{0.2 A^2 N^2}{3A + 9B}
\]

where \( A \) is the diameter, \( B \) the length (both in inches), and \( N \) the number of turns.

Coils for 40 meters may be 18 to 22 \( \mu H \), 40-meter coils from 12\(\frac{1}{2} \) to 15\(\frac{1}{2} \) \( \mu H \), and 20-meter coils from 1.6 to 2.0 \( \mu H \), for practicable operation.

The No. 14 enameled magnet wire specified is soft and makes up nicely into coils that will not spring more than about a quarter-inch when removed from the can. Select a can that is about \( \frac{1}{4} \) inch smaller than the finished coil diameter. Punch a small hole at one end, hook the wire into the hole, hold the far end in a vise and wind the wire on the can close and tight, using a strong even tension, as you walk up to it.

Coil \( L_1 \) will start and finish at the bottom strip and \( L_2 \) will start and finish at the top strip or strips. If two strips only are used, as with small coils, \( L_2 \) will have a whole number of turns, as 3 or 6. If three strips are used then \( L_2 \) will have a whole number plus \( \frac{1}{2} \) turn, as 6\(\frac{1}{2} \). A variation of a sixteenth of an inch in the diameter of the coil does not matter materially. A half-pound of wire will make several coils.

**Bakelite**

You will need two pieces of bakelite about \( 1\frac{3}{4} \) inches square for the plate pilot-bulb socket, also some strips \( \frac{3}{8} \) inch or \( \frac{1}{4} \) inch wide and \( \frac{3}{8} \) inch or \( \frac{1}{2} \) inch thick; about a foot or two of these. For the bottom coil strip get a foot or so of \( \frac{3}{8} \)- or \( \frac{3}{4} \)-inch wide by \( \frac{1}{4} \)- or \( \frac{3}{8} \)-inch thick bakelite. Nearly every supply house has a barrel full of scrap bakelite consisting of all kinds of little bits and narrow strips. If you explain what you want when you order parts you can probably get this for a few cents or gratis.

**Crystals**

A crystal and coil is needed for each band you wish to operate on. Changing bands takes but a few seconds — not that this is of any importance, however. Just turn off the power, lift out the crystal and coil, plug in the appropriate ones and tune up. The cost of an extra crystal is not really an extra expense because if you try to "save" this by using some circuit involving doubling or quadrupling you will be out just as much or more and may end up with a more compli-
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Fig. 3 — Chassis layout template.

cated rig which may give only 10 or 15 watts output.

The crystal current on 80 meters is so low that it will not light the No. 40 tan bead pilot bulb in the crystal circuit. On 40 meters the bulb will show dull yellow and on 20 it burns white but not full. No. 40 at full dazzling brilliancy draws 150 ma. Here at WSQBW we have never lost a crystal and have used the same 6L6G tube for two years on 40 watts output, and are now starting it out on its third year at 60 watts output with 600 volts on the plate. But that will have to be another story.

**Divider Resistor**

The divider consists of a 25,000-ohm, 20-watt unit in series with a 3000-ohm, 10-watt, the screen voltage being taken off the junction. It is mounted on the rear apron of the chassis where it gets free circulation of air. Never put a hard working resistor under the chassis because the considerable heat radiated is apt to fry out the dope from condensers and transformer. It will also heat up the top of chassis and incidentally the crystal, so causing extra frequency drift. The "B"-plus end of the divider is the feed-through partly hidden by the 110-volt leads, and the "B"-minus is the mounting screw at the right. The junction between the 3000-ohm and 25,000-ohm sections is the middle feed-through.

**Chassis**

It seems that the chassis is often something of a problem to many constructors. If you are handy to a machinery supply house you can get No. 16 gauge aluminum in sheets 12 inches wide by any length for about 52 cents per pound. A piece 12 inches wide by 14½ inches long for this chassis costs about 37 cents from such a source. However, any tin shop or roofer can furnish a piece of terneplate or heavy galvanized for a few cents. Some radio supply dealers list cadmium-plated chassis 5 by 9½ by 3 inches, which will serve nicely for this rig.

Anyhow, half the fun of radio is doing nice construction. Haywire and sloppy arrangements offer real hazards, fire and personal, so avoid them and live a longer and happier life. Put a red bulb across your 115-volt leads and don’t touch a thing while that light is burning. And on this cautionary note the story will close.

**Oregon State Convention**

(N. W. Division)

*Date:* April 22nd-23rd.
*Place:* Eugene, Oregon.
*Hotel:* Osborne Hotel.
*Admission Fee:* $3.00.
A "Double-Barrelled" Antenna System

**Simplified Flat-Line Feeding for a Two-Band Antenna**

BY L. M. SWIFT,* W5FDQ

And slide the feeders up and down the stub until a match is obtained." But—did you ever climb up and down from the roof-top, letting down the antenna, pulling it up again, chasing standing waves, and wondering if that match is a match? If so, you know it's not as simple as it sounds.

Usually the next step is to go to an impedance-matching transformer such as the well-known "Q" system. They are calculated in advance: you cut 'em to length, put 'em up and they work—for the single band for which they are cut. But here at W5FDQ we want to operate on 20 and 10 with reasonably quick band-change. We like untuned-line feed, and we have a natural prejudice against two antennas as closely spaced as our small back-yard dictates. Furthermore, cost is a major factor here as elsewhere. We have used the familiar single-wire-feed with fair success, but r.f. feed-back usually shows up on 'phone, and 'phone constitutes a major part of our activity. However, the following line of reasoning produced a feed system that operates equally well on 10 and 20, with absolutely no change necessary when changing bands.

If an antenna is to operate as a center-fed half-wave flat-top on its fundamental, then it automatically becomes two collinear half-waves in phase on the second harmonic. The impedance at the center of a half-wave flat-top is known to be about 72 ohms. The impedance at the center of the two half-waves in phase is not as well established, but it is probably on the order of 2400 ohms. (This assumption is fairly well borne out in practice.)

When the antenna is operating as a half wave (Fig. 1-A), the stub is a quarter-wave long, and the voltage on the stub will be a maximum at A and B and a minimum at C, the midpoint. A point D, one-third the stub-length from A, is one-sixth of a wavelength from a voltage loop (B) when working on the fundamental, and also one-sixth of a wave-length from a voltage loop (A) when working on the second harmonic.

When working on the second harmonic, the voltage at point D will be one-half that at A or B. The impedance will be one-fourth the end impedance, or 600 ohms, and a 600-ohm line could be connected at this point to feed the system. On the fundamental, the same point will show 600 ohms if the stub has a characteristic impedance of 416 ohms ($\sqrt{72 \times 2400}$). Since it is entirely practical to build a 416-ohm line, this gives a practical method of feeding a center-fed half-wave antenna with a flat line on either the fundamental or the second harmonic.

In practice, the 416-ohm stub was made with No. 10 wire spaced 1.65 inches. Since no spreaders of this spacing were available when the stub was built, they were made from celluloid knitting needles cut to length and drilled so they could be slipped over the wire and tied in place. No trouble has been experienced with losses in the line, and any good insulating material should be satisfac-

---

* Engineering Laboratories, Inc., Tulsa, Okla.
The 600-ohm line is standard, and may be coupled to the transmitter in your pet manner.

The antenna system with which this feed method has been used is shown in Fig. 2. It is cut for 14.2 Mc., which makes the flat top 32 feet 11 inches long. The stub, being of fairly low impedance for such construction, is cut to 0.96 of a full quarter-wave, or 16 feet 7 inches. The antenna resonates on its harmonic at about 29 Mc. (not 28.4 Mc.) because of the familiar end effects. However, it is not critical as to frequency, and operates satisfactorily over the entire bands.

One word of caution. Don't "slide the feeders up and down the stub." Tie them to a point one-third the length of the stub from the antenna and leave them alone. They will work there — and that's the only place they will.

---

**Fig. 3** — Constructional details of the antenna support. The structure is greatly simplified by the necessity for only 90° rotation.

**Rotating the Antenna**

Since early tests with the antenna showed considerable broadside directivity, particularly on the harmonic, it was apparent that provision should be made for rotation. Further, the weight of the stub and feeders causes considerable sag when the antenna is supported between two towers, reducing the effective height and making a center support desirable. Because the antenna is bi-directional and the "nose" is rather broad, rotation of about 90° is all that is necessary for good general coverage. Accordingly, the following "bow and arrow" mount was devised.

A piece of "two-by-four" ("a," Fig. 3) about 3 feet long was cut and tapered at the ends as shown. A U-bracket "b" was bent of 3/16-by-1-inch strap iron, and piece "a" was pivoted between the arms of the U by a 3/8-inch brass rod "c," which was held in place by cotter-pins, as shown. Sufficient clearance was left to allow "a" to swing about 90 degrees or more in its mount.

The bracket "b" was securely bolted to a 5-foot length of two-by-two "d," about 1 foot from the lower end.

Two 24-foot cane poles were purchased at the local hardware store for a total of 50 cents. The tips of these were cut off, leaving a length of 18 feet each. The large ends of these were strapped to the lower sloping edges of "a," as shown. (Half-inch sheet iron straps, as found on shipping crates, nailed to "a" and stretched tightly around the poles, did a good job at W5EGQ; wire was used here.) An ordinary 2-inch antenna insulator "f" was fastened rigidly to the top of "d" by means of wires through holes in the two-by-two and around the body of the insulator. The flat-top was strung between this insulator and the tips of the cane poles, just like stringing a huge bow. The 416-ohm stub was strung from "f" to a convenient point near the base of the supporting tower, with the 600-ohm line tapped on at the proper point, as previously described. The insulator "f" does not move when the antenna is turned, so that there is no twisting of the stub or feeders, and they may be stretched as tightly as desirable.

The two-by-two "d" was bolted to the top of a 16-foot A frame, made of a split two-by-four.

(Continued on page 102)
WHAT THE LEAGUE IS DOING

NEW RADIO LEGISLATION?
Several bills have been introduced in the Congress to reorganize the F.C.C. The first of these is an Administration measure, S. 1268, introduced in the Senate in early February by Senator Wheeler after the way had been paved by letters from President Roosevelt. In mid-month the same bill was introduced in the House by Representative Lea. These bills would reduce the Commission to a board of three men, who would delegate all normal administrative work to three sections of the Commission presided over by administrative officers appointed by them. Countering this move to reduce the size of the Commission, Senator White later in the month introduced another White bill, S. 1520, which would increase the Commission to eleven men, one an executive chairman and five assigned to each of two autonomous divisions, one for broadcasting and one for common carriers. The full commission would allocate frequencies to all radio services and would handle the non-public radio services such as amateurs and police.

The examination of these bills by Congress, amateurs should note, is going to be done in a highly political atmosphere. Most of the politics will revolve about broadcasting, because next year is election year and broadcasting plays an important part in that story. There are going to be long and bitter wrangles, investigations, counter-attacks. The political atmosphere will not be conducive to sober examination of facts, and things will not be what they appear. The situation at the moment of writing is highly uncertain. Hearings are expected to begin in the Senate in early April, but current Washington opinion is that action at this session of Congress is quite unlikely. The League is on the job, keeping a very watchful eye on the proceedings, and will do whatever proves to be necessary or advantageous to protect amateur rights. At this writing, the issues are too confused to warrant an opinion, but A.R.R.L. will be ready when it becomes apparent what the program is to be.

LICENSING
There has been a rumor that, because of war scares, F.C.C. has held up all amateur renewals. This is without foundation. There is greater delay than usual in issuing licenses, because they have run behind during this busy season, but there is no interruption of amateur licensing.

In February F.C.C. announced that the total of licensed amateur operators in the United States exceeded 51,000.

7-MC. PHONE QRM
The terrible interference from Cuban 'phones at the low end of our 7-Mc. band has not yet been cured by the Inter-American Arrangement of Habana. The reason is that the government of Cuba has not yet accepted the Inter-American Arrangement and ordered it into effect as concerns its amateur licences. The cause for this, in turn, rests indirectly upon a broadcasting matter that has caused some international confusion. Government officials hope to get the matter straightened out soon.

BOARD MEETING
The A.R.R.L. Board of Directors has its annual meeting in San Francisco in early May. The alternate directors of the League are to be permitted to attend, as non-participating observers, at their own expense. The agenda for the meeting, so far as they are then known, will be published in our next issue. Watch for it.

SIGNING LOGS
Our new regulations require that persons other than the licensee shall sign the station log when they speak over the station microphone. Some amateurs have asked us to what extent this rule applies in cases where the signals of other amateur 'phone stations are being re-transmitted. The answer is that the requirement to sign the log applies only at the originating amateur station where the other person is doing the talking over the microphone. However, amateurs retransmitting the signals of another amateur station should make a log entry covering the period of the transmission and indicating in the log the name of the person speaking at the originating station. This information would then be on record in case some question arose concerning the operation of the relay station. In cases where the person speaking is at the far end of a private telephone circuit connected to the amateur station, and not personally present in the station to sign the log, our best advice is that the operator should log the person's name with a brief statement of the circumstances.
“DUPEX”

We hear fellows saying that Section 152.43 of our new regs prohibits duplex working. Apparently there is an awful lot of confusion about what duplex means. If some hams’ version of duplex necessitates leaving the carrier on unmodulated, then it is true that the effect of the reg would be to stop it. But voice-operated relays, or any other device that turns on the carrier only while one is talking, would escape this criticism, and still provide what hams mean about what duplex means. If some hams’ version only while one is talking, would escape this of duplex necessitates leaving the carrier on unmodulated, then it is true that the effect of the reg would be to stop it. But voice-operated relays, or any other device that turns on the carrier only while one is talking, would escape this criticism, and still provide what hams mean about what duplex means. If some hams’ version only while one is talking, would escape this criticism, and still provide what hams mean about what duplex means. If some hams’ version only while one is talking, would escape this criticism, and still provide what hams mean about what duplex means.

The rule itself, we would point out, relates solely to the business of leaving the carrier on when it is not being modulated for communication — the regulations don’t say a thing about “duplex” one way or the other.

Incidentally, we can’t get around this reg by jacking up the gain on our speech equipment so the loud-speakered reception of the other fellow goes out over the air at “normal” volume. F.C.C. has cited a number of stations for this attempt at evasion, on the basis that such modulation is not for communication purposes.

FINANCIAL STATEMENT

The business affairs of the League yielded a good report for the fourth quarter of 1938, with a gain from normal operations of nearly $8000 before disbursements against appropriations. As we entered that quarter about even, that is also the approximate size of the year’s net gain. By order of the Board, the figures are here published for your information:

STATEMENT OF REVENUE AND EXPENSES, EXCLUSIVE OF EXPENDITURES CHARGED TO APPROPRIATIONS, FOR THE THREE MONTHS ENDED DECEMBER 31, 1938

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Membership dues</td>
<td>$10,548.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advertising sales, QST</td>
<td>21,656.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advertising sales, Handbook</td>
<td>6,805.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advertising sales, booklets</td>
<td>400.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newsdealer sales, QST</td>
<td>10,979.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Handbook sales</td>
<td>21,653.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spanish edition Handbook revenues</td>
<td>68.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Booklet sales</td>
<td>3,506.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calculator sales</td>
<td>336.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Membership supplies sales</td>
<td>2,875.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interest earned</td>
<td>418.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Profit on sale of bonds</td>
<td>210.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cash discounts received</td>
<td>262.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bad debts recovered</td>
<td>9.51</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Net Revenues                       | $85,465.55      |

Deduct:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Returns and allowances</td>
<td>$2,899.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exchange and collection charges</td>
<td>25.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cash discounts allowed</td>
<td>489.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increase in reserve for newsdealer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>returns of QST</td>
<td>139.60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Net Revenues                       | $7,705.23       |

NEW TUBES

New “Bantam” Receiving Tubes

The following types are now available in the recently announced “bantam” series of receiving tubes: 6ASGT, 6F5GT, 6J5GT, 6K6GT, 6K7GT, 6Q7GT, 6V6GT, 6X5GT whose operating characteristics correspond to similarly numbered tubes in the standard “G” series. Several types, designed primarily for a.c.-d.c. use, are also available with higher-voltage heaters. These include the 12A8GT, 12F5GT, 12J5GT, 12J7GT, 12Q7GT, 25L6GT, 25Z5GT, 35L6GT, 35Z4GT and 50L6GT. The 50L6GT is similar to the 25L6GT, except for heater requirements, but the 35L6 requires a slightly higher load resistance (2500 ohms) and has a lower output rating (1.5 watts). The 35Z4 is a high-vacuum half-wave rectifier with a maximum r.m.s. plate-voltage rating of 250 (when used with a 100-ohm series resistor) and maximum d.c. output-current rating of 100 ma. All heaters in this series operate at a current of 0.15 ampere with the exception of the 25L6GT which draws 0.3 ampere.

New Single-End Tubes

Two new types have been added to the 6.3-volt series of single-end metal tubes. The
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Checking Beam Antennas with the S-Meter

Converting Meter Readings to Decibels for Signal-Strength Comparisons

By S. Gordon Taylor,* W2JCR

The “S” meters now so commonly employed in communications-type receivers are valuable primarily as an aid in giving uniform signal strength reports, and in the constant check on the operating condition of the receiver. But it because they
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With rotary beams sprouting like mushrooms, the receiver S-meter takes on a new importance in furnishing a means for giving information on radiation patterns — provided its readings can be reduced to some standard. The important thing, of course, is the relative signal strength, easily expressible in terms of decibels. Since no two receiver S-point calibrations are alike, the information in this article is particularly timely and useful, and gives the beam owner a means of correlating signal reports.

Comparative reports received from others who are using any of these receivers.

Perhaps your receiver has a meter which you installed yourself and on which you scaled off your version of the S scale. In that case you can obtain the decibel calibration by comparing your readings on given signals with those of a friend who owns one of the receivers of Fig. 1. This comparison must of course be made with the two receivers in the same location and switching the same antenna. It will be most simple if you calibrate your meter to correspond with the S scale of the other; then its decibel calibration as given in Fig. 1 will apply to yours also.

It is perhaps well to point out that the varying heights of the columns in Fig. 1 have nothing to do with the relative sensitivity of the different receivers. In each case the column height simply represents the relative values which each receiver manufacturer chooses to employ in designing and calibrating his S meter circuit, and it is obvious that the different scales are not in agreement. The fact that some calibrations start at S° and others at S1 is of no importance; this again simply represents the manufacturer's choice of zero db level but does not in any way alter the utility of the db data of this chart.

When the owner of a rotary beam receiver reports on his front-to-back ratio in terms of decibels these reports from different stations can be directly compared with a far greater degree of accuracy than would be the case were the reports simply given in S points. For example, suppose two receiving stations gave him reports.

This other, using an "NC-100" reports S9 for the front and S6 for the back. On the basis of straight reports (without the data of Fig. 1) it would appear that the signal variation as observed at the first station is twice as great as at the second. Convert both to decibels, however, and the reports are nearly the same — 19½ db and 18 db respectively.

**A Translation Scale**

Fig. 2 provides another tool of great value in checking beams and plotting radiation patterns. Here the decibel scale again appears, and related directly to it are power- and voltage-ratio scales. In the last column is the S scale of the Skyrider SX-17, which happens to be the receiver used at W2JCR. Those having other receivers should substitute the appropriate S scale.

To illustrate the use of the chart, assume that a

```
TABLE I—TYPICAL BEAM-PATTERN WORK SHEET

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Direction of Beam</th>
<th>S°</th>
<th>Db Above S°</th>
<th>Db Above Min. Sig.</th>
<th>Power Ratios</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NE</td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENE</td>
<td>8.9</td>
<td>42.5</td>
<td>27.5</td>
<td>560</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>8.6</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SE</td>
<td>8.1</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSE</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSEW</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SW</td>
<td>7.4</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WSW</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WNW</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NW</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NW2W</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>260</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>8.8</td>
<td>41.5</td>
<td>28.5</td>
<td>450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NNE</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>43.5</td>
<td>28.5</td>
<td>700</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
```

Fig. 2 — Voltage, power and db scales for quick conversion. The S scale of the receiver in use may be plotted as shown in the right-hand column so that reports can be given readily in terms of db gain or loss.
rotary beam is being checked. "On the nose," a
reading of 85 is obtained and off the back end the
reading is 85. The db equivalents taken from
column 2 are 36 and 21 and the difference is 15
db. Now referring to column 1 it is seen that 15
db represents power ratio of slightly over 30, and
this is the front-to-back ratio of this particular
beam. Thus a specific and decidedly useful re-
port can be given to the station being checked.

![Diagram](image)

**Fig. 3** — A sample rotary-beam directional character-
istic determined by the method described in the text.
The curve could be smoothed out if desired.

The power ratio could be arrived at immedi-
ately without the intermediate conversion of the
S readings to db, but if this is done we get a ratio
of something like 3600 to 120, which is rather un-
wieldy. To reduce it to the simpler terms involves
some mental gymnastics which are much more arduous than the S-db-power conversion scheme.
Although beams are evaluated by hams almost entirely in terms of either db or power ratios,
there are occasions when the voltage ratios are
desired and for that reason they are included in
the chart.

Connecting his rotary beam to his receiver, the
owner can check its characteristics by tuning in
some other station and noting the meter readings
as the beam is rotated. The conversion to terms of
power ratio is then made as described above.

**Plotting Patterns**

Obviously the only additional work necessary
for plotting the radiation pattern of a beam is to
take a number of readings as the antenna is ro-
tated, instead of just the two needed to check
front-to-back ratio. There are several precautions
to be taken in such checks, however, and the
procedure followed at W2JCR may prove helpful.

The first thing is to determine the antenna posi-
tion which puts the strongest signal into the
receiver. If this is above S9 the antenna coupling
to the receiver should be reduced so that the
meter reads S0 or slightly lower, thus keeping
within the range of the db calibration. Having
found this position for the beam, and with the
receiver antenna coupling suitably adjusted, the
exact course of procedure is then agreed on be-
tween the two stations: The beam to be rotated in
steps of not more than 22.5 degrees and to be
stopped in each of these positions for at least 30
seconds; at each stop the position of the beam to
be announced, then the carrier left unmodulated
for the balance of the period.

At the receiver end the selectivity should be
high to reduce the possibility of QRM, because
an interfering signal will make the check value-
less. Leaving the antenna coupling at the adjust-
ment mentioned above, at each position of the
beam make a note of the announced direction,
then during the unmodulated period make sure
the signal is exactly in tune and note the resulting
reading. This retuning is important because
changes in signal strength may otherwise tend to
throw the receiver oscillator slightly out of tune,
making readings unreliable. If modulation were
present, that too might confuse the readings by
"wobbulating" the meter. The meter readings
are noted in fractional S points; usually it is
possible to estimate to one-tenth of a point.

Table I is the work-sheet of an actual check
made by W2JCR and will be briefly described to
illustrate the orderly method of recording the
measurements and compiling the desired data.

The directions as announced were entered in
column 1 and the S readings in column 2. The
transmitting station was then asked to stand by
for a few minutes while the desired informa-
tion was worked out in columns 3, 4 and 5.

In column 3 the db values for the various read-
ings are noted. These are taken from the second
column of Fig. 2. We note that the lowest value
here is 15 db, and inasmuch as we are interested
only in the relative values shown by this particu-
lar beam we adopt this as a new zero level and
deduct 15 from each of the values in column 3,
entering the result in column 4. From these
figures we see that the maximum signal is 30 db
above the minimum; that the "head-on" signal
is 13 db above the back (southwest) signal, etc.
Incidentally, we note that this beam is apparently
not functioning "according to Hoyle" because it
should have minimum radiation off the ends,
which would be the SE and NW positions.

In this particular report the power ratios are
entered in column 5. Had the owner of the beam
been interested in voltage ratios these would have
been shown instead. In either case the data are
(Continued on page 118)

1 Obviously, when making such a check with a distant sta-
tion, it is also necessary to take the effects of fading into ac-
count and, if necessary, make the measurements over a
sufficiently long period so that fading averages out. The
measurements in such a case should be attempted only when
conditions are relatively stable. — Borox.
The Gatti Expedition "roughs it" in these two de-luxe trailers which house, among other things, a 5-kw. a.c. lighting plant, air conditioning, an electric range, electric refrigeration, a bathroom with full-sized tub and, of course, the ham transmitter and two receivers.

**OQ5ZZ Calling "CQ USA"**

*Amateur Radio to Furnish Communication with Gatti African Expedition*

**BY EDWARD A. RUTH III,* W2GYL**

The 10th Gatti African Expedition, under the leadership of Commander Attilio Gatti, has a variety of objectives in the Congo. Supported in part by the Belgian and Colonial governments, it will make surveys, shoot moving pictures, study the flora and fauna, and investigate possibilities for further Colonial development in the Congo, during the two-year stay in the jungle. The expedition is also under the auspices of the Royal Zoological Societies of Rome and Antwerp, and has assignments from them which include explorations in great areas still known as "zones of mystery."

This is the first time that radio has been used on one of the Gatti trips, and the commander assured me that if the radio equipment fulfills only half its purpose of maintaining communication between trucks and with the outside world it will be worth its weight in insect spray. That's saying something, in that bug-infested country!

Fortunately, the radio equipment wasn't held down to any stringent weight or power limitations. A.c. power up to 5 kw. will be available, and this eliminates the need for batteries, chargers, motor-generator sets and all the attendant headaches. Two Hallicrafter SX16 receivers, one for each truck, make up the receiving equipment. The transmitter was custom-built and designed for operation on 3950, 3990, 14,320 and 14,364 kc. The r.f. portion consists of an RK39 crystal oscillator driving an RK51 amplifier which runs at 100 watts input. The amplifier is plate-modulated by a pair of 6L6G's operating in Class AB1. A panel switch selects the crystal and proper oscillator plate coil, and it is only necessary to change final tank coils when changing bands. All resistors, condensers and transformers were selected for a wide margin of safety, and after the wiring was in place and cabled it was given two coats of glyptol varnish to insure the exclusion of moisture.

(OContinued on page 80)

OQ5ZZ, the portable station of the 10th Gatti African Expedition, was built in this country and exemplifies the trend in modern construction. It is designed for phone operation in the 3.9- and 14-Mc. bands. The upper deck carries the r.f. portion and the modulator and power supplies fill in the lower deck.
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With gain and stability at 56 Mc, the primary objectives, the converter described here developed out of a considerable amount of on-the-air experimental work, has proved to be a highly-successful piece of u.h.f. equipment. The reasons for the various design points are fully discussed. And the tube combination is one which is rapidly acquiring a deserved popularity for this work.

The arrangement of the r.f. and mixer input circuits is shown in this side view of the converter. The 10-meter coils are in place; the set for 5 meters, to the right, shows the method of construction.

A Superhet Converter for 5- and 10-Meter Reception

Self-Powered Plug-in Coil Unit Using U.H.F. Tubes

BY FRANK LESTER, W2AMJ

Many of those who were in Chicago at the National Convention last summer, and who were able to get up rather early on the Sunday morning in question, heard the writer describe a 5- and 10-meter converter. That unit, using a Sylvania 1231 tube as a tuned r.f. amplifier ahead of a 6K8 converter tube, proved so successful that we decided to investigate further in an effort to produce an even better one. The present arrangement is the result of several months of comparisons and tests, and represents an even higher order of performance. It is adaptable to any communication receiver, or even broadcast set, capable of being tuned to the range 2000-6000 kilocycles.

In considering the design of a converter, the mixer or converter tube should be selected with care, since it is really the heart of the unit. Characteristic charts and engineering data show that the 6K8 is the outstanding tube of its class, because of its higher conversion conductance, lower input capacity, and other features. The 6J8 is a close second. However, actual comparisons prove that the data sheets do not lie, and that the 6K8 is superior. A little trouble may be experienced in realizing some of the advantages of the tube because the input or mixer section does have a tendency to become regenerative when employed in conjunction with a decent coil and condenser, on frequencies from 28 megacycles up. This is the result of some feed-back inherent in the tube itself, and applies not only to both metal and glass versions, but also to tubes from different manufacturers.1 The 6J8 tube is free from this effect, which might account for its choice by some of the gang, especially those who want single control.

When a 6K8 is substituted for a 6J8 the mixer tuning is very much sharper, consequently a more troublesome tracking problem presents itself. The amount of regeneration will vary with different loading conditions; lighter loading will result in more regeneration and heavier loading in less. Without any load the tube has a tendency to oscillate. After various remedies were tried, it was found that the simplest and best was simply to insert a small lossy resistor (R5 in Fig. 1) in series with the signal grid. The size of this resistor will

1 The effect is actually a space-charge coupling phenomenon inherent with this type of tube. A complete explanation is to be found in an engineering bulletin of the Ken-Rad Tube and Lamp Corporation.

vary slightly with different layouts; however, it has been found that usually it will be between 5 and 50 ohms. For the layout shown here, 10 ohms was found to be the optimum value.

**Oscillator Circuit**

The circuit used with the oscillator section of the 6K8 is one of the most stable and sure-fire on high frequencies. It will be recognized under several different names; possibly it is most popular as the “minute-man” superregenerative circuit. One disadvantage, if it can be called that, is the fact that the tuning condenser must be insulated, since both sides of the condenser and the coil are “hot.” The slight additional mechanical problem introduced by insulating the variable condenser is easily offset by the advantages this particular circuit offers.

In connection with oscillator stability, attention should be called to the fact that mica trimmers are employed in this circuit. These are recommended from a cost angle, as well as a practical angle, and really represent no compromise. With the climatic conditions that prevail in the vicinity of New York City, no advantage whatsoever could be detected when air-dielectric trimmers were used. It is therefore believed that if there is any difference between a good mica trimmer and air dielectric trimmer, it is mighty small in this particular case. It is true that where high humidity is encountered the air trimmer should be superior. It must be remembered, however, that we still have the drift of the high-frequency oscillator in the receiver to which the converter is connected, and this, in most cases, will account for more drift than can be attributed to the high-frequency oscillator employed in the converter. These statements are being made after actual comparison in the checking of oscillator stability over a period of a few months. During this time, in the particular area in question, we had rather pronounced temperature and humidity changes, but at no time during this period was the drift of the high-frequency oscillator in the converter noticeable. It is assumed, therefore, that it must have been less than approximately 50 kilocycles, which is about one dial division of the oscillator tuning condenser.

**R.F. Amplifier**

It is a pretty well-known fact that in order to obtain maximum gain from almost any r.f. amplifier, both its grid and plate circuits should be tuned. It is also pretty well known that when this is attempted, one is looking for trouble, for along with optimum r.f. gain, oscillation and instability are also likely to be present. Again, the mechanical problem also pops up because the plate-tuning condenser must be insulated, since the low potential side of this condenser is usually 250 to 300 volts above ground. Despite all this, the plate-tuned circuit was used and has definitely proved its superiority. The question of oscillation and general instability can usually be licked by the choice of by-pass condensers, a little common sense in the mechanical layout, and last, but by no means least, ground returns. The layout chosen is very effective in accomplishing the desired result, regardless of the type of tube employed.

In the first version of the converter, using the 1231, no trouble of any kind was experienced in tuning the grid and plate; the circuit was as stable as an r.f. amplifier on the lower frequencies. This unit also employed the usual capacity coupling between r.f. plate and mixer grid circuits with the plate choke-fed. However, as previously mentioned, it was found advisable to change to the circuit shown, since this eliminates a doubtful r.f. choke and also affords greater gain.

During the course of the subsequent tests, four tubes were actually tried, the 1231, 954, 1853 and 1852, with the following conclusions:

It was found that the gain of the 1231 exceeded the possible gain of the 954, with the additional advantage of broader tuning. This applied also to the 1852 and 1853 tubes. For those desiring better selectivity and resultant better image ratio, the 954 type of tube is preferable. Since, however,
in a u.h.f. converter using a high intermediate frequency we do not care so much about image ratio or selectivity in the r.f. stage, but are really after maximum gain, the high mutual-conductance tubes are preferable. It is apparent that any i.f. above 2000 kilocycles will result in the image's being outside of the 56–60-megacycle range, and therefore there is nothing to be concerned about. The 1853 checks approximately the same as the 1231, undoubtedly because it has the same mutual conductance, and also approximately the same input and output capacities. With the 1852 it was found that high gain is possible, but with more instability. For the same degree of stability, all three tubes are about equal. That is, the 1852 had a tendency to oscillate without antenna loading, and to prevent oscillation and obtain the desired degree of stability the antenna had to be over-coupled to the point where the r.f. gain realized was so close to that obtained with the other tubes that there was practically no difference.

Since the 1851 is so close to the 1852 in characteristics, it is assumed that this tube can be added to the group in question. More instability may be experienced if care is not taken in the layout and in choice of ground points, using the 1851, because the control grid comes out the top of the tube and there may be a slightly longer grid-return path.

It is of interest to note if an 1852 is substituted for the 1853 the latter tube may appear to be slightly better. The reason for this is that the 1852 has a higher input capacity and also, loads the grid circuit more. To compensate for this, it is necessary to retrack the grid circuit. It was found that one less turn in the grid coil (six turns instead of seven) resulted in practically perfect tracking throughout the 56 to 60 megacycle range, where the majority of these tests were conducted.

Tracking

Tracking is a phase of converter and high-frequency receiver construction that has been covered rather too lightly, especially when one considers that possibly the constructor may be building his first superhet. It is for this reason, along with other advantages, that separate tuning is used in this converter. Not only is the tracking problem greatly simplified, but also optimum performance is assured at any one frequency. In addition, it is possible to spread the oscillator tuning over any desired number of dial divisions without having to worry about tracking.

In the circuit diagram, the series oscillator trimmer, \( C_4 \), is the band-spread adjustment, while the parallel padder, \( C_5 \), is the band-setting condenser. To avoid re-tuning when the converter is shifted from 5 to 10 meters, the series and parallel mica trimmers are part of the plug-in coil assembly, as illustrated. The National PB-16 plug and XB-16 socket lend themselves well to this work, since they are not too large and have five contacts.

If two-dial control seems objectionable, a moment's thought will show that it is no worse than employing a pre-selector ahead of the receiver, which many do already. The tuning will be no more complicated. Also, the possibility of mis-tracking is removed entirely, and optimum performance at any given frequency is practically assured. The r.f. tuning has absolutely no effect on the oscillator tuning; in other words, there is no noticeable pulling.

An additional advantage of this arrangement is that full oscillator-dial coverage for the 5- and 10-meter bands is possible. If single-dial control was used, the 5-meter band would be squeezed into approximately 40 degrees of a 0–100 dial. It is true that this could be corrected by using series and parallel padders on the other two tuned circuits, but this would result in a poorer \( L-C \) ratio, since the coils would necessarily have to be smaller to allow for the parallel capacity. In addition, there would be six trimmer adjustments to play with for proper tracking.

On 5 meters the oscillator was tuned to the low-frequency side of the incoming signal to get a higher \( L-C \) ratio. This is more or less standard practice, since it gives better oscillator stability. On 10 meters the oscillator was tuned to the high-frequency side. However, the choice of the high or low side can be made by each individual to suit particular location requirements. In some cases when the oscillator is tuned to the low-frequency side of the incoming signal, police and other high-frequency experimental stations may come within the range of the band being covered.

There is room for individual experimentation in the choice of intermediate frequency as well as of oscillator tuning. With the particular receiver used in conjunction with this converter, it was found that approximately 5.7 megacycles was one good possibility. It must be remembered that the high-frequency oscillator in the receiver has harmonics, and that only by proper choice of intermediate frequency can the receiver oscillator harmonics be prevented from falling into the tuning range covered by the high-frequency converter. Using 5.7 megacycles, one of the receiver high frequency harmonics will fall at approximately 54 to 55 megacycles. By proper adjustment of oscillator band spread this one harmonic can very easily be pushed off the dial, and approximately 90 degrees of a 0–100 dial be employed to cover from 56 to 60 megacycles. This same band-spread is possible on 10 meters, as is freedom from oscillator harmonics.

Construction

Despite all this discussion, reference to the schematic diagram and the photographs of the unit show that there is nothing very revolutionary or startling. Nothing tricky is involved, and one has only to use a little common sense when duplication of the unit is attempted. Ground points
screen connections. In mounting by-pass shielding between the grid and plate by mounting described, and other side of the grid prong can be towards the shield between the grid and plate prongs. One side of the tube shield, and the other side of C2. From this point the mixer-lead comes from the tube socket to the stator side of C2. The plate lead comes from the tube socket to the tube socket. This elevates the tube, and the metal 6K8 may be used with no noticeable difference other than the slightly higher input and oscillator capacity.

A separate bracket is provided for mounting the r.f. tube socket. This elevates the tube, and the grid prong can be towards the shield between the r.f. grid and plate circuits. Since the plate prong is directly opposite, short leads result. A hole approximately ¾ inches in diameter is provided horizontally, as is indicated in the photograph. This model of tube was chosen because of its lower input capacity, because we may try 2Vi meters some day. The metal 6K8 may be used with no noticeable difference other than the slightly higher input and oscillator capacity.

It will be noticed that the power supply for the converter is incorporated in this unit, since this makes installation simpler. It is also too much to ask any standard receiver to furnish the additional power, since the two tubes will draw approximately 30 ma. The power transformer delivers the required 300 volts at the current drain of the two tubes, and is of the "4-tube midget broadcast receiver" variety.

Two switches are employed, one in the primary of the power transformer and the other in the high-voltage center-tap lead. The latter is of the single-throw double-pole variety, with one set of contacts brought out to terminals on the rear of the chassis for connection to the receiver "B" switch. The receiver "B" supply is thus broken at the same time the switch is thrown in the stand-by position. The entire unit is mounted in a 7- by 14- by 8-inch standard steel cabinet, which accommodates a 7- by 13- by 2-inch chassis.
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The coil plug bases are used just as they are supplied. It is a good idea to tighten all the nuts and brass studs before mounting the coils. One side of the coil is soldered directly to one brass stud with the wire pushed into the threaded hole; this lead is kept very short. By doing this, a mechanically stable coil is obtained. When mounting the oscillator trimmers to the plug, at least No. 14 bus bar should be employed, and likewise only short leads used, so that the condensers will be vibration-free. The series padder on the oscillator coil has one of its lugs bent down and soldered directly to the brass stud on the other end of the plug. The photographs should give sufficient detail to make further comment unnecessary.

The output coil of the converter is shielded to prevent i.f. pickup. The 3-70-µfd. mica trimmer connected across the plate coil will provide more than ample tuning range, approximately 6000 to 2000 kc. A few turns can be removed from the plate coil if a higher intermediate frequency is desired. Some experimenting with the amount of coupling between the tuned plate circuit of this transformer and the output winding may be advisable. Fairly loose coupling is recommended, with the two coils being wound next to each other on the same form. The coil specified does a pretty fair job of matching the input of most receivers.

Alignment Procedure

After assembly has been completed and the wiring checked, the alignment procedure is as follows, assuming that a modulated signal generator is not available. The coils for a particular band should be plugged into their respective sockets, and the converter turned on and allowed to warm up for a few moments.

The output transformer trimmer condenser should be set at near minimum capacity, assuming that 5.7 megacycles is the intermediate frequency. C5 is then set at near minimum capacity, while C4 is set near maximum. Assuming that the dials are adjusted to give zero reading at maximum capacity, the r.f. dial is set at approximately 40 to 50 degrees, and the antenna connected to the converter.

The receiver is then set to 5.7 megacycles and the r.f. gain advanced to the maximum position. Using an insulated screw driver, the capacity of C4 is then slowly increased. It is possible to operate the oscillator either above or below the frequency of the incoming signal, and this range is covered by C5. For purpose of illustration, we will assume that the oscillator is to be adjusted to the low-frequency side. The oscillator dial should be set at approximately half scale. As the capacity of C5 is increased, the noise level will peak at a point corresponding to working the oscillator on the high-frequency side of the signal. Since it is desirable to operate on the low-frequency side, the capacity of C5 should be further increased until the noise level again peaks. This adjustment must be made slowly, and it must also be remembered that when screw driver is removed oscillator tuning will be slightly affected.

When this stage of adjustment is reached, the r.f.-stage tuning control is adjusted for maximum signal. The output transformer trimmer is then adjusted for maximum signal by increasing or decreasing the capacity of the trimmer connected across the plate coil.

The band-spread tuning of the oscillator is then checked by tuning in 5-meter signals of known frequency. If it is desirable to increase the band-spread, C4 is loosened slightly and the frequency range again checked. By making minor adjustments to C4 and C5 any desired spread is readily obtained. Decreasing the capacity of C4 will spread the band, and vice versa.

The last check is to track the r.f. circuits. The grid-tuning condenser is temporarily ungrounded by loosening the screw on the insulated coupling. With the converter tuned to a signal, C1 is then rotated above or below the setting of C2, and any misalignment taken care of by varying the between-turn spacing of either L2 or L3. If oscillation develops during this final adjustment, the coupling should be tightened between L1 and L3 by bringing L1 nearer the grid end of L4. If the 1853 is employed, there should be no trouble whatsoever with oscillation.

In closing, we believe it advisable to mention that the noise level of the combination will exceed the noise level of the receiver alone. This, of course, is because of the additional gain the combination provides. This also means that 8-meter

(Continued on page 106)
Canada-U. S. A. Contact Contest
April 14-16, 1939

The 1939 W/VE Contest will be sponsored by the Quebec Division, A.R.R.L., in collaboration with the Montreal Amateur Radio Club and Les Amateurs Canadiens-Francais de la T.S.F. This activity is growing in popularity from year to year and provides an interesting period for plentiful contacts between Canadian and U.S. A. amateurs. Read over the results of the 1938 W/VE get-together, page 23, September '38 QST, and don't miss this year's fun!

Dates and Times: Starts — 6:00 P.M., local time, Friday, April 14th. Ends — 6:00 P.M., local time, Sunday, April 16th. Duration of the contest is 48 hours. "Local time" refers to the time at each individual participating station.

Frequency Bands: Any and all amateur bands may be used, "phone and/or c.w.

Object: For each VE to work as many W's in as many United States A.R.R.L. Sections as possible. Each W will work as many VE's in as many Sections as possible. See front pages of QST for list of Sections.

Scoring: The same log form as for last year's contest will be used. Message preambles will be exchanged. Each preamble sent will count one point, each preamble received will count one point. It is not necessary for preambles to be exchanged both ways before a contact may count, but one must be sent or received before credit is claimed. All preambles must be handled under approved A.R.R.L. procedure. Mark each new Section as it is worked. The "check" portion of the preamble will be the RST report of the station worked. On "phone the "T" will be omitted, of course. Sample preamble: NR 1 VE2CO CK 589 Montreal Que 6:02 P Apr 14.

W4IR of the Dixie "Squinch Owl"

Logs: All logs should be mailed to VE2HG and VE2EU, Les Amateurs Canadiens-Francais de la T.S.F., Lapalestre Nationale, 840 Cherrier Street, Montreal, Quebec, not later than midnight, April 30, 1939.

Operator's Certificate: The following certificate is requested on each log submitted:

"I hereby state that in this contest I have not operated my transmitter outside any of the frequency bands specified on my station license, and also that the score and points set forth in the above summary are correct and true."

Let's see a big turn-out for this contest. CQ VE to raise Canadians; CQ W to raise United States stations. Best of luck to all!

Dixie Jones' OWL JUICE

And the Lord said unto Moses: "Go ye up on top of the Mount and receive the Ten Commandments." So Moses picked up his ham rig and toted it up the hill. He set his coherer on a stump, put the cans on his conk, picked himself up a flat piece of rock, fished his hammer and chisel out of his pocket, cranked up his haywire and says "K." Then the lightning flashed and the thunder rolled and Moses said: "QRN QRN, send louder please, there is skip distance." And the Mount trembled and shook as Moses copied on the stones:

1. Thou shalt not make more than six dots for the letter "h."
2. Thou shalt sign thy call at least once every 100 CQs.
3. Thou shalt not have loud harmonics nowhere nohow notime.
4. Thou shalt not thump BCLs much.
5. Thou shalt not mojulate over 300 per cent.
6. Thou shalt not say "rr" when you didn't git it.
7. Thou shalt not shoot at 4th Corps Area fone men.
8. Thou shalt love the ham that squawks all over thy freq even as you do his'n.
9. Thou shalt gobble ZCB contests and always copy the Armistice Day message.
10. Thou shalt keep thy haywire in the ham bands so that thy days may be long in the Call Book.

— W4IR of the Dixie "Squinch Owl"
A Peak-Limiting Amplifier for Amateur Use

Increasing Communication Efficiency and Preventing Over-Modulation
by Speech-Compresson

BY ROBERT MACFARLAND, W5BKS

A device for preventing over-modulation is a valuable asset to any amateur station. If this same device will allow an increase in average modulation of 3 or 4 db, then the device is still more valuable (and attractive!) to the amateur.

Numerous schemes have been proposed for preventing over-modulation, and a number of peak-limiting amplifier circuits have been suggested, but the peak-limiting amplifier to be described performs better than anything previously tried at W5BKS. It will give an increase of at least 3 db in average modulation which, in the words of broadcast equipment manufacturers, is as good as doubling the carrier power without peak-limiting.

The system used is relatively simple. If two transformers are connected as in Fig. 1-A, the equivalent circuit will be as at B when the values of R become quite high. By following the arrows, it will be seen that any audio current induced in T2 cannot flow in transformer T3, and therefore no signal will appear in the secondary of T3. On the other hand, if R becomes a very low value, the equivalent circuit will be as at C, and the signal will be transmitted with no appreciable loss. At intermediate values of R, the signal passed will be in inverse proportion to the resistance. In practice, the resistors R are replaced by the plate resistance of vacuum tubes, as in Fig. 1-D. The value of the plate resistance is controlled by the grid bias voltage, and this bias or control voltage is obtained from an amplifier-rectifier system tapped on to the secondary of T2.

The net result is that, as higher audio input is applied to the input of the amplifier, more voltage is developed by the control-voltage rectifier tube and applied to the grids of the control tube, which in turn increases the plate resistance and the attenuation in the control circuit. Inputs greater than that where compression starts to take place will not increase the output of the amplifier by more than about 2 db. A variable bias control on the control-voltage rectifier sets the point at which the diode starts rectifying and thus the point at which compression starts to take place. The output of the amplifier is controlled by a volume control placed after the compressor circuit.

Reference to the complete circuit in Fig. 2 will show how the compressor is incorporated in a speech amplifier of typical design.

Adjustment

It might be wise to use a loud speaker for the amplifier load until the preliminary adjustments have been completed. If an audio oscillator and a volume indicator are available, no trouble in ad-
Perhaps you have no interest in a story on a simple way to keep your modulation up to nearly 100 per cent all of the time without running the risk of over-modulation. But knowing that the same article tells you how to put out a consistently stronger 'phone signal for the same carrier power might change your mind. Justment should be encountered. Otherwise one’s own judgment must be used as to how much compression is employed.

Feed an audio signal to the input of the amplifier and, with \( R_{11} \) in its maximum resistance position, remove the 6N7 control tube from its socket. There should be a sharp drop in output from the amplifier. The resistance of \( R_{25}, R_{26} \), and \( R_{27} \) may have to be increased to 500,000 ohms or 750,000 ohms in order to get the proper control range in the compressor network.

With the control tube back in its socket, slowly turn the control \( R_u \) toward minimum resistance. A point will be found where the reading of the meter in the cathode circuit of the control tube starts to decrease. This is the point where peak-limiting or compression is just starting to take place. Now you should be able to increase the input level to the amplifier approximately 5 db with only about 2 db increase in output from the amplifier, showing that the audio signal is being compressed about 3 db. The reading of the meter in the 6N7 cathode should be noted, or a mark made on the scale to show where the meter swings to with this 3 db compression. The input to the (Continued on page 114)

Fig. 2 — The peak-limiting amplifier.

\( C_{11}, C_{16}, C_{17}, C_{18}, C_{19}, C_{20} \) — 0.1 \( \mu \)fd., 600-volt.
\( C_2, C_3, C_4, 20 \mu \)fd., 25-volt.
\( C_6, C_7, C_{13}, C_{14}, C_{15} \) — 8 \( \mu \)fd., 475-volt electrolytic.
\( C_8 \) — 0.5 \( \mu \)fd., 400-volt.
\( C_9 \) — 0.1 \( \mu \)fd. (See text.)
\( R_1 \) — 3 megohms.
\( R_2 \) — 8000 ohms for 6R7 tube, 4000 ohms for 6Q7.
\( R_3 \) — 250,000 ohms.
\( R_4 \) — 500,000-ohm volume control.
\( R_5 \) — 50,000 ohms.
\( R_6 \) — 5000 ohms.
\( R_7 \) — 100,000 ohms.
\( R_8 \) — 500 ohms.
\( R_9 \) — 750,000 ohms.
\( R_{10} \) — 2000 ohms.
\( R_{11} \) — 20,000-ohm volume control.
\( R_{12} \) — 500,000 ohms. (See text.)
\( R_{13} \) — 500,000-ohm dual volume control.
\( R_{14} \) — 1200 ohms.
\( R_{15}, R_{16} \) — 250,000 ohms.
\( R_{17}, R_{18} \) — 500,000 ohms.

\( R_{20} \) — 10,000 ohms.
\( R_{29} \) — 25,000 ohms.
\( R_{31} \) — 250,000 ohms.
\( R_{32} \) — 750 ohms, 20-watt.
\( R_{25}, R_{26}, R_{27}, R_{28} \) — 250,000 ohms. (See text.)

All above are one-watt, with exception of \( R_{22} \).
\( C_{12} \) — 12-henry, 150 ma.
\( C_{14} \) — 30-henry, 80 ma.
\( V_1 \) — 6R7 if high-output microphone is used. 6Q7 if low-output microphone is used.
\( T_1 \) — Power transformer to deliver 360 volts at 150 ma. through filter.
\( T_2, T_3 \) — Push-pull interstage transformers, with two-section secondaries. \( T_3 \) is worked backward.
\( T_4 \) — Output transformer for 2A3 tubes. The two plates of the 2A3 tubes go to the driver transformer primary when the amplifier is used to drive a modulator. The center tap of the driver transformer need not be connected to the amplifier.
\( T_5 \) — Push-pull input transformer, 3-to-1 ratio.
\( M \) — 0-5 milliammeter.
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A Frequency-Checking Superhet

BY DANA A. GRIFFIN,* W2AOE

A panel view of the combination frequency checker and transmitter-control e.c.o. described in the text. The power supply is behind the lower panel.

Utilizing Broadcast Stations for Amateur Transmitter Frequency Control

Working close to band edges under the new regulations obviously requires a frequency-checking means that can be used continuously. The principal means suggested to date is the use of a 100-ke. e.c. or crystal oscillator accurately adjusted and checked against broadcast stations when WWV is not on the air. Unfortunately a requirement of this method is that a broadcast station operating one of the 100-ke. multiples is necessary if the checking is to be continuous. There are many sections where such signals are not available in daylight and are “smeared” by other stations at night. A further disadvantage is that an extra receiver is required to check the oscillator frequency against the broadcast station. Also if any attempt is going to be made to adjust to true zero beat, a magic eye or meter in a visual indicator arrangement is absolutely essential. Zero beat to the ear should not be depended upon as it can easily be off 20 or 30 cycles.

The writer has approached the problem from a different angle and has developed a checking system, useful for those operating in or near the larger cities, where a large number of broadcast stations provide accurate frequencies during a considerable portion of the day. It is of particular interest to the electron-coupled oscillator fans, as a new wrinkle is incorporated in the circuit to be described. If the proper constants are chosen, check points can be secured at the band edges, or within 10 kc. of them, in practically every metropolitan area.

Let us examine the principles involved in the system. The unit can be quite properly divided into two parts: First, the frequency-checking system shown in Fig. 1; and second, the e.c. oscillator-buffer amplifier of Fig. 2. The complete unit is a superheterodyne of peculiar design, the h.f. oscillator of which is also the e.c. oscillator of the transmitter. Naturally if the frequency of the h.f. oscillator of the superhet can be determined, this same oscillator can be used as the transmitter control without any further checks or monitoring.

The method of checking may sound a bit involved at first, but it is based on principles familiar to every amateur. Let us take a definite situation as an example. WOR operates on 710 kc. If we pick them up on a superhet equipped

---

*136 Liberty St., New York City.

1 Granting that a visual indicator is desirable, there are many who will disagree that accurate adjustment to zero beat is not possible by aural means. By observing the rise and fall of background noise, when the beat frequency is below audibility, it is readily possible to bring one oscillator into exact isochronism with another. The condition of zero beat is readily recognized when the incoming signal is modulated, since voice and music will sound unnatural or will pulsate when the two frequencies are not exactly the same.

---

EDITOR.

QST for
with an i.f. amplifier tuned to 2840 kc., we can tune the h.f. oscillator to 3550 kc. to receive them. Then in order to determine the h.f. oscillator frequency accurately, we have only to determine the i.f. frequency accurately. This is easily accomplished by zero-beating an oscillator against WOR's fundamental. If this b.f.o. is adjusted accurately to 710 kc., its fourth harmonic will fall precisely on 2840 kc. Then when the h.f. oscillator is tuned exactly to 3550 kc. zero beat will be obtained at the second detector output. If an audible beat is heard, obviously the h.f. oscillator is set incorrectly.

Now if the b.f.o. is left tuned to 710 kc., the fourth harmonic will continue to beat with any signal fed into the i.f. amplifier. If we now tune in WEAF (660 kc.), the h.f. oscillator must be set at 3500 kc. exactly, when zero beat is obtained. Likewise WJZ (760 kc.) will provide a 3600-ke. check point, WNYC (810) a 3700 kc. and so on. The accuracy of the system depends on three factors: First, the accuracy of the broadcast stations; these are generally held to 10 cycles or better so that to all intents and purposes we can disregard their deviation. Second, the accuracy of setting the b.f.o. to 710 kc. is generally true, but it is well to keep in mind that the permissible tolerance is 50 cycles. Third, the accuracy of setting the h.f. oscillator, operating in the 3.5-Mc. band. This can be held to 50 cycles or better so that the total error is not likely to add up to more than 100 cycles on 3.5 Mc. It is an easy matter to multiply out the safety factor required for the higher frequencies.

Before going into circuit details, let us look at the possibilities of the system in other areas. If WLW is used as the key station the i.f. becomes 2800 kc. and a 8500-ke. point is provided. Any broadcast station in the band between 700 and 1200 kc. can then be used to give check points in the 8.5-Mc. band. Stations operating between 700 and 740 kc. may be employed, utilizing the fourth harmonic of the b.f.o. as the "i.f. determining frequency." Another group ranging between 880 and 1000 kc. may be used, with their third harmonics determining the intermediate frequency. A fourth group ranging from 1170 to 1330 kc. can be used, with their second harmonics determining the i.f. As a final example, if 1330 kc.

---

**Fig. 1** — Circuit diagram of the superhet frequency checker. The high-frequency oscillator is in the e.c.o. unit shown in Fig. 2; its output is connected to "X" in the mixer circuit above.

- C1, C2, C3 — 350-µfd. paper.
- C4, C5 — 0.1-µfd. paper.
- C7, C8 — 0.01-µfd. paper.
- C3, C9 — 100-µfd. mica.
- C20 — 20-µfd., 25-volt electrolytic.
- C21 — 350-µfd. variable.
- C22 — 5-µfd. variable.
- C23 — 50-µfd. mica.
- C24 — 0.1-µfd. paper.
- C25, C26 — 25-µfd. mica.
- C27 — 0.001-µfd. mica.
- C28 — 0.01-µfd. paper.
- C17, C18 — 0.1-µfd. paper.
- C29 — 400-µfd. low-drift mica (Silvercap).
- R1 — 10,000-ohm potentiometer.
- R2, R3, R4, R5 — 50,000 ohms, ½-watt.
- R6, R7, R8, R9 — 5000 ohms, 1-watt.
- R10, R11, R12, R13 — 25,000 ohms, ½-watt.
- R14, R15, R16, R17 — 10,000 ohms, ½-watt.
- R18 — 10,000 ohms, ½-watt.
- R19 — 30,000 ohms, ½-watt.
- R20 — 50,000 ohms, ½-watt.
- R21 — 100,000 ohms, ½-watt.
- R22 — 250,000 ohms, ½-watt.
- R23 — 1 megohm, ½-watt.
- R24 — 10,000 ohms, ½-watt.
- R25 — 1000 ohms, ½-watt.
- R26 — 30,000 ohms, ½-watt.
- T1, T2, T3 — Broadcast r.f. coils.
- T4 — High-frequency i.f. transformers (2840 kc.); see text.
- T5 — Speaker transformer.

---
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is the frequency of one of the local stations, the
i.f. would be 2660 kc. The station would give a
check point at 3990 kc. and any stations from
1350 kc. down to 840 kc. can be used for check
points within the 3.5-Mc. band. It is easy to see
that every amateur has a wide choice of i.f. to
make his local stations check at or near band
edges. In the case of WEAF, for example, if the
beat oscillator were tuned to 660 kc. and the
sixth harmonic picked up, we secure 3960 kc. as
the only harmonic falling within the 3.5-Mc.
band. Yet we can convert this 660 kc. to a more
useful frequency at 3500 kc. by using the superhet
method.

We have, then, a system of frequency-checking
that uses the thousands of dollars' worth of equip­
ment maintained by the broadcasters - without
any cost to us except that of the construction of
the unit. This can be done in the "grand manner"
or corners can be cut in those ways known best to
the amateur. Let us now take a look at the box
and see what makes it tick.

Circuit Arrangement

The cabinet job shown in the photograph is
somewhat more elaborate than necessary. The
actual unit is built on the upper standard 8½-
inch rack panel and a chassis 12 inches deep. The
power supply is strung along the back edge of
the 12-inch chassis on the lower 8¾-inch panel,
leaving room for an additional unit which will
eventually "use up" the blank panel space
below.

On the left is the dial that controls the tuning
of the three-gang b.c.l. condenser shown in Fig. 1.
The first three stages make up a receiver consist­
ing of two r.f. stages and a detector. The magic
eye directly above this dial is used to determine
zero beat with the b.f.o., which is tuned by the
smaller dial in the middle. Between them is a
knob controlling the r.f. gain and signal input
(R1). At the right is the dial controlling the
ganged tuning of the e.c. oscillator and 6L6
buffer (C2-C6, Fig. 2). To the left of this dial is
SW1, Fig. 2, which enables the operator to zero­
beat the oscillator against an incoming ham signal
without turning on the rig. The buffer is inopera­
tive in one position, and neither tube operates in
the other unless the key is closed.

Returning to Fig. 1, the third tube is the mixer
of the superhet. It receives the high-frequency
oscillator energy at injector grid "X." The next
stage is the i.f. amplifier, tuned to 2840 kc., and
it receives an injection of the 2840-ke. signal from
the fourth harmonic of the b.f.o. The second r.f.
stage receives an injection of the 710-ke. funda­
mental of this oscillator. Of course when the
t.r.f. stages are detuned from 710 kc. this injec­
tion disappears, practically speaking. Magic eye
No. 1 gives visual indication of the zero beat
between the b.f.o. and the "i.f. frequency deter­
mring station." Magic eye No. 2 gives a zero­
beat indication between the checking broadcast
station and the transmitting frequency of the
e.c. oscillator.

The b.c.l. portion of the checker can be built
from any old b.c.l. set of the t.r.f. type, or a new
condenser gang and the inexpensive shielded
Meissner coils can be used for this purpose. The
cheaper mica-tuned air-core 3000-ke. Meissner
i.f. transformers should be used in the i.f. ampli­
fer as they have sufficient range to cover any of
the intermediate frequencies involved. A 3-inch
Oxford permanent-magnet dynamic is included
for monitoring purposes, and of course the unit
can be used as a b.c.l. receiver in the shack by
making the b.f.o. inoperative. C22 in the diagram
is a 10-µfd. Cardwell Trimair with one stator
plate removed to make zero-beating easy. If the
stator plate is bent the b.f.o. can be shorted out
by rotating the condenser to maximum capacity.

Fig. 2 — The e.c.o.-buffer circuit. Points "X" and
"Y" connect to similarly-marked points in Fig. 1.

C1 — 350-µfd. variable.
C2 — 100-µfd. variable.
C3, C6 — 50-µfd. mica.
C4, C5, C6, Cu — 0.01-µfd.
C8 — 10-µfd. mica.
C9 — 5-µfd. variable.
C11, C12, C13, R1 — 0.01-µfd.
C14 — 10-µfd. variable.
C15 — 350-µfd. variable.
C16 — 5-µfd. variable.
C17 — 10-µfd. variable.
C18 — 100,000 ohms, ½-
watt.
R2 — 500 ohms, ½-watt.
R3 — 400 ohms, 1-watt.
R4 — 10,000 ohms, 1-watt.
R5 — 30,000 ohms, 1-watt.
L1 — 18 turns No. 18 d.c.c., close-wound on 1-inch form.
L2 — 6 turns No. 24 d.c.c., close-wound on ¾-inch form.
L3 — 28 turns No. 22 d.c.c., close-wound on 1½-inch form.
L4 — 2 turns on same form as L3.
RFC — 2.5-mh. r.f. choke.
Sw1 — (One unit) d.p.d.t. switch.
The $\frac{1}{2}$-millihenry chokes in the b.f.o. plate and i.f. injector tune these circuits in the vicinity of 2840 kc., thus accentuating the 2840-kc. harmonic on the injector. The b.f.o. and e.c.o. coils are wound on 1-inch diameter isolatite forms and are housed in $\frac{3}{8}$-inch diameter coil shields.

H.F. Oscillator

Fig. 2 requires little in the way of explanation. The two tubes comprise an electron-coupled 6L7 oscillator driving an impedance-coupled 6L6 neutralized buffer. Stabilization of the screen-grid voltage by the use of the VR150 regulator, the novel method of keying, and the other design features make this an interesting unit in itself. Two constructional points should be mentioned. The first is that the keying relay should be mounted on sponge rubber, otherwise the "slap" on "make" will cause sufficient vibration to develop modulation. The second point is the method used to vary the coupling between $L_1$ and $L_2$. The cathode coil is wound on a piece of bakelite tubing $\frac{3}{4}$ inch in diameter and 2 inches long. This slides inside the grid coil. It is mounted on a flat bakelite strip which is long enough to span two of the mounting screws for the coil shield diagonally. These two screws are $1\frac{1}{2}$ inches long and are supplied with lock nuts on both sides of the flat strip, so that once the proper coupling is obtained, the cathode coil can be locked in position.

The remainder of the construction is straightforward, and does not involve any tricks. It might be well to point out that a power supply capable of delivering 300 volts with good regulation is a necessity. A current capacity of 150 ma. is required. A double-section filter is also needed to insure T9 note.

Lining Up

Assuming that the unit has been built and that no serious mistakes have been made in the wiring, we can proceed with the alignment. The first step is momentarily to place a pair of 'phones, bypassed by a 0.001-$\mu$fd. condenser, in the plate circuit of the 6L7 mixer. This will make possible the alignment of the t.r.f. stages and calibration of the dial. One of the reasons for the use of the Type B dial was the fact that a slot is provided in the face for logging purposes. The 10:1 ratio also comes in handy when setting the e.c.o. frequency accurately. Of course one should be sure that this part of the set is stable before proceeding further. As all circuits are decoupled, little or no instability should be encountered. Magic eye No. 1 should function when the various broadcast stations are tuned in. This tube supplies a.v.c. voltage to the mixer and second r.f. stages, and this voltage should be checked.

The b.f.o. can now be put into operation by tuning in the broadcast station that is to be used as the "i.f. determiner" and then rotating $C_2$ until a beat is heard. $C_3$ should be set so that zero beat falls in the middle of the dial scale of the panel-controlled vernier, $C_4$. The size of $L_4$ should be changed if stations at the high-frequency end of the broadcast band are used, but it is an easy matter to modify the coil so that a sizeable amount of $C$ is kept in the circuit.

The b.f.o. circuit should be well shielded and coupled very loosely to the broadcast circuits. This is because the oscillator tends to pull into step with the broadcast stations as zero beat is approached, particularly if the station puts in a large signal and the r.f. gain of the receiver is high. The condition of zero beat can be obtained readily and observed by the magic eye's slowly fluttering to a motionless state between the two audible and visible beats on either side. But when the t.r.f. circuits are tuned to another station for checking purposes, the b.f.o. no longer receives energy to lock it in, and consequently its frequency may shift slightly. With suitable shielding and loose coupling, plus avoidance of high signal inputs when setting the b.f.o. on frequency, this can be eliminated. The eye will come to rest at zero beat and will not pick up speed as the t.r.f. dial is detuned from the "determiner" station.

The b.f.o. can then be cut out and the i.f. amplifier aligned, preferably with a test oscillator, to the proper frequency. Magic eye No. 2 should function and a.v.c. voltage developed by the 6R7 should be present on the i.f. grid. Next, the 'phones should be replaced by the i.f. primary in the first-detector plate circuit. By increasing the r.f. gain, sufficient voltage can be developed to cause cross-talk in the i.f. amplifier and consequently signals can be heard in the monitoring speaker before the r.f. oscillator of the superhet is placed in operation. These signals will vanish if the r.f. gain is reduced.

The high-frequency oscillator of the receiver (the e.c.o.) can next be put into operation by turning SW1 to the "monitoring" position, in which the plate voltage is cut off the buffer and the oscillator is turned on even though the keying relay is open. The coupling of $L_1-L_2$ should be close. Then if the h.f. oscillator panel control ($C_3$) is turned to maximum capacity, the t.r.f. portion of the receiver should be tuned to the station which is going to give the check point nearest to 3500 kc. $C_1$, located below the chassis, should then be tuned carefully until this station is tuned in. With the constants given, $C_3$ will then just cover the 3.5-Mc. band.

An explanation of the keying system is now in order as its adjustment comes next. In practically all keyed e.c.o. circuits previously described the tuned circuit is disturbed or the current drawn by the tube is cut off or materially reduced in the key-up position. The arrangement employed here does neither of these things and for this reason contributes greatly to the stability of the keyed

(Continued on page 88)
Safety Devices for Amateur Transmitters

A Résumé of Representative Manual and Automatic Methods

By George Grammer, W1DF

There is one thing to be remembered about devices designed to protect you from shock when you are working on a transmitter—don't let the fact that they're there lull you into a false sense of security. In amateur practice at least, these devices should be regarded as purely supplementary to the all-important rules of personal conduct outlined in last month's QST and repeated elsewhere in this issue. The ABC of safety is not to be found in tricky gadgets, but in your own behavior.

With that in mind, we are prepared to discuss the last of the three phases of the safety problem mentioned in March QST, that of special arrangements whose purpose is to prevent power's being on the transmitter circuits when the operator goes near it. The number of ideas that has been proposed is large, but practically all of them fall into one or another of a few classifications which we shall characterize broadly as warning signals, manually-operated devices of a positive nature, automatic devices, and special insulation. We won't attempt to credit the sources of the various ideas discussed; many of them, indeed are as old as the proverbial hills, while most of the rest have occurred to more than one individual.

Warning Signals

The gleaming pilot light is an almost irresistible attraction to the amateur constructor, and we commonly find several on even an unpretentious transmitter. Pilot lights aren't of much value, however, as warning signals. They may burn out at any time, and too seldom are they placed where they can be seen from anywhere except in front of the transmitter, which is already a safe enough place to be if the construction rules listed in March QST are followed.

To be most effective, a warning signal ought to be at the point where the danger lies. If you want to be warned that the power is on when you go to change coils, put the lamp right where you can't help but see it when you approach the dangerous spot. It doesn't have to be conspicuous from safe positions—in fact, it may be advantageous not to have it stand out too promiently under those circumstances; it won't become so familiar as to be overlooked when you do go back of the trans-
mitter. Make it big enough and bright enough to thrust itself into your consciousness even though your primary thought is to get the coil changed or the adjustment made.

The danger of burnout can be minimized by using two lamps in parallel. If the light is for warning purposes and not merely for decoration, a single lamp is actually a hazard; you can’t tell whether or not it means what it says when it gives the “all clear — go ahead” signal. With two lamps in parallel, the chances are slight that both will burn out at the same time. When one of them does go, as it will in time, it should be replaced immediately.

The best place to connect signal lamps is across the primary of the plate transformer, or across the 115-volt line supplying all the power circuits in the transmitter. This means 115-volt lamps, of course. Low-voltage lamps working from an unused transformer secondary are not quite as reliable; there is one more piece of apparatus between them and the line, one more possible point of unexpected failure. Use first-quality lamps.

A useful variation of the signal-lamp idea is shown in Fig. 1. It has the advantage of giving positive indications for “on” and “off” and requires only the use of a single-pole double-throw switch instead of the customary s.p.s.t. The two lamps can be differently colored — the conventional red for “danger” and green for “safe” are good because they are familiar to everyone. The switch must be of the type (such as a toggle) with no open position so that when one circuit is broken the other is made automatically. In any event, look out for trouble when both lamps are out, and don’t touch the transmitter unless the “safe” signal, and that one alone, is on.

A lamp is probably the most generally useful type of warning signal, since it is compact and quiet in operation. A buzzer could also be used, and has the advantage of calling attention to itself regardless of whether or not you look at it, but its noise might not be tolerable under all circumstances. If it is muffled down, it may not be loud enough to be effective as a signal.

One device which combines warning and utility is an electric fan, connected across the line or transformer primary, to remove some of the heat from the transmitter. A strategically-located fan can hardly be ignored when you go to change coils.

Manually-Operated Protective Devices

The usefulness of a manually-operated protective device depends almost entirely on how thoroughly one forms the habit of using it. In this respect it is no better than the line switch. However, a few of them do have additional merits over the plain switch, and since they are simple to install they deserve incorporation in transmitting layouts.

For instance, take such a simple arrangement as the ground wire and probe shown in Fig. 2. More explanation than the picture gives should hardly be necessary; the grounded probe is simply contacted to the exposed metal of the coil or whatever it is one intends to handle. If the power is on, or the bleeder has burned out, there will be no doubt whatever about it when the contact is made. The operator is perfectly safe, since he is on the grounded side of the circuit. Of course, the transmitter itself should be grounded, as recommended in March QST.

An ice pick or any similar easily-handled gadget with a sharp point can be used for the probe. The flexible wire need not be insulated, since it is used altogether for shorting purposes. A wooden handle on the probe is desirable psychologically and also practically, since it can be fitted out with a screw-eye and the probe kept on a convenient hook on the transmitter. The thing is so simple and, if used habitually, so effective that it deserves to be added to any transmitter.

A metal chain has been suggested for the same purpose. The goodness of the contact between links may be questioned, however, and for that reason the flexible wire will be preferred by many. The chain does have a high order of flexibility, however, and readily can be thrown over a chassis so that all dangerous components can be simultaneously and continuously grounded while the coil is being changed.

The series shorting plug scheme shown in Fig. 3 also is very simple and effective, providing one forms the habit of using it every time the transmitter is approached. The socket should be mounted in a convenient place on the operating table; when the plug is out, no power can get to the transmitter. If you carry the plug with you, you know the power is off and that no one can turn it on. This is likewise a good gadget for making sure that the transmitter is dead when you’re not in the station; if the junior operators try throwing a few switches in your absence nothing can happen. Incidentally, the socket also will take a plug-in extension switch for use when you have to look into the rig with the power on — when shooting trouble, for instance.

This idea can be elaborated on a bit by installing a combination switch and lock of the type

![Fig. 3](attachment:image)
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used for automobile ignition circuits instead of the socket and shorted plug. Also, warning lights can readily be installed as a reminder to pull out the plug or key.

**Automatic Devices**

In the field of automatic devices for turning off power there is so much room for variation in detail that it is impossible to describe specific arrangements. The "interlock" idea is inherent in all of them. A specified operation, such as opening the door of a cabinet, is made to turn off the power automatically before the operator can reach any dangerous apparatus. Included in this classification are such things as railing off the transmitter so that it must be approached through a gate which opens the power circuits, moving floor-board arrangements which accomplish the same purpose, rope barriers, door interlocks and other devices of a similar nature. Several systems of this type were described some time ago in *QST*. So much depends upon the method of transmitter construction and the location of the set that it is impractical to attempt detailed treatment; the necessary adaptations of the general principle must be made by the individual. On the whole, these devices are excellent in principle and, if completely followed through, equally so in practice. The points against them are two — the extra trouble and difficulty of installation, and the tendency to put jumpers around the interlocks when some testing is to be done and then to forget to remove them subsequently. A safety device out of commission is worse than none at all because of the reliance placed on it.

Closely associated with the automatic device for turning off power is the type which, when the power is turned off, automatically shorts the power supply. This is positive protection against bleeder failure, and therefore worth while. A good example of this type of device is the gravity-operated relay recently described in *QST* and reproduced here diagrammatically in Fig. 4. Because it is gravity-operated, there is no danger of failure to operate because of a weak spring, and the contacts cannot stick in any position which is dangerous to the operator — although a sticking contact might not be so good for the power supply. The transformer primary should be fused to protect the power supply: an overload circuit breaker also could be used for the same purpose, although its coil should be connected in the circuit between the rectifier and filter so that the shorting path for the gravity relay is directly across the filter output and not through the circuit-breaker coil.

This same idea can be adapted to the interlock system; that is, opening the door of the cabinet can close a switch across the filter output at the same time that the normal interlock opens the primary power circuit.

**Insulation**

As additional protection, an insulating barrier to isolate grounded objects in the vicinity of the transmitter is a sound idea. Concrete floors, for example, have been the cause of more than one shock, because concrete is a fair conductor, especially when moisture from the ground seeps into it. If the operating room floor is not dry wood or a similarly-good insulating material, it is advisable to surround the transmitter with rubber matting, or to mount it on a wooden platform of ample dimensions so that you are isolated from the floor when changing coils or making adjustments.

The same sort of protection ought to be applied to radiators or other grounded conducting objects near enough to the transmitter so that they can be touched when adjustments other than tuning are carried on. These precautions constitute an extension of Rule F of the ABC's. In even more general terms, never let any part of your body touch any grounded objects when you are handling a part of the circuit normally at high voltage.

In passing, rubber gloves should be mentioned in connection with the subject of extra insulation. Available information indicates that the ordinary "kitchen" variety of glove is not to be trusted because of the possibility of pinholes. Regular linesman's gloves are, of course, too heavy for work around a transmitter. At any rate, dependence should not be put on gloves unless they can be tested regularly.

On the whole, this brief review of the general subject of safety devices serves but to emphasize the importance of personal precautions over those of a mechanical nature. If an automatic safety device can be installed, so also can it be taken out of service — temporarily perhaps, but restoring it to service may be overlooked — while the manually-operated devices depend wholly on memory or habit. In the end, then, there is no substitute for "Always Be Careful."

2 "How Would You Do It?", *QST*, June, 1937.
A simple a.c. voltmeter utilizing two 6H6 rectifiers instead of the usual oxide-film type. The case contains the multiplier resistors, a small flashlight cell and a transformer for the 6H6 heaters. The correction-curve is fastened to the cover of the case.

A 6H6 A.C.-D.C. Voltmeter

BY CHARLES W. CARTER, W3EVL

Certain poor qualities that are inherent in the average oxide-film rectifiers used in high-resistance a.c. voltmeters resulted in the development of a rugged instrument that is not affected by extreme temperature variations. It uses two 6H6 diode rectifiers connected in a full-wave bridge circuit, a 0-1-ma. meter and suitable series resistors. Current for the heaters of the tubes is furnished by a small 115/6.3-volt transformer contained in the instrument.

The circuit is conventional with the exception

of SW1, which permits line voltage to be read directly without the necessity of connecting leads from the line to the voltage terminals. This switch also disconnects the 10-volt scale, to preclude possible burn-out of the instrument should SW2 have been left on point 1. The meter will read line voltage accurately down to 60 volts, although at this point the heaters have only one-half rated voltage. It is interesting to note that the total instrument burden compares favorably with commercial a.c. voltmeters.

In setting up the circuit it was found that when the cathodes of the 6H6 tubes were heated, stray electrons would strike the plates, even when unpolarized, resulting in a steady-state current of about 0.4 ma. A small amount of negative voltage obtained from a single flashlight cell applied to the plate corrected this difficulty. This voltage is not critical.

The multiplier resistors were chosen so as to have minimum inductance. This was accomplished by having the fixed resistor in each range a non-wire type with a small wire wound adjustable in series for calibration purposes. The values in this case were for 0-10, 0-100, 0-300 and 0-1000 volt ranges.

Inspection of the calibration curves will show that, for practical purposes, the scale represents a straight line with increasing voltage. Correction curves are mounted under a celluloid cover in the top of the instrument case. Further examination of the curves will show that the internal resistance of the diodes does not increase until a current of 0.7 ma. has been reached. The use of two more tubes, one in parallel with each of the two shown, would hold the internal resistance constant within range of the meter. A more practical solution would be to use a 500-microampere meter, with a proportionate increase in multiplier resistance. This would eliminate the necessity of correction curves.

This instrument reads direct current voltage
with the same accuracy as indicated for alternating current voltage. The terminals are unpolarized.

Although we do not have available a precise standard for audio frequency voltages, sufficient tests have been made to indicate an accuracy within 5 per cent throughout the audio-frequency range.

The series resistors can be accurately adjusted by comparing the meter with a borrowed a.c. voltmeter, or a d.c. source and comparison meter can be used. In the latter case, however, the meter will indicate average values when used with a.c., and so the resistors are adjusted to give readings that are 10 per cent low. For example, if 100 volts d.c. is used, the resistor is adjusted so that the meter reads 90 volts. If the d.c. source were 90 volts, the meter should read 81 volts. Following this procedure, the meter will correctly indicate r.m.s. values when used with a.c. and will always read 10 per cent low on d.c.

The correction curve used with the a.c. voltmeter. The slight correction is only necessary in the higher portion of the scale (see text).

Extending Freq-Meter Calibrations with the 100-Kc. Oscillator

A Simple Method for Determining Intermediate Calibration Points

BY R. L. BUNT,* VE3MX

For the past month or so I have been experimenting with a 100-kc. oscillator similar to that described in the 1938 Handbook. Not being satisfied with calibration points at every 100 kc.

Fig. 1 — The 100-kc. oscillator is coupled to the freq-meter monitor through a small variable condenser, and points between the 100-kc. spots can be determined.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Harmonic</th>
<th>beaiting with</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1700</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1725</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1750</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1775</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1800</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1825</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1850</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1875</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1890</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1900</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>179</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1833½</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1840</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1850</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1860</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1866⅔</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1875</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1880</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1880</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1900</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>189</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Beats with 6th F-M harmonic of 1820.

with the curve drawn from the five original points, and with the assistance of pad and pencil, it was deduced that these extra points resulted from second harmonics of the freq-meter beating with the 35th, 37th, 39th and 41st harmonics of 100 kc., producing beats at 1750, 1850, 1950 and 2050 kilocycles.

After locating and identifying the 50-kc. points, the coupling was increased, revealing a trio of new beat notes in each 100-kc. section. The first of these notes was readily identified as 1725 kc. The second beat which was located approximately one degree and a half on the dial from the first beat (1725 kc.) proved to be a poser for awhile, but it was finally identified as the third freq-meter harmonic of 1733⅔ beating with the 52nd harmonic of 100 kc. The third tied in at 1775 on the curve. Similar beats were found in each 100-kc. section across the freq-meter dial and were plotted on the graph.

In view of the recent change in the 160-meter band, the calibration curve was made to cover 1750-2050 kc., to include two points at 1700 and 2100 kc. respectively, which serve as reliable guide-posts in identifying the first and last 50-kc. points which mark the edges of the band itself. The attached table shows the frequencies produced by beating together the various harmonics produced by both freq-meter and the 100-kc. oscillator. The 100-kc. oscillator harmonics have been segregated in order to show the definite order of progression which the harmonics follow. Using the same freq-meter harmonics as shown in the table, simply add 100 kc. to each frequency listed and continue the series throughout the 1900-2000 section. The same procedure may be followed for the 2000-2100 section.

By increasing the coupling still further, many other beat notes will be heard, but it is difficult to identify many of these. However, with at least six reliable calibrating signals available in each 100 kc., accurate calibration should prove an easy task with this method. Needless to say, the 100-kc. oscillator should always be kept at exactly zero beat with the broadcast marker station used for setting the 100-kc. oscillator.

**WWV Schedules**

Each Tuesday, Wednesday and Friday (except legal holidays), the National Bureau of Standards station, WWV, transmits with a power of 20 kw. on three carrier frequencies as follows: 10:00 to 11:30 A.M., E.S.T., on 5000 kc.; noon to 1:30 P.M., E.S.T., on 10,000 kc.; 2:00 to 3:30 P.M., E.S.T., on 20,000 kc. The Tuesday and Friday transmissions are unmodulated c.w. except for 1-second standard-time intervals consisting of short pulses with 1000-cycle modulation. On the Wednesday transmissions, the carrier is modulated 30% with a standard audio frequency of 1000 c.p.s. The standard musical pitch A = M 440 c.p.s. is also transmitted from 4:00 P.M. to 2:00 A.M., E.S.T., daily except Saturdays and Sundays, on a carrier frequency of 5000 kc., power 1 kw., 100% modulation. The accuracy of the frequencies of the WWV transmissions is better than 1 part in 5,000,000.

We understand that W. L. ("Lou") North has been named as F.C.C. radio inspector at Miami. In addition to having been for some years operator and assistant chief engineer of KVI, he is better known to our gang as W7BHE. Another active ham and League member as RI, so whoops! Congratulations, Lou.

A recent correspondent, explaining that he was not a League member, wrote that he "buys a copy of QST from the newsstand every week." Wonder what he does with 'em!
Every summer, when Floridians tear the June leaf off their calendars, they begin to think about hurricanes. They know that there will be at least one hurricane alarm before November has passed, for from six to ten tropical hurricanes will be born east of the Windward Islands between July 1st and December 1st and will spin slowly northwestward toward the United States. All our eastern coastline from Brownsville, Texas to Eastport, Maine is exposed to these storms, but Floridians have always been more "hurricane-conscious." Since the New England hurricane, perhaps the rest of the nation will also become aware of the menace of these tropical disturbances.

A hurricane emergency brings about intense activity in many radio channels. Broadcast stations run telephone loops to the Weather-Bureau offices and give broadcasts of the progress of the storm. The Department of Commerce aeronautical radio stations near 1100 meters give weather reports at regular intervals. Ships send in weather observations. Coastal telegraph stations broadcast special weather advice to ships. Amateur nets are set up to function in case of emergency. Power companies, telephone companies, telegraph companies, national guard units, etc., have emergency radio equipment which they prepare to place in operation.

Whether or not a ham is participating in an emergency net, he finds a receiver very necessary to keep posted on the progress of a storm. If the storm comes too close, power lines will be de-energized as a matter of public safety, or will be broken by falling trees. The man with the a.c. receiver is then cut off from all contact with the outside until days or weeks later, when power service is restored. At the time when he needs his receiver the most, it is not functioning.

In 1935, the value of a battery receiver was demonstrated to the writer. The house had been prepared for nasty weather by placing storm shutters over all windows. When the force of the wind became too great for comfort, there was nothing to do but to retire inside and await developments. Wind-lashed limbs soon broke the power lines and further weather bulletins were received over a battery receiver. Soon the wind tore down the antenna towers of the local broadcast stations, so the receiver was tuned to 600 meters and the 1100 meters give weather reports at regular intervals. Ships send in weather observations. Coastal telegraph stations broadcast special weather advice to ships. Amateur nets are set up to function in case of emergency. Power companies, telephone companies, telegraph companies, national guard units, etc., have emergency radio equipment which they prepare to place in operation.

Here is a simple battery-operated receiver covering the range 2 to 2000 meters made chiefly from spare parts from the junk box. It should be of interest not only to those who prepare themselves to take part in emergency communications but also to anyone who wishes to keep posted on the progress of an emergency when power fails.

The left-hand dial is the main tuning control and the right-hand dial is for the band-spread condenser. In the center, the top knob is the regeneration control resistance, the one immediately below it the regeneration-control condenser and the bottom knob is the volume control and on-off switch. From left to right the jacks under the main tuning control are: detector, first audio and two in series for the second audio. Under the band-spread dial, the four toggle switches are: plate on-off switch, doubler-Marconi antenna switch, antenna tuning-condenser switch, and superregeneration switch.
At the lower left is the shielded detector tube. Directly above it is the plug-in coil. Above the coil is the band-spread condenser with its insulated shaft coupling and the midget double-pole double-throw switch for changing the tuning circuit. Close to the switch may be seen the screwdriver-adjusted filament rheostat. At the right of the plug-in coil is the shielded quench-frequency oscillator coil. At the right of the detector tube is the terminal strip for the doublet antenna and beside this is the antenna trimmer condenser. The large regeneration-control condenser is in the center at the top and at the extreme right is the main tuning condenser. The two tubes and transformers below are components of the first and second audio stages. Note that radio-frequency leads and ground bus are run above the chassis with stiff self-supporting bus bar to provide short, direct connections.

From experience gained with this early hurricane receiver, the present receiver was designed to overcome the difficulties experienced with the first model. The new receiver gave excellent service during the 1938 storm season and was successfully used in two local Field Day contests. The principal requirements in mind when the little set was built were simplicity, low cost, low power consumption, reliability, and wide tuning range. Low cost was considered to be of prime importance because of the present unemployment situation in the radio engineering field. As a result, nearly everything that went into the receiver was resurrected from the junk box. Less than a dollar was spent on additional parts. If any ham wants to build up a simple emergency receiver like this, undoubtedly he can find enough parts in the junk box to do the job without incurring any expense whatsoever.

The circuit, shown in the diagram, will be recognized as a modification of the old reliable regenerative detector circuit with two stages of audio. It was chosen because of its simplicity and reliability as well as from the consideration of economical battery requirements. With suitable coils, the receiver will cover all frequencies between 112 and 0.15 Mc. Besides the amateur bands, these include the broadcast band as well as the marine and coastal frequencies below the broadcast band in frequency.

Provisions are made for superregenerative operation at the ultra-high frequencies. At these frequencies, the special coil is connected between grid and plate. By throwing $S_3$, $C_2$ is also connected between grid and plate forming an ultraduon circuit. $S_1$ cuts in the quench-frequency circuit. The chokes labelled r.f.c. are small in size and are designed to be effective at the higher frequencies. Parallel feed is effective at the lower frequencies by virtue of the impedances provided by $R_1$ in the grid circuit and $L_5$ in the plate circuit.

The problem of tuning was solved by the midget double-pole double-throw switch $S_4$ in the detector tuned circuit. The switch in one position connects band-spread condenser $C_3$ between grid and plate, for tuning on ultra-high frequencies, as previously mentioned, and disconnects the main tuning condenser $C_4$. In the other position, the switch places both condensers in parallel for conventional low-frequency operation. In this circuit the band-spread condenser rotor must be insulated from ground.

Regeneration control is effected by means of a variable resistance $R_5$ in series with the plate supply of the detector. This provides smooth regeneration control with practically no change in frequency. The detector is first set near regeneration by adjusting the large throttle condenser $C_6$, which does affect the frequency of the detector tuning; fine adjustments are then made with the resistance control. The detector oscillates readily on all wavelengths. Oscillations were obtained, as an experiment, even by clipping a 1¼-inch jumper from pin No. 3 to pin No. 5 of the coil socket. With the coils used, the point of oscillation varied widely from coil to coil, so that the combination of condenser and resistance control turned out to be not only convenient but absolutely essential to satisfactory operation.

On the lower frequencies there was a slight tendency toward fringe howl. This was cured completely by placing a shield can over the detector tube.

In order to reduce the power-supply requirements to a minimum, it was decided to use transformer-coupled audio stages which will function quite satisfactorily on as little as 22% volts of "B" battery, if a higher voltage is not available. But the use of transformer-coupled stages in a damp tropical climate is not as simple as it sounds, for audio transformers are generally a great menace to reliability. The original receiver had been discarded because a set of transformers would not last longer than two months and noise often developed within a week after installation. This trouble was overcome by shunt feeding the audio...
stages, leaving the transformer primaries grounded. Connected in this manner, even the cheapest audio transformers will last indefinitely. Cutting the "B-plus" lead when the receiver is not in use is an alternative, since transformer disintegration is brought about by maintaining the primary winding at a high positive potential. Electrolysis occurs, especially in the tropics and near the seacoast, and the fine wire of the primary is soon turned into verdigris.

With voltages as low as 22½ V, feeding an audio amplifier plate through a resistor was out of the question, leaving the use of choke feed as the only solution. Audio chokes are subject to the same effects of electrolysis as audio transformers; besides this, there were no audio chokes in the junk box. What to do? Well, just slap in two midget filter chokes. These chokes are many times as sturdy as audio transformers and, with the additional protection of a switch $S_5$ to cut the "B-plus" lead when the receiver is not being used, they should last many years. In spite of the fact that these chokes are not designed for the purpose, the audio quality is perfectly satisfactory for code reception and is surprisingly good on broadcast reproduction.

The detector and first audio stages are provided with jacks and the second audio stage has two jacks in series permitting the use of two sets of 'phones at the same time. Thus, failure of one of the audio stages does not prevent the use of the remainder of the receiver. If one tube burns out and no spares are available, good tubes may be placed in the detector and first audio positions and the set will give good results. If one tube is available, the 'phones can be plugged into the detector output and excellent earphone reception may be obtained using the set as a one-tube receiver.

The antenna circuit was designed to use a doublet antenna on short waves. By throwing the double-pole double-throw toggle switch $S_1$ to the downward position, both legs of the doublet are tied together and the antenna feeds through the antenna coil $L_1$ to ground. This makes the doublet function as a Marconi antenna for broadcast and long-wave reception. A small adjustable trimmer condenser $C_1$ is used to vary antenna coupling and is shorted out by a single-pole single-throw toggle switch $S_2$ when the antenna is being used as a doublet.

The only coils available were two sets of ICA plug-in coils. The broadcast and short-wave coils had six prongs, but the long-wave coils had four prongs. A six-prong socket was used in the receiver; this necessitated the use of an adapter on long waves. This adapter is easily constructed by removing the solder from the pins of an old tube base and dropping a wafer socket down on top of it in such a way that short leads from the wafer socket lugs come out through the hollow pins of the tube base. Solder secures these leads to the pins and holds the wafer socket firmly in place on top of the tube base, making an excellent adapter.
An additional connection, shown in the diagram in dotted lines, is made inside the adapter so that some form of antenna coupling is provided for long-wave operation. The long-wave coils have but two windings, so the tickler coil serves double duty as feed-back and antenna coil. The ultra-high-frequency coils are homemade. The windings are self-supporting, and are placed inside old tube bases, the bases providing the necessary six-prong plugs as well as protecting the coils. The tuning coils and antenna coils are mounted horizontally, in inductive relation, with the ends of the wires soldered firmly into the proper pins. The antenna coils are connected to pins 1 and 2, and the tuning coils to pins 3 and 5. The range covered by each coil as well as the results obtained depend in large measure upon the placement of the various circuit components and the shortness of connecting leads. It is therefore necessary to arrive at the correct coil dimensions for a specific u.h.f. band by a process of experimentation, rather than following some coil-winding recipe. For this purpose a Lecher wire system was loosely coupled to the coil under test, and was employed very much as an absorption-type wavemeter would be used. Setting the detector in oscillation, and sliding a shorting bar along the Lecher wires, a loud click marked each point where the Lecher system came into resonance with the detector and the chokes are mounted directly below them. This resulted in appearance not quite as neat as it would have been if most of the parts were hidden under the chassis. For a damp climate it would apparently be preferable to use a chassis of the open type to permit ventilation, but in dry climates lack of ventilation should cause no difficulty.

In order to use large-size National dials, it was necessary to mount them sideways to clear the row of jacks and switches at the bottom of the panel. This turned out to be very convenient, since the operator’s head is nearly always cocked to one side when he writes; tilting the dials also raises the knobs to a more convenient height. The chassis construction was determined by the holes which were already in the chassis. The audio transformers are mounted on top of the chassis where there is adequate ventilation and the chokes are mounted directly below them on the same mounting screws. It was found that the enclosed subpanel space would grow a nice crop of green mold over all the wires and parts enclosed within the course of a month. For this reason, the audio transformers were placed where they would not be subjected to this condition. All other parts which might be adversely affected were also mounted above the chassis, even though this resulted in appearance not quite as neat as it would have been if most of the parts were hidden under the chassis. For a damp climate it would apparently be preferable to use a chassis of the open type to permit ventilation, but in dry climates lack of ventilation should cause no difficulty.

The audio transformers are mounted on top of the chassis where there is adequate ventilation and the chokes are mounted directly below them on the same mounting screws. It was found that the enclosed subpanel space would grow a nice crop of green mold over all the wires and parts enclosed within the course of a month. For this reason, the audio transformers were placed where they would not be subjected to this condition. All other parts which might be adversely affected were also mounted above the chassis, even though this resulted in appearance not quite as neat as it would have been if most of the parts were hidden under the chassis. For a damp climate it would apparently be preferable to use a chassis of the open type to permit ventilation, but in dry climates lack of ventilation should cause no difficulty.

In order to use large-size National dials, it was necessary to mount them sideways to clear the row of jacks and switches at the bottom of the panel. This turned out to be very convenient, since the operator’s head is nearly always cocked to one side when he writes; tilting the dials also raises the knobs to a more convenient height. The power connection is made by a 7-prong plug which plugs into a socket at the rear of the chassis.

One Burgess 4F2H battery will give long service as an “A” supply. The voltage is dropped through a 30-ohm rheostat R3 of the screwdriver-adjustment type. Only occasional adjustments are necessary to take care of dropping voltage in the dry cells. Filaments are turned on by means of a switch S4 mounted on the volume-control shaft. The receiver will function on any plate voltage from 22½ to 90 volts. The use of 90 volts on the audio stages, applying 4½ volts of “C”

(Continued on page 106)
The following article, entitled "Hand Keys Gone Pfft?", appeared in "Army Amateur Time" of the Seventh Corps Area.

This age of high speed seems to have somewhat of an effect on radio amateurs as well as on the rest of us pedestrians. We make our music, our automobile driving, our eating, sleeping and living keep up a pace that kills. Then, when we do have a chance to relax at our favorite pastime — radio — we try to make that keep up a pace that may not kill but surely stuns some of us.

The old hand key just can't be slapped fast enough to tell the lad at the other end all we have on our minds in the same length of time it would take to say the same thing verbally, so, instead of building a 'phone rig, we dig down in the old sock and buy a "bug." Then the fun begins! Those weights will sure slide back a long way and, hoy! are those dots plenty fast and snappy! The very sound of those clipping dots immediately stamps us as a "pro." So-o-o, we rattle out a snappy CQ, sign our call a few dozen times just to hear what it sounds like in our monitor, and finally start looking for a possible "bite" on the receiver, hoping, of course, that no one has heard us this first time because we'd sure like to send out that snappy CQ at least once more. But we are unfortunate and hook up with a guy right off; he signs and we go at it again, telling him a lot of valuable information about our rig, weather, ancestry, etc., thus taking up a mere five minutes or so for the benefit of our new love, the "hug." He comes back, after our little spasm, and sorrowfully informs us that QRM is unaccountably bad, stating, "Sure is funny, 'cuz you had 11 dear ehannel when we first hooked up."

So we just sign off and catalog him as "one of those lugs who couldn't pass the code speed test if he had to take it again." And so, far into the night.

But, let's get down to facts. The A.A.R.S. maintains its existence by the fact that it trains operators for emergencies and, if it fails in this function, it will be valueless to all who are interested in such existence. Therefore, it is the primary objective of every person engaged in the A.A.R.S. activities to help the new or lesser trained operators.

A fast "bug" only adds to the confusion of a slow operator. He cannot give his mind to proper operating tactics if he is being "burned up" by the fast "bug." A net should always operate at the speed of its slowest operator, within reach of course. There are very few nets in this Corps Area which are made up of nothing but high speed operators. So, the good old hand key must still have a place in our shack.

The drill period on Monday nights should especially be kept at a slow speed for, even though all the operators in the net are high-speed artists, there may be some outsider who would be interested if he could read what we were saying. And we must also remember that the word "drill" has no hidden meaning that suggests the exclusion of recruits. There is no "awkward squad" to care for the newcomers until they get their stride. We are indebted to them to the extent of what we already have learned.

In cases where time is limited or traffic is stacked up there is a good reason for pushing the "bug" a bit faster, but in the case of traffic, if the Z signals and general operating processes are sent slowly, the messages themselves could be "revved up," and the slow operator listening would lose none of the value of the drill. Even the report messages should be sent at a reasonably low speed to enable the beginners to become accustomed to the procedure, etc. Oh, yes, it's all in the books and circulars, but "book larnin" seldom is as complete and accurate as actual experience. When we were beginners we liked to copy the ways of more experienced operators, so let's give the beginners a chance to copy our ways by allowing them to hear what we are doing!

The traffic schedules on week nights are a slightly different matter. Here we have the proposition of getting something done in the quickest possible manner. We are still confronted with the fact that to do a thing the quickest way is to do it right the first time, and sending too fast to another operator is not a time saving method of moving traffic.

To move traffic just imagine yourself as a machine that has a certain amount of work to accomplish. Set your speed so the "receiving machine" will record what you send with one hundred per cent accuracy and then keep grinding away.

There are those operators who shy away from "breaking" a sending operator because it allows that operator to determine the maximum speed at which they can copy. The Army has never, to our knowledge, given any extra K.P. duty to any

(Continued on page 88)
1938 Sweepstakes Contest Results

Greatest National QSO Contest of All Time

BY E. L. BATTEY,* W1UE

The week-ends November 12th–13th and 19th–20th, 1938, were busy days on the amateur bands as the Ninth A.R.R.L. All-Section Sweepstakes Contest made "CQ SS" the password to practically every ham QSO. It was the most successful, most enjoyable "SS" ever held! There are three major indices to contest success: (1) the amount of activity, (2) the enthusiasm of participants, (3) actual results as measured by scores submitted. On all three counts the '38 Sweepstakes put all previous national QSO parties in the background. It was a real QSO-fest and a good time was had by all except one ham who wasn't in it and couldn't find anyone to work. Yeah, we mean that bird you heard calling "CQ No SS"!

Let us delve into statistics for a moment to see just how the 9th SS beat all others. The score list records the accomplishments of 1,869 reporting operators, a far higher figure than for any earlier contest embracing only the A.R.R.L. Field Organization Sections. There were 1,131 c.w., 113 'phone logs entered. Twenty-six operators participated in both the c.w. and 'phone. Scores ran generally higher, and it should be remembered that the multiplier for power below 100 watts was 1.25 instead of 1.5 as in the two preceding Sweepstakes. In the '37 SS (the most outstanding national contest at that time) 7 c.w. operators had totals over 60,000; in the '38 get-together 20 topped 60,000 . . . in '37 there were 25 over 50,000; in '38, 42 reached 50,000 or higher. In the 'phone group, 38 made scores over 3000, while only 25 hit this total in '37.

In point of actual contacts established, the '38 SS brought 300 or more QSO's to 73 code operators; only 24 rolled up this number in '37. Eighteen voice operators made 20 or more contacts in '37; 21 'phones worked 100 or more stations in '38. Contacts were far more widespread in the 9th Sweepstakes, too . . . in '37 QSO's were effected with 60 or more Sections by 51 c.w. operators; in '38, 118 c.w. participants worked 60 or more Sections . . . And among the 'phones, in '38, 34 operators worked 30 or more Sections, while in '37, 22 contestants hit the 30 mark.

Statistics may seem dry, but they mean much more than the mere figures. The more participants, the more for everyone to work; the more for everyone to work, the more contacts; the more contacts, the more pleasure for all; the more pleasure for all, the more successful contest! Do you see now why we're boosters for bigger and better statistics?

The Winners

We're introducing a new feature with this contest report, a list of all winners with their scores, transmitter line-ups, receivers and bands used, as complete as information given on the logs permits. We hope you find it as interesting as we do. Seventy c.w. awards are being made (in all Sections except Alaska) and 47 'phone awards (including Alaska), so all 71 Sections were active. We know that all participants join us in extending congratulations to the winners!

Outstanding Scorers

For a real success story we call attention to Jerry Mathis, W3BES. Third high in '36, second high in '37, Jerry came through the '38 contest with "SS" ringing in his ears to the tune of 84,000 points. If you wonder how he did it, ask him. We have given up trying to dope it out. We do know that an e.c.o. helped, but there must have been a whale of a lot of "operator" and other factors mixed in. FB, Jerry! Other national high scorers include W3DUK 78,509, W5KFC 75,375, W2IOP 71,907, W2EXN 70,560, W9VFZ 70,350, W3CHI 69,694, W5KCC 69,650, W8RSO 69,020, W8OFN 66,430, W9YVF 66,163, W8JIN 65,423, W2GSA 65,100, W2HJM 65,000, W4ECI 65,000.

Heroes of the '38 SS

Thompson McNeal, W6LDJ, and Kenny Langenbeck, W6LVB, of Santa Ana, Calif, and the "SS Special" in which they took a portable layout to Nevada especially for the contest. With W6LVB/6 they made it possible for at least 290 contestants to work that elusive state. Many operators completed W.A.S., thanks to these gentlemen.
W5KC, O.R.S., Plaquemine, La.

W5KC is a well known contest call and its operator, Vincent L. Rosso is an old tuner from "way back when." The transmitter employs a 59 Tri-tet crystal oscillator, 802 doubler, 807 buffer-doubler, HK54 buffer, P.P. IO0TH's final. The final stage was omitted for Sweepstakes operation, when WSKC won for Louisiana with 69,680 points on 3.5, 7, 14 and 28 Mc. The silver cup on the NC101X receiver was won for excellence in N.C.R. work.

64,488, W1TS 62,531, W9RQM 62,238, W7CMB 61,556, W8OKC 60,795 and W1AW (W1JTD opr.) 60,192.

Leader in number of contacts was W8OFN with 514 stations worked, a new high figure for 40-hour SS contests. W3BES also topped the 500 mark with 502 stations, followed by W2IOP 482, W3DUK 471, W1AW (W1JTD opr.) 458, W6KFC 450, W3CHH and W9ELL 445, W3ENX 443, W2GSA 420, W9VFZ 417, W5KC 416, W2APT 407, W9RSO 406, W9VDY 402 and W2HMJ 400. From the standpoint of contacts-per-operating hour among this group, W2IOP and WIAW lead with 13 per hour, with W8OFN batting 'em down at the rate of 12.8 per hour, W3BES 12.5 p.h. and W3DUK 12.4 p.h. Practically all contestants had a "best hour" with 10, 15, 20, 25, perhaps more QSO's, but to maintain the average that these fellows did for 35-40 hours is a sterling example of operating efficiency!

Sections Worked

Many SS participants get their chief pleasure from the contest in trying to contact as many sections as possible. To work all sections is the ambition of these chaps. Their goal was tougher than ever in the '38 Sweepstakes because, with the creation of separate Georgia and West Indies Sections, there were more sections than ever to work — 71. Although no contestant made the grade, W1TS (c.w.) and W6ITH ('phone) each succeeded in snagging 69 of the 71, no mean accomplishment! W1TS missed P.I. and Alaska, W6ITH worked all but Quebec and West Indies. Others who bore down particularly hard on sections were W6OCH ('phone), W8JTT, W9RSO, W9VES and W9VFZ, each of whom worked 68; W3BES, W3DUK, W3FAX, W4APU, W4ECI, W5KC, W6KFC, W7CMB, W8ODD, W9CWV and W9VKF with 67; W1AW (W1JTD opr) W3FRA, W3CHH, W6MUR, W8AVB, W8CMH, W9JIN, W9ELL and W9IU, 66; VE2EP, VE5VO ('phone), W1AYV, W1KFE (W1IQZ opr), W2APT, W2HMJ, W3GAIU, W5WG, W6QAP, W8OFN, W9GY, W9RQM and W9YCR, 65.

Leading 'Phone Participants

For the third consecutive year W6ITH (45,126 points) leads the 'phone group. He had some stiff competition from W6OCH in his own Section (East Bay), who was second among 'phones with 36,652, and from VE5VO, whose 33,963 points placed him third high. W4AKA and W4EPX, operating W4EQK, scored 22,491. Additional outstanding 'phone scorers: W2UJ 17,820, W9YQN 17,280, W5CXH 16,110, W9FCH 15,160, W9JIE 15,352, VE3AIB (VE3AIB and VE3APG oprs.) 13,475, W7ITS 13,144, W9USI (W9USI and W9UTC oprs.) 13,034, W7FLT 13,020, W9TQL 12,960, W9UYD 12,584, VE5EZ 12,514, W9ZTO 11,400, W6EJC 10,008, W4CDG 10,176 and W9GDB 10,125.

Leader in 'phone contacts, W6ITH worked 327 stations, 8.6 per hour. W6OCH made contacts with 274 in 29 hours, an average of 9.4 per hour. VE5VO worked 210, W4EQK (two oprs.) 182, W5CXH 180, W2JUJ 168, W9YQN 160, W9TQL 152, W9USI (two oprs.) 133, W7ITS 125, W9UYD and VE3AIB (two oprs.) 123, W9JIE 121, W9ZTO 115, W7FLT 113, W9FHU 112, W6QEU 111, VE5EZ 110, W6EJC and W9H3L 102, W6AM 100.

'Phone leaders in working sections, in addition to W6ITH (69), W6OCH (68) and VE5VO (65) were W4EQK (two oprs.) 63, W9FUH and Portable W6LVB, Las Vegas, Nev.

This is the famous Nevada portable installation of W6LVB and W6LDJ, set up in an auto camp on the outskirts of Las Vegas. The rig was a 6L6G crystal oscillator, 6L6G doubler and 100TH final, operated on 7, 14 and 28 Mc; receiver a 3-tube, t.r.f. Antenna was a 200-foot Zepp, about 40 feet high, supported by a pole borrowed from the Las Vegas Lumber Co. W6LVB/6 was on the air for the entire second week-end of the contest.
SS score was the Frankford Radio Club of Philadelphia...598,546 points by 20 participants. W3BES was the highest individual scorer in this group. The Frankford Club says it isn't going to stop winning gavel's until it has one for each member! The Milwaukee Radio Amateurs' Club,
Inc., with a score more than four times the size of its '37 total, was second among clubs with 399,554 ••. 33 participants. W9EYH (c.w.) and W9PTE ('phone) were leaders in the Milwaukee A.R.A. Third high was the Delaware Amateur Radio Club (Wilmington), 262,863, more than double its '37 score. W3DUK was winner in the Delaware Club. The York Radio Club (Elmhurst, Ill.) made a strong bid with 239,720 points; W9NST (c.w.) and W9CJP ('phone) receive the Y.R.C. awards. Watch your competition, Frankford!

Special certificate awards were offered to the leading participants (c.w. and 'phone) in each club having three or more participants. Thirty-eight clubs in addition to the above are eligible for such awards, and are listed in order of aggregate scores, together with the calls of the winners. Except where otherwise indicated the winners used c.w.: Beacon Radio Amateurs (Philadelphia), 185,407, W3FLY; York Road Radio Club (Glenside, Pa.), 169,089, W3EEW; Birmingham (Ala.) Amateur Radio Club, 150,509, W4ECI; Washington Radio Club, 144,837, W3EIJ; Philadelphia Wireless Association, 141,528, W3GUV; Merrimack Valley Amateur Radio Association (Concord, N. H.), 133,702, W1BFT (c.w.), W1JJB ('phone); Richmond (Va.) Amateur Radio Club, 118,937, W3FMY; Elmira Amateur Radio Association (N. Y.), 100,170, W8DZC; Oakland Radio Club (Calif.), 90,023, W6ITH ('phone); Bridgeport Amateur Radio Association (Conn.), 81,136, W1DOV; Westlake Amateur Radio Association (Cleveland, Ohio), 78,341, W8LVH; Northern Nassau Wireless Association (Long Island), 64,155, W2BWC; Mountaineer Amateur Radio Association (Fairmont, W. Va.), 63,961, W20XO; Montreal Amateur Radio Club, 62,733, VE2DR; Hi-Q Radio Club (Lynn, Mass.), 61,432, W1JEIA; Southtown Amateur Radio Association (Chicago), 57,776, W9MGN; Merrimac Valley Radio Club (Lawrence, Mass.), 56,985, W1QH; West Side Radio Club (Toronto), 56,081, VE3AD (c.w.), VE3AIB ('phone); Chester Radio Club (Pa.), 54,520, W3DMG (c.w.), W3DRQ ('phone); Dayton Amateur Radio Association (Ohio), 50,579, W8LCO; Austin Radio Club (Chicago), 50,169, W9ZMG; Trenton Radio Society (N. J.), 45,770, W3AWH (c.w.), W3AIR ('phone); Queens Radio Amateurs Club (Queens, N. Y.), 42,815, W2CWE; Starved Rock Radio Club (Illinois), 40,968, W9NGG; Chair City Radio Association (Gardner, Mass.), 40,545, W1AUN; Horse Shoe Radio Club (Altoona, Pa.), 39,055, W8OI; Asheville Amateur Radio Club (N. C.), 37,677, W4TO (c.w.), W4CDG ('phone); Walton Radio Club (Mass.), 36,028, W1JOX; Southern Montana Amateur Radio Association (Billings, Mont.), 34,146, W7JC (opr. W7EC) (c.w.), W7CT ('phone); Electric City Radio Club (Great Falls, Montana), 35,527, W7FYN (c.w.), W7BOZ ('phone); Nashua Mike and Key Club (N. H.), 32,636, W1HTO (c.w.), W1KLD ('phone); Delaware Valley Brass Pounders Association (Port Jervis, N. Y.), 32,529, W2KXP; Georgia Tech Radio Club, 28,227, W4DXI; Georgia Tech Radio Club, 28,227, W4DXI;
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Fourth Naval District, Naval Communication Reserve

BY COMMANDER E. C. ROGERS, U.S.N.

The Naval Communication Reserve of the Fourth Naval District is organized in the same general manner as the Reserve in other districts. There are six sections with the geographical limitations of each section as follows:

Section I — Eastern Pennsylvania
Section II — Central Pennsylvania
Section III — Western Pennsylvania
Section IV — New Jersey (Southern Half)
Section V — Philadelphia suburbs and Wilmington
Section VI — Master Control Station NDM

Inasmuch as previous articles under this heading have outlined the general organization of Sections and Units of the N.C.R., such will be omitted except to note the various section commanding officers, many of which are "old timers" in amateur radio. These officers are:

C.O. Section I — Lieut. (jg) P. W. Moor (N3SB)
C.O. Section II — Ensign H. E. Hiner (N3FUW)
C.O. Section III — Lieut. (jg) B. P. Williams (N3ZAE)
C.O. Section IV — Lieut. (jg) C. E. Biele (N2AOS)
C.O. Section V — Lieut. (jg) W. B. Martin (N3QV)
C.O. Section VI — Lieut. (jg) W. M. Uhler (N3AKY)

The Master Control Station, NDM, is located in the Navy Yard, Philadelphia, and the Alternate Control Station, NDC, is located in the Old Federal Building at Pittsburgh. Each of these stations is equipped with three transmitters and three receivers and able to work on different frequencies simultaneously. In addition, the alternate control station is equipped with an excellent portable transmitter and receiver. The transmitter power is obtained from three sources; gas generator, battery-driven generator and hand generator. The unit control station at Johnstown, Pa. (the home of the famous Johnstown flood), is also equipped with a 300-watt gas-engine-driven generator for emergency use.

Although the Fourth Naval District is not particularly large in area, it certainly is near the top in N.C.R. activity. Many years ago, before the days of government assigned frequencies for drill purposes, the frequency of 3610 kc. was chosen for the then "NAVY NET." This frequency has been maintained for much N.C.R. activity in the district although the drills are now conducted on assigned government frequencies in the 2-3-Mc. band. The Fourth District has about 55 officers and 500 men on the N.C.R. roll. Of the officers and rated men, which number about 375, there are about 350 of these holding valid FCC licenses. The traffic circuit on 3610 kc., which is in operation every night, handles several thousand messages per month at various stations of the organization. These are not the usual amateur messages but are official messages relative to the activity of the organization and all are handled in authorized Naval methods.

From point of service, the oldest officer is Lieut. Comdr. F. Mousley (N3FI). He is one of the pioneer radio operators in the commercial field, served in the U. S. Navy during the war and has been active in the N.C.R. ever since its organization. He is now the Commanding Officer of the largest unit in the District and is located at the Frankford Arsenal, Frankford (Philadelphia). This unit is also one of the best in the district.

In the Fourth District there are 31 units and only one of these is not assigned public quarters. Practically all these units are uniformed and have government radio and ordnance equipment. Realizing that a Navy radioman should also know how to shoot as well as operate, several of these units have taken up target practice in their spare time and are engaged in competition with other units.

The District is also organized for emergency work. During the flood two years ago, excellent work was done by many of the N.C.R. men and in some cases afforded the only communications available. When the U.S.S. Akron crashed off the Atlantic Coast some years ago, the Master Control Station was manned for four days by officers and men volunteering for this duty. This station joined the Lakehurst-Philadelphia-Washington circuit and handled a large amount of emergency traffic in an efficient manner. Others were assigned to the Reserve Aviation Base at Philadelphia and served as radio operators in aircraft which were engaged in searching for the survivors. In some cases these operators had never been in a plane before.

Recent instructions from the Navy Department have curtailed the enlistment of men in the N.C.R. and the qualifications also have been changed. Previously a holder of any class amateur license could enlist in the N.C.R. as a radioman third class if also found physically qualified. Now a man must enlist as seaman first class and can
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The IARU issued during 1938 a total of 958 certificates in recognition of two-way communication with the six continents: 738 were for c.w. work, and 220 for ‘phone. The number of W.A.C. certificates issued each year from 1930 to 1937 is as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>C.W.</th>
<th>Phone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1930</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>1934 - 349</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1931</td>
<td>178</td>
<td>1935 - 458</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1932</td>
<td>137</td>
<td>1936 - 711</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1933</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>1937 - 803</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the 1938 figures, England placed highest by far of any country (outside the United States) in both ‘phone and c.w. work; in c.w. work, Belgium was second, with Germany, New Zealand, South Africa and Australia right behind. In the U. S. A., the 9th was the highest district, with the W6’s a nose behind. Here are the figures:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>C.W. ‘Phone</th>
<th>C.W. ‘Phone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CE</td>
<td>LA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CM</td>
<td>LU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO</td>
<td>LY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CR7</td>
<td>NY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT1</td>
<td>OA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GB</td>
<td>OK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EF</td>
<td>ON</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FM</td>
<td>OZ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GI</td>
<td>PK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GM</td>
<td>FY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GW</td>
<td>SM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HA</td>
<td>SP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HB</td>
<td>SU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HC</td>
<td>TI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>VK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J</td>
<td>VO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KA</td>
<td>WQ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K4</td>
<td>VE1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K5</td>
<td>VE2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K6</td>
<td>VE3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K7</td>
<td>VE4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CHANCE OF ADDRESS

The address of the new headquarters of the Experimental Radio Society of Egypt is c/o Poste Restante, Sidi Gaber, Alexandria. J. Frazer Robinson, SU2JR, is the Hon. Secretary.

MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION

The Lietuva Trumpjus Bangu Radio Mepeju Draugija (Radio Amateur Association of Lithuania), whose membership includes all of the 45 licensed Lithuanian amateurs, has applied for membership in the I.A.R.U. Petr. Jastrzembskas, LY1J, is president, and Jul. Satas, LY1S, is secretary.

QLS BUREAUS

All those amateurs and bureaus having occasion to use the QSL-forwarding service in sending cards to American amateurs should check the names and addresses of the nine U. S. managers against the list published regularly in another section of **QST** to prevent delays and forwarding expense. Bring your mailing list up to date, and check it periodically!

The following corrections should be made in the list of bureaus as published in the October, 1938, issue:

(Continued on page 50)
HOW WOULD YOU DO IT?

SCHEMES FOR REPLACING BROKEN ANTENNA HAYLARDS ON MASTS

Problem No. 24 (see January QST) is almost as old as amateur radio itself. Nevertheless, the gang certainly went to work on it and we think that you will agree that many of the ideas are new and novel as well as thoroughly practicable. The ingenuity shown in many instances is really refreshing. If you have been wondering how to replace that broken halyard on your 60-footer without risking your neck, at least one of the solutions should make it easy. If you don't have such a problem at the present time, it would be a good idea to save this issue for a rainy day. The scheme which will best fit your particular problem will depend upon location and construction of the mast, surrounding objects and the material to which you may have access.

In most cases, it will be a much simpler job to replace the old pulley rather than to attempt to thread new rope through the old pulley, although this may often be done without great difficulty. Several schemes make use of the top guy wires in coaxing a new pulley, fitted with a new halyard, to the top of the mast. If you have a second mast or can make use of a tree or housetop or temporarily erected support, the scheme shown in Fig. 1A is probably one of the easiest to execute. One of the top guys is set free. The new pulley with halyard is fitted with a heavy metal ring or a loop of several turns of heavy wire and the loose end of the guy wire is passed through this loop. The loop should be large enough to pass easily over the guy-wire insulators. A light cord is tied to the loop and the free end of the guy wire is tied to the halyard from the second support, hoisted up and pulled tight. It should then be possible to make the loop slide along the guy wire towards the top of the mast by shaking the new halyard and pulling on the assister cord from a distance. In some cases, it may be possible to coax the loop up over the top of the mast if one has sufficient patience and the top guys are not fastened too far from the top of the mast, although this isn't necessary. When the loop has been worked up close to the mast, it may be held there by the assister cord while the guy wire is lowered. While holding the free end of the guy wire, several turns about the mast should be made by walking around the mast outside all other guys. This will bind the loop securely to the mast. A sharp yank will break the assister cord after the job is finished.

Another scheme which may be tried is shown in Fig. 1B. A loop of wire, as previously described, is passed around the rear top guy wire. If the loop is covered with tape or a section of old bicycle tire, the top guy wires are passed through it. When the loop has been worked up close to the mast, it may be held there by the assister cord while the guy wire is lowered. While holding the free end of the guy wire, several turns about the mast should be made by walking around the mast outside all other guys. This will bind the loop securely to the mast. A sharp yank will break the assister cord after the job is finished.

Another scheme which may be tried is shown in Fig. 1D. A loop of wire, as previously described, is passed around the rear top guy wire. If the loop is covered with tape or a section of old bicycle tire, the top guy wires are passed through it. When the loop has been worked up close to the mast, it may be held there by the assister cord while the guy wire is lowered. While holding the free end of the guy wire, several turns about the mast should be made by walking around the mast outside all other guys. This will bind the loop securely to the mast. A sharp yank will break the assister cord after the job is finished.
or garden hose, it may slide more readily on the
guy wire. The new halyard and the halyard from
the second support are tied together and a large
slip-knot is tied in the other side of the new hal­
yard to prevent the new halyard from running
through the pulley when it is pulled up the guy.
Alternatively, the two ends of the new halyard
may be tied together and then tied to the halyard
from the second support. An assister cord tied to
the wire loop might be helpful in getting the loop
over insulators; shaking the guy wire should also
help. When the pulley reaches the top of the mast,
the guy wire is wrapped around the top of the
mast as previously described.

A sharp yank on
the free end of the new halyard will take the slip-knot
out. It might be a good idea to tie some sort of
weight between the two halyards to make sure
that they will fall to the ground when released.

If you can't make use of a second support,
there are other ways of doing the job. Take, for
instance, the idea shown in Fig. 1C. Pass a heavy
rope around the outside of all top guy wires. Then
pass the rope through the eye of the new pulley
fitted with the new halyard and form a slip noose.
By shaking and pulling the rope, it should be pos­
sible to work the loop up the guy wires to the top.
Best results will be obtained by working the rope
at a fairly good distance. If the loop becomes
caught on an insulator, a friend can assist by
sliding the pulley along the loop to a point near
the insulator and whipping the halyard. When the
noose reaches the top of the mast, its rope should
be made fast to the base of the antenna.

In the scheme shown in Fig. 1D, the ring to
which the new pulley is attached should be as
smooth as possible and fairly heavy. Two top
guys are loosened and the ends are passed through
the ring. By pulling the guy wires in as nearly op­
posite directions as possible, the ring will be
forced towards the top of the mast. Temporary
extension of each guy wire will make the job
easier and some whipping or shaking may be re­
quired to get the ring over the insulators. The
ring is fastened to the top of the mast by making
a few turns with each guy about the top of the
mast as previously described.

If you don't wish to disturb the guy wires, one
of the schemes shown in Fig. 2 may be used. In A,
a series of light sticks is used to push a loop carry­
ing the new pulley up along one of the top guy
wires. The loop should be large enough to pass
easily over the top of the pole. The side of the
loop opposite the pulley is stapled to the end of
the first stick and the loop is held in an approxi­
mately vertical position by means of a piece of
light string. Each section of stick is fitted with
loops of wire passing around the guy wire, the
loops of sufficient size to pass easily over the guy­
wire insulators. These loops should be spaced
about every 3 or 4 feet. Lines or cords about 3
feet long carrying weights are attached near the
top end of each section. These are to hold the
stick steady on the top side of the guy wire. As
the assembly is pushed up along the guy wire,
additional sections are added, splicing them to­
gether with wire so that there is very little play
between sections. When the loop has been
manoeuvred into a proper position, a sharp pull
on the halyard will break the holding cord and
bring the loop down over the top of the mast.

\[\text{Fig. 2}\]
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Another pull on the sticks should pull out the staples holding the loop to the sticks and the pusher may then be removed and disassembled.

Sometimes the top guy wires are fastened some distance down on the mast so that it would be impossible to pass the loop over the top of the mast by this scheme. In this case, another idea may be used. It is shown in Fig. 2B. The loop carrying the pulley is stapled to the top of a light stick. A guide loop is passed around one of the top guy wires and fastened to the stick a few feet from the top end. As the stick is raised, additional sections are spliced on rigidly. Providing sufficient distance has been left between the pulley loop and the guide loop, the pulley loop may eventually be lifted above the top of the mast and lowered over it. If the weight of the halyard is too great for the strength of the hoisting stick, light cord may be substituted temporarily during the hoisting process and replaced with the halyard when the pulley is in place. Guide cords attached at points along the stick and operated by a friend may help to keep the stick from buckling and to maneuver the loop over the end of the pole. It may help some in getting over the insulators to release the guy wire and bring it into a more nearly vertical position near the mast. If the diameter of the pole does not vary too greatly between top and bottom, a similar series of sticks might be fitted with larger guide loops encircling the mast itself instead of the guy wire.

The details of a scheme which may be used where no guy wires or only a set of guys at the top of the mast interfere are shown in Fig. 2C. A stiff ring which encircles the mast is fitted with a series of wire hooks bent as shown in the drawing. This ring is attached to a section of light stick by means of staples or light cord. A slip-noose of heavy rope or flexible wire to which the pulley is fastened rests above the ring supported by the wire hooks. Braces made of string keep the loop or ring at right angles to the hoisting stick. The ring with the noose is then pushed up the pole, adding sections of stick as required. If the stick starts to bend, it may be supported by attaching additional loops of wire at points along the stick.

When the loop has been pushed to the top of the mast, a jerk on the halyard will tighten the noose about the pole and then the hoisting stick may be lowered. Should the noose have a tendency to loosen up and slide down the pole, this may be prevented by soaking the noose in varnish or some other adhesive which will bind the noose to the mast when it dries.

We think you'll agree that the risk of climbing to the top of a 50- or 60-foot pole is not only unnecessary but extremely hazardous. If you don't agree, you might read the following letter written in reference to this Problem Contest.

"In answer to Problem 24, I submit the following: Don't climb the mast. I had a 65-footer with three sets of guys and I had the same difficulty with the halyards. I climbed my mast but came down a lot faster than I went up. When I reached the top, one of the top guys broke and I and the mast came down. It gave me a nice vacation of three weeks in the hospital with a spinal fracture. So, as the 'Voice of Experience,' I say, 'Don't climb it. Do anything else but climb it.'

Douglas A. Parsonage, Grimsby, Ontario."

Several ideas submitted involve the use of a 25- or 30-foot extension ladder to reach up or above the first set of guy wires. Such a ladder may be used with reasonable safety provided suitable precautions are taken. Before climbing the ladder, all guy wires and anchorages should be inspected.

(Continued on page 98)
INEXPENSIVE LOW-CAPACITY ANTENNA SWITCH

The construction of an inexpensive low-capacity antenna switch, built by R. J. Blaho, W8EEP, is shown in the drawing of Fig. 1. Two triangular ceramic transposition blocks (Lynch) form the end supports for the rotating switch bar. These blocks have holes in each corner. Two of these in each block may be used for mounting on a baseboard by means of strips of angle stock. The third hole is used as the bearing for the rotating bar. This bar consists of an ordinary six-inch feeder spreader (Johnson) with fittings at each end to fit the holes in the transposition blocks. The switch blades are formed from ½-inch outside-diameter copper tubing.

The detail drawing shows the construction of the end fittings for the feeder spreader. A "U"-shaped clamp is formed from ½-inch brass to fit the end of the spreader. The holes in the ends of the spreader will just pass a 6-32 screw which may be used to fasten the fitting in place. A ¼-inch hole should be drilled, as accurately centered as possible, in the end of the "U" clamp for the ¼-inch-diameter brass screw which will form the shaft upon which the bar will turn. This screw should be clamped tightly with a nut and soldered.

To make the blades, a length of ½-inch-diameter copper tubing is slit lengthwise for a distance of approximately an inch. The two sections are spread out and flattened and bent to fit around the spreader. Before mounting on the spreader, the tubing should be flattened for a distance of an inch or so at the opposite end.

The holes in the triangular blocks are not quite large enough to pass the ¼-inch screws so that it will be necessary to file the screws slightly before they will fit the holes. A large washer in the inside of each block should be used to prevent binding against the surface of the block.

After the switch has been assembled, a collar should be fitted to one of the projecting screws. This collar should be drilled and tapped for a length of brass rod which will serve as a set screw as well as an extension for the handle. The switch jaws, which may be taken from a cheap switch, are mounted on stand-off insulators which, in turn, are mounted on the baseboard in line with the switch blades.

Some small lengths of thin spring brass or flexible wire may be used to make connection between the blades and anchoring screws inserted in the central holes in the triangular blocks. There is sufficient room underneath the bar to mount an antenna relay on the baseboard. W8EEP uses the switch to switch from one antenna to a second. The relay is used to switch from transmitter to receiver.

MORE ON NEON-TUBE OSCILLATION IN VOLTAGE-REGULATED SUPPLIES

"I should like to call to your attention a circuit kink which I discovered and seems to spell death to oscillation by the neon bulb in the voltage-regulated receiver supplies described in QST and the Handbook."

"As indicated in QST, connecting a 0.1-µfd. condenser across the neon bulb may cure, aggravate or shift the frequency of the oscillations."
In my case, the latter occurred. After a great deal of tinkering, I finally connected a 0.01-µfd. condenser in series with a 50,000-ohm resistor across the neon. The oscillations ceased and have not appeared since. The size of the resistor seems to be fairly critical; a value of 2500 ohms, for instance, makes the oscillations worse, while 500,000 ohms is uncertain in its effectiveness.

"It might be wise to point out that a high resistance between the control-tube cathode and the positive output terminal is a compromise; more current with regulation may be drawn, but the percentage of regulation suffers."  

Harry G. Burnett, W1LZ

The photograph of Fig. 2 shows a double-section neutralizing condenser built by Thomas Bayne, W9SRS. The plates are cut from ¾-inch sheet aluminum. The movable plates are 2 inches in diameter and the stationary plates have a 3/8-inch-diameter hole cut in the center for the shaft. The four plates were clamped together for the final shaping so that they would be of equal diameter. The stationary plates are provided with ears or tabs for mounting. The National type GS-1 stand-off insulators used to support the stationary plates are fastened together by 6-32 machine screws whose heads have been removed. The two movable plates are fastened to lengths of brass rod with 6-32 threads which form the two sections of the control shaft. These two sections are insulated from each other by another GS-1 insulator, the two sections of rod threading into opposite ends of the insulator. The entire assembly is mounted on two sections of 1/4-inch square brass rod which, in turn, are mounted on stand-off insulators. The rotor of the rear section may be adjusted to match the capacity of the front section. In many cases, it may be possible to mount the condenser directly upon the tank-condenser frame.

NEW METHOD OF LOWERING CRYSTAL FREQUENCY

"I'd like to pass on to QST a suggestion that I have just hit upon. It applies to one of those little tragedies so common in the life of the ham who grinds his own crystals. I mean those crystals which have been pushed a kilocycle or two too far and are irretrievably past either the desired frequency, or perhaps, the band edge. There have been various means tried to bring them back; I think the best one is still the expedient of having them silvered, but this process is quite a chore, whereas the stunt I will suggest takes but a moment and works equally well. Briefly, the idea is merely to paint the surfaces of the crystal with either iodine or mercurochrome; either the tincture or the aqueous solutions will work. The iodine gives the most pronounced effect although the mercurochrome will probably be more permanent, since there is a possibility that the iodine will undergo what is called sublimation, somewhat like evaporation. Thus far, this has not happened to the several rocks I have treated, but it is mentioned for what the observation may be worth.

"The best way to apply either treatment is first to clean the crystal thoroughly in soap and water, then rinse thoroughly in warm, clean water. Next, lay the crystal flat on a level surface and, placing one drop of either solution in the center of the surface, guide it around over the crystal face until the whole surface is covered. Let it dry and then repeat the job on the other side. The effect may be increased, up to a certain limit, by repeating the treatment two or three times. Before replacing the crystal in the holder, it should be wiped with a very soft cloth, or a piece of Japanese lens tissue, to remove any particles of lint or dust which might have settled on it.

"This treatment will usually move an 80-meter crystal three or four kilocycles; I moved one 40-meter AT-cut crystal nearly thirteen kilocycles. Instead of impairing the crystals, as do most of the hit or miss treatments such as India ink, this one seems actually to improve the activity of the crystal up to a certain point.

"I don't recommend this stunt as a substitute for proper grinding but, as an emergency measure, it is well worth while, particularly for the fellow who has a good frequency-measuring device. I've managed to get several of the boys around here to try it out and they all report good results. Except for silvering, it is the only thing I've ever found that will do any good."

B. P. Hansen, W9KNZ

W8FU points out that dial lights for receivers without them may be operated from the filament-heating transformer in the receiver.
CORRESPONDENCE FROM MEMBERS

The Publishers of QST assume no responsibility for statements made herein by correspondents.

DIRECTOR ELIGIBILITY

107 Hanover St., Mankato, Minn.

Editor, QST:

Several members of the Board of Directors of the League are making an effort to have By-Law 12 changed. The first sentence of By-Law 12 reads as follows: "Any candidate for the office of Director shall have been both a member of the League and a licensed radio amateur for a continuous term of at least four years preceding the receipt by the Secretary of his petition of nomination, as hereinafter provided."

It would be well, I think, to have this matter presented to members of the League, together with the circumstances, so that the Board might know how members feel about the proposed change. To that end I wish to present a few circumstances related to the proposed change.

Members should first remember that Mr. Mathews, who has urged a change in the by-law in January QST and in another radio publication, does not meet the requirements. Neither does Mr. Blalack, who has recently stated to the Board that he proposed to have the by-law changed if possible.

Members might also like to know that the Board decided at its last meeting that the by-law was not too strict, since 30 days grace period was permitted before a member's name was taken from the list of members of the League. By mail the Board recently indicated that it wished the by-law to mean four years just preceding the nomination.

I know of many amateurs in the Dakota Division, and I am sure that the same is true in other divisions, who take a great deal of pride in the length of time that they have held a license and League membership without any breaks. It seems to me that this is some kind of evidence of a lasting interest in amateur radio. Is it right to reduce the requirements for serving on the Board to a point where almost anyone can serve as a director?

It seems important to me that active amateurs who have demonstrated a long-time interest in amateur radio both by keeping up their League memberships and their licenses are the type that should serve on the Board of Directors. Members should realize the importance of nominating such men to the directorship. The interests of the League would be best served, I feel, if there were always several eligible nominations so that members would really get a chance to elect their representative to the Board.

W9BBL of the Dakota Division has suggested that the membership certificate show the length of time of continuous membership, to assist in the nomination of eligible men. There are large enough numbers of active eligible men who would make very good directors in each division if some effort is made to get them nominated. I hope that members will express themselves on these points both to their own director and to League headquarters.

Fred W. Young, W9MZN
Dakota Division Director

EDITOR'S NOTE. — Lest Mr. Young unwittingly cause misunderstanding as to just what has been proposed in the way of change of by-laws, it should be mentioned that the only formal proposal now before the Board for study would not change the present requirement for four years' continuous membership in the League. Nor, basically, would this proposal alter the present requirement that director candidates shall also have been licensed amateur operators for the same time. With respect to the latter point, however, it would provide that lapses in license term for periods not exceeding ninety days would not disqualify. The intent is said to be to allow leeway for F.C.C. delays in handling the renewal applications, delays arising from unintentional errors in making out applications, etc. — the recent elections having shown that most "breaks" in license continuity were due to such technicalities and not to actual lapse over an extended period. Neither Mr. Mathews' nor Mr. Blalack's eligibility status would be affected by the change proposed.

IT'S NOT "MASONITE"— IT'S "PRESWDWOOD"

725 Third St., Kalamazoo, Mich.

Editor, QST:

I have frequently noticed in the pages of QST reference to "Tempered Masonite" as a suitable material for panels and the like. As this particular terminology is one of my pet gripes, I am writing a mild protest. "Masonite" as it is known in the building trade is an insulation board made in two standard thicknesses, ½" and ¼". There is no such product known as "Tempered Masonite." The Masonite Corporation, makers of Masonite, hold the patent on a material called "Presdwood." It is this latter material which makes the fine panels. "Presdwood" is available in an oil-tempered form known as "Tempered Presdwood" and as such is a vastly better material for radio usage. Both varieties of board are obtainable in ½", ¼", ⅝", ⅛" and ⅛" thicknesses. Tempered Presdwood is also avail-

(Continued on page 84)
The "big event" of the season for those to whom amateur radio means simply "DX" will be over about the time you read these words. We expect the contest participation in this continent may approach the record set by the "SS" reported elsewhere in this issue.

Operating with e.o.o.'s came up substantially in this DX contest. The use of the QHM-QML series of tuning designation added much to operating efficiency where it was used. The contest proved that the foreign DX stations have a very real control, and the power to direct us (helpfully) where to transmit. We suggest all stations in foreign lands at once make MH-ML-HM etc. tuning designations of frequency the universal order. It will help to reshape DX operating for the better.

E.o.o.'s and self-excited oscillators admittedly have greater flexibility in getting about the bands, having potentially large advantages. There has been a growing feeling that the e.o.o. is definite retrogression in the matter of "frequency insurance," however, and also retrogression in many cases in signal quality and frequency stability, as well. This is a serious indictment, not so much of the technical principle as of the operating practices involved. It also becomes increasingly true that the more amateurs change to e.o.o. and s.e.o., the less important the advantages to us personally in having such equipment, except for specialized emergency applications, since the stations equipped can "come to our frequency," making it unnecessary for us to fly about (butterfly fashion) to make QSOs.

There is no good reason why the whole fraternity and each of us individually should suffer from a "plague" of poor e.o.o.'s wantonly operated. Until the animal is made fool proof, each of us who builds one should consider that he has no right to operate it until the note and signal are just as closely the equivalent of that produced by quartz-controlled rigs as contemplated by the requirements of our F.C.C. regulations.

On e.o.o.-s.e.o. practice: All good general operating rules should be remembered and applied when using a "rubber" oscillator. Above all, make calls short, and pause frequently to listen. Do not attempt to break into routine communications, or you may deserve all that is said to you and the low opinion other operators will form of your behavior. Use discretion, and always wait until they sign off unless you have something of public-emergency importance. Until the sign off, attention of an operator is focused on his QSO. The moment this operator listens, at the end of a contact, is the time to be ready with a call.

Remember that QRM is always resented whether it is deliberately caused or not. Consider that the responsibility for causing interference is yours, and your reputation depends on the way in which you operate, and that you want to be considered a gentleman instead of a pirate.

In tuning up never swish from one frequency to another. Tune up the oscillator by your receiver; never allow the final amplifier to be on the air when tuning. Tune near but not exactly on either station's frequency, as well as using discretion in choosing your time for making a call. If working DX, remember that the DX amateur is going to work stations he can pick out of the QRM, not any of the ten stations piled up on his own frequency if none is outstanding in strength, but the station of the good operator out about 12 kc. in the clear! And after you have moved near a frequency to work a station, remember to move off again after you are through, so that others will have a chance. Do not open up with a CQ or a random call giving what amounts to deliberate interference to others! Do as you would be done by.

--- E. E. H.

Polish DX Contest

Polski Zwiazek Krotkofalowcow, Polish Section, I.A.R.U., announces a 1939 DX contest for Polish amateurs and those throughout the rest of the world. The competition starts at 0001 GT, April 16th, and continues until 2359 GT, April 30th. Additional details are not available at this writing, but it is expected that rules will be along the order of the '38 Polish contest. (See page 66, May 1938 QST.)
PRIZES FOR BEST ARTICLE

The article by Mr. J. Camden, VE3GZ * wins the C.D. article contest prize this month. Each month we print the most interesting and valuable article received marked “for the C.D. contest.” Contributions may be on any phase of amateur operating or communication activity (DX, ‘phone, traffic, rag-chewing, clubs, fraternalism, etc.) which adds constructively to amateur organization work. Prize winners may select a 1938 bound Handbook, QST, Finder and League Emblem, six logs, eight pads radio gram blank, DX Map and three pads or any other combination of A.R.R.L. supplies of equivalent value. Try your luck. Send your contribution to-day!

The “How” of a Good Fist

BY J. CAMDEN, VE3GZ *

There are many rotten fists on the air. When you speak to anyone about his poor fist, he usually has what he considers a good excuse. As a general rule, it is a “glass arm” or a “poor key.” The writer has yet to see a key with which all spaces should be the same length, if one will take a key and buzz it, it was impossible to send good code, even though the speed be the same length, all dashes should be the same length, and any other combination of A.R.R.L. supplies of equivalent value. Try your luck. Send your contribution to-day!

However, you must forget the other fellow’s speed and send at the speed that you can send evenly and smoothly. It is also advisable to spell out each word, so that you don’t get too much practice on some letters and not enough on others. You should be able to send for one-half to one hour solid, without your arm tiring appreciably. All the while you are sending, you should be looking out for incorrect spacings and timing. This slow speed may seem very boring, but unless you can control your speed you cannot control your spacing and timing. Every time you resist a desire to speed up past your natural speed you have won a point toward good sending.

When your arm is properly loosened up you will know it. It will feel different when you are sending and your sending will have a new positiveness and sound. Then, and only then, is it time to speed up. The speed should be increased gradually, making sure that the feel and spacing do not change. When you have fully developed your fist you should be able to send at any speed from eight to twenty-two, or faster, evenly and correctly and for an indefinite period without any signs of cramping or undue tiring. It can be done. The writerlicked a glass arm by following the very suggestions set forth in this article. Yours for a better fist.

Fire Disaster, Val d’Or, Quebec

On February 11th the mining village of Val-d’Or in northern Quebec was almost wiped out by fire. All existing communication was cut off between that town and Kirkland Lake, Ont., the nearest city. VE3ALT was asked by several agencies in Kirkland Lake to see if he could get through by amateur radio. After seven hours of effort he contacted Dr. Fisher, VE2MT, the next morning; 3.9-Mc. ‘phone schedules were then arranged with VE3AGG, also of Kirkland Lake. These three stations maintained contact throughout the day and provided the outside world with all news coming from the stricken town, rendering valuable assistance both to the railway and to the relief agencies.

W4FNC, O.P.S., Wardo Shoals, S. C., has just submitted an application for W.A.S. award and claims a record for working all states on 1.75-Mc. ‘phone in seven months. All states were worked from July 22d, ’38 (when he received his license) to February 22d, ’39. For good measure he threw in a contact with Puerto Rico!
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West Virginia Flood Emergency

Radio amateurs in West Virginia were called into emergency service, on February 3rd, as wire communications at Logan, Danville, and Irvydale were cut off by flood conditions.

On the job at Logan were W8PNE and W8KHB on 1.75-Mc. phone, working with the American Mutual Emergency Net, and W2JLQ, (A.R.R.L. Emergency Coordinator of Huntington, W. Va., W8MOL, A.R.R.L. Emergency Coordinator of Charleston, W. Va., W8MOL, and W8GGB, of 3.5-Mc. C.W., working with the West Virginia State Net. At Madison W8SNO on 1.75-Mc. 'phone did some splendid work in keeping Madison in contact with Charleston. The snow was so heavy in the mountains that for at least two days Madison's telephone communication was disrupted. W8SNO had an output of only 12 watts. W8NSM at Irvydale was without power for 12 hours and had to use batteries for most of his transmissions.

Outstanding during the emergency period was W8SES (1.75-Mc. 'phone) of Dunbar, outside of Charleston. On the night of February 3rd, with communication needed by the isolated town, he raised W8RDQ, Harlinsburg, Ill., who contacted W8SNO, A.R.R.L. Emergency Coordinator of Charleston, W. Va. W8SNO, in turn contacted W8DMF, who established communication with Logan, Yeoman service was rendered by members of the American Mutual Emergency Net in clearing and keeping clear the frequencies used for communication in West Virginia. W2JLQ, Woodmere, L. I., was particularly helpful in this respect, contacting W8SES and finding out his needs. With the frequencies cleared W8SES and W8PNE handled much of the current traffic for Western Union and others. Half hourly schedules were kept with the A.M.E.N. until 6:00 A.M. on Saturday, the 4th. The emergency frequencies were monitored all day Saturday, with WIAW assisting in this work. W2JLQ reestablished contact with W8SES at 6:00 P.M. when SES advised that Logan, W. Va., had a telephone line once more. Madison, however, was still without communication, and W8SNO was operating with a portable rig. Many urgent messages were handled from Madison. At 6:30 P.M., W2KYV took over from W2JLQ the control of the frequency-monitoring network. The circuit closed at about midnight, upon advise from West Virginia that traffic would not warrant a continuance of schedules. However, a special schedule for 6:00 A.M. Sunday, was arranged between W8SES and W2KYV. At that time it was reported that telephone service to Madison had been restored.

W8PNE and W8KHB of Logan handled W.U. traffic, including a death message. A.P. dispatches were copied from the Logan papers. A.M.E.N. control was maintained by W2JLQ until 8:15 P.M. when the Special Operating Committee ordered, as well as costs and blankets for the American Legion. Attention has been called to one defect in the present practice of using the QHM, QML series as an indication of what part of the band you will start tuning. The procedure generally is to call the usual CQ and, with the final call-sign, include the appropriate indicator (LM, M.E., etc.). It is necessary to wait until the fellow is all through with his CQ before knowing where he intends to tune; if he doesn't happen to select the portion of the band near your frequency, the time you spend listening to him is usually wasted. It is now suggested that the indicator be included as a part of the CQ call in order to show immediately where you will tune and allow those listening to either adjust their transmitters to that part of the band where you will tune, or enable them to look for a CQ from another station. W5CB suggests that this new procedure be standardized as follows: CQ QML (etc.) DE W3CAB, repeated several times until the final call CQ QML DE W3CAB W3CAB W3CAB ML K. Give it a try.

M.E.N.

The Missouri Emergency Net operates each Sunday at 8:00 A.M.CST. Procedure is as follows: The Net Control, operating on 3775 kc, uses the general call M.E.N. Following each call the entire 3.5-Mc. band is monitored for answers. At the end of fifteen minutes the net is considered formed and the control repeats the calls of the stations in the net and their frequencies. Each station in turn is then asked to act as N.C.S., contacting all the other net stations and then signing. This finally leaves just two stations in the net so the order of listing is changed each drill so that one station will not always be at the end of the roll. This system gives all hands experience at handling the control job and enables everyone to familiarize himself with the frequencies of active Missouri stations in case contact were needed in emergencies. There is no rattling off and no traffic handled on the net, it being more of a weekly mobilization of Missouri stations than the term "net" usually implies.

Q5PL will be on the 1.75- and 3.5-Mc. bands until the end of March for DX contacts.

W2LRC, Richmond Hill, N. Y., and W8RGC, Paxinos, Pa., held a continuous QSO on February 6th, from 1:00 P.M. until 8:15 P.M., seven hours and a quarter, at the end of which period the rag was been quite thoroughly chewed! They did not continue this contact over such a long period as a mere stunt, however. Their idea was to test the reliability of low power over a protracted period. W8RGC used a 616 crystal oscillator with 15 watts input power, except for the Mallory Vibrapulse and 6-volt storage battery. W2LRC used a 616 e.o. with about 27 watts input. Operation was on e.w. in the 3.5-Mc. band.

O.B.S.

The following is a supplement to the list of A.R.R.L. Official Broadcasting Stations in October QST (page 71): W2JUX, W4CUE, W5GEE, W8AOF, W8QU, W9UNQ, W9WTD, W9ZIZ, W9ZSX, VE4EO, VE4NOQ.
BRIEFS

A new style "round table" was inaugurated by a group of six Chicago stations on February 16th. In the case of this round table each operator visited and operated each of the stations involved. It worked as follows: Each operator at his own station established contact with each of the other stations. The key station/operator, W9QWR (who furnished the only automobile used), left his shack at 12:47 p.m. and went to W9EZZ, who in turn took the auto and went to W9LSQ. W9LSQ went to W9WNA; W9WNA to W9RMO; W9RMO to W9SOU; W9SOU to W9QWR. This rotation continued until each participant had visited and operated all of the other stations. A relief operator, W9KKR, was used to take over the station of the operator who was on route. Upon completion of the circuit, putting W9QWR back at his own shack, the total mileage was 82.6. The purpose of this unique stunt was to discover how the six transmitters sounded at six different locations over six different receivers. Elapsed time was 5 hours, 38 minutes.

American Legion Net

An American Legion Net to cover the State of California has been organized by W6BCV and W6ZM, A.R.R.L. Route Manager for the East Bay Section. Each A.L. post throughout the State will have a station assigned to it for net purposes; 135 stations are already lined up, and operations on a one-way frequency of 1945-kc. is planned when the 1.75-Mc. band limits are changed. Anyone interested in additional details on this net should communicate with W6BCV or W6ZM.

Mr. (W2OJ) and Mrs. (W2JZJ) Clifton Foss announce the arrival, on February 20th, of Barbara Jeanne. "Cliff" will be remembered as operator on the Schooner Morriston, W1OXXP, in 1936. Congratulations, OJ and JZJ—may she be another Hamas.

W4FB, on his way to club meeting, stopped in front of a member's house and blew "CQ" on the auto horn, intending to roust him out. Just as the CQ was being sent, a gentleman, who with his wife was passing the house at the time, stopped, came over to the car and aid, "You don't happen to be another harness!

Re Book Messages

Messages of exactly the same texts but addressed to different addressees are known as "book" messages. They are sent among members under the following example: "HR BOOK FOUR FM W1BVR CMF 
5ST SEE YOU AT THE CONVENTION FRIDAY BT NOBLE AR NR 24 TO NR 25 TO NR 26 TO NR 27 TO (Complete name and address in each case).

This information is given as useful information to round out the knowledge of those especially interested in traffic handling. The League recommends that book-messages, numbered-texts, and rubber-stamp types be avoided and INDIVIDUALLY WORDER MESSAGE be used instead of stereotyped forms in every case possible. (Since many amateurs rate the value of the message by its text, a deferred type of service often results from improper relays in handling any traffic "quantitatively" by the special methods of numbered texts or "books.") These methods of the specialist are for particular schedules and circuits where operator behavior and discipline and experience of the highest type prevail.

A flycasting competition by radio was held between teams at San Francisco and Long Beach, Calif. As each cast was made, the information was sent to the opposing team via the following net: W6GTO, portable on 28 Mc. at the S. F. end, W6SCX on 3.9-Mc., "phone to W6PFE; W6WU to W6OJZ and then to W6HRS, portable at the Long Beach pool. The set-up worked splendidly and amateur radio won some new boosters.

Brass Pounders' League

(January 16th—February 15th)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call</th>
<th>Orig. Del.</th>
<th>Rel. Del.</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>W6FCW</td>
<td>3214 15</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W6JS</td>
<td>214 88</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>176</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W6IB</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>209</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W6GW</td>
<td>167</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>189</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W6D</td>
<td>692</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>704</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W6VOL</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W6WU</td>
<td>152</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>176</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W6BC</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W6MR</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W6GT</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W6B</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W6JR</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W6J</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W6JO</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W6G</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W6FL</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W6GR</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W6FW</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W6HM</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W6FN</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W6DW</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W6DQ</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W6DJ</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W6DL</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W6DS</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W6DR</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

orig. del. | rel. del. | total |

W6D GV 34 661 661
W6DQ 52 12 64
W6DJ 16 12 28
W6DL 12 6 18
W6DS 12 6 18
W6DR 12 6 18
W6DA 52 12 64
W6DQ 52 12 64
W6DJ 16 12 28
W6DL 12 6 18
W6DS 12 6 18
W6DR 12 6 18

A total of 500 or more of 100 deliveries Ex. D. Cr. will put you in line for a place in the B.P.L.*

**December-January.
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simply "as evidence that the foreign station worked was not so anxious to improve their standing that they have been so they don't need mentioning here. Some of that can be some of your big-gun DX idols, listed in the CC, have been those fellows up near the top of the DXCC. what with all altering and forging cards submitted as evidence! Nice of course, to be the rating of those fellows interested in DO':

aren't dismiss the fact that, if the DXCC is to mean anything, aren't going to have feet of clay if it can be helped. from the list. If there must be DX idols in this game, they and list to mean something, the lads who submitted the altering practices with which everyone

"HERE: east coast make good news, which is why you'll be glad to CMY

There is a mighty decent lot, and it's unfortunate that they possible.

ON the other baud, the large majority of the gang listed there is a mighty decent lot, and it's unfortunate that they have to be associated with a few undesirables. Our apologies — the situation will be remedied as soon as possible.

WHERE: A just one that showed up last month, to the delight of the devotees, is CR4HT (14,435 T9e). He gives his address as Henrique Torres, Box 61, Praia, Cape Verde Islands, and should be OK . . . . . . No doubt you guys gave out with a snicker or two when XI4XA's cards came through, proving that he is suspicion completely groundless. W4FJK, ex-XU4DW, knew him in Shanghai, and says he is now at Chung-king. 117 of the cards came through to W2CMI — you can claim yours with a stamped envelope to CMY . . . . . . W2CMY, AY40, worked 40 countries on the east coast make good news, which is why you'll be glad to know that W5AAR worked Y12BA (7000 T7) and W3CHII and W3BGO worked ZC6RL (7050 T9), Y12BA is on around 5 p.m. EST, Saturdays and Sundays — the ZC6 was on around midnight . . . . . . W6CGER says that CX2AZ has had 10,000 cards printed, so you're in line for one if you’ve QSL’d . . . . . . VK3CI tells us that he knows the operator who was using POPI, PR1YV, GH2BU and AL3BU, and if you want to send cards you can do so care of 2CI. Gordon says "the lucky ones will be greatly surprised when they receive their QSLs." No doubt . . . . . . We don’t know about F8PBAA (14,410 T7). The dope is that he was coming to New York and would send us a list of QSO’s, but so far we haven’t heard . . . . . . Don’t let the prefix "LB" get you all b. & b. LAA6A radiograms to inform us that it’s the new Norwegian portable-prefix . . . . . . If you worked PI1JW during 1936, send a card to J. C. Williams, Box 687, Liberty, Texas. He wasn’t in Brazil, and may give you a new country . . . . . . We have a lot of cards on hand for BITOO — if he reads this we wish he’d claim them . . . . . . W5HHP worked a DX idol signing LB2 (14,300) who claimed to be out on a treasure-hunting expedition at some island off the coast of Uruguay. Maybe so — there are several such expeditions out . . . . . . W2WC says that W0AM/KDRC, the whaling ship in the Antarctic, is now on 14,350, we’ve worked up 28-Mc., "phone because of the poor conditions. He was at 62° 3 31 E on February 4th . . . . . . The N.A.R.A. says that cards coming through for VOIDD and VOIDL have to be scrapped, since there are no two-letter VQ’s as yet . . . . . . W0AOA says YQ1TR (14,410 T7) said to QSL care of Radio VPF, Zanibar . . . . . . W2HHP gives the new QTH of EL2A (14,275 T7) as Pete Kondik, Monrovia, Liberia, and also worked ZC2MA (14,300), who said to QSL via PK4AE.

WHEN: W5KWA and VE1EA have been going having the 160-meter DX with good results. Wick worked FASBG, but top honors go to VE1EA for FASBG, F8, and GW contacts. FASBG heard W5FQQ on 160, which spells real DX on that band. Incidentally, VE1EA has contacts on fire bands with FASBG, G2PL and G6XL.

The 3.5-Mc. band still produces a goodly bit of transatlantic stuff, with ON4HC, G6WY, G2PL, HA9U, PAAQ, FASBG, F8BB and HB9BB the most consistent. More unusual, however, is the consistent working on 3.9 Mc. 'phone of ZL1BG (3990), ZL2BN (3905) and ZL1CN (3090) by W4ECZ. Around 6 a.m. seems to be the best time for the Zedders.

Best bit of 28-Mc. cream we’ve heard about is by W3CBT, who抱怨 his new lazy-H-with-director for pulling, through PK3WL (28,240) and PK1VS (28,220), just about the time the VK’s fade out. W1WV and W2JGF report Europeans and FASBG only the thing on 10 there.

Good old 40 (how one’s attitude changes!) has been kicking through with a fine performance. The one we like is VK2AKF in the late afternoon, worked by W1HMB, which makes it the long way round and very nice going. HME also finds that time good for Europe and Africa. Besides Y12BA mentioned previously, W3ATR has been knocking off FA3HY (7120 T9x), CT3AN (7060), SIPIY (7055), LYLAD (7015), H31C (7050) and CT2B1 (7035) and elsewhere, ATR says that he was told by G84Q that YU1AN is on 40 now . . . . . . W4BZB worked HI1X (7110 T9x), QSL via W5DOD only, HR5CB (7125 T7), HAZL (7050 T9), YR5BF (7225), CE2B5 (7230) and OZ2NU (7220) . . . . . . W7GZN has heard G2FPU (7050), and W7GBH heard a flock of 7-Mc. QSO between ZL1MM and a G5 . . . . W1KKK adds S8KWW (7180 T8) and VP2SC (7265 T7), and W3G7T has a swell list including UKZKJ (7220 T8), FASW (7270 T9), E9N (7055 T9) and LATEC (7250 T9) . . . . . . G5OK (7270)

This peaceful-looking gentleman is none other than Claude Moore, W9HFL, who has every right to sit back and take it easy. On January 6th he worked AC4YN (14,295) to give the Tibet station his W.AG and first W contact. W3CMY and W2JT have also worked AC4YN, but Moore gets the credit for grabbing him first. W9HFL uses a pair of 354E’s in the final and a 3-clement Bassett rotary, but, best of all, he has what it takes to be the boys to that elusive Asian, AC4YN.
We have just completed a 100 kc. crystal oscillator for our own use that we think is pretty nifty. It is designed for relay rack mounting, is completely self-contained and has a front-of-panel control for the crystal holder air-gap, so that the frequency can be checked and adjusted against WWV or any of the "even 100 kc." broadcast stations by adjusting the proper harmonic for zero beat. The oscillator tube is an 1851, and the rectifier a 6X5. Useful harmonics for receiver calibration can be had as high as the 14 mc band. Thus when used in connection with a good ham receiver the frequency measuring requirements of the new FCC regulations can be complied with on the 160, 80, 40 and 20 meter bands. Of course our "National" parts were used throughout except for the crystal, which is one of Herb Hollister's.

As this space is much too small to give further details here, we have prepared a small descriptive pamphlet (with the hope, of course of selling a few of our parts) which can be had from any of our regular franchised dealers, or free by mail.

Talking about making things brings to mind another handy gadget we recently made for our own home lab and shop. It is a multiple AC outlet unit. In fact, we found the first one so handy that we soon made several more, one for the back of the relay rack, one for the work table on which we do most of our circuit experimenting, and one for the photographic darkroom. The illustration above gives the general idea. The chassis is the standard National unit made for the fixed-tuned high fidelity band tuners. The socket holes were enlarged to the right size for the standard flush-type AC outlets by means of a Greenlee punch, although a plumbers reamer could, if necessary, have been used for the same purpose. Additional holes were added between the former socket holes so that in the 17 x 3 x 1¼" chassis eight outlets could be mounted. The AC cord was brought in through the rubber-grommet lined hole originally intended for the power supply cord.

In the past, we have strongly recommended the HRO's equipped with 2.5 volt tubes over those equipped with 6.3 volt tubes where operation was to be from an AC power pack rather than batteries. This recommendation was based largely upon the difficulty experienced with modulation hum encountered in the vicinity of 15 mc. when AC was used on the 6.3 volt tube heaters. For some months now, the 6.3 volt tubes we have been receiving from both of our suppliers have been so completely free of this former trouble that we are now able to offer a 6.3 volt tube HRO for AC operation that in every way equals the 2.5 volt tube model. A new power unit, the No. 697 (same rating as the No. 5897 but with 6.3 volt, rather than 2.5 volt, heater supply) is also now available. This new power unit should not be used with the 6.3 volt HRO's heretofore supplied for battery operation, as the plate voltage will be much too high. Incidentally, all National power packs are now furnished complete with rectifier tubes, at no additional charge.

James Millen
MALLORY

Replacement Vibrators

Lead the field?

Mallory Vibrators are original equipment in the auto radio receivers built for Buick, Chevrolet, Ford, Hudson, Nash, Oldsmobile, Pontiac, Sears-Roebuck, Western Auto and Firestone. They are also standard in the receivers built by RCA, Zenith, Stromberg-Carlson, Stewart-Warner, Crosley, Spartan and 15 other outstanding manufacturers.

Such universal confidence in the performance of a product is Mallory's most cherished possession. Here is a selection by experts...the very tops in the industry.

Mallory Replacement Vibrators offer you the same outstanding performance that has won the manufacturer's acclaim. They will give long life, and maintain the "B" voltage at its initial value throughout practically their entire life span.

P. R. MALLORY & CO., Inc.
INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA
Cable Address—PELMALLO

Is it any wonder—

P.R. MALLORY & CO., Inc.

PHONE:

W6ITH has a nice lot of stuff, including H1TEM (28,080), VK0VQ (14,260), KF6DGC (14,035), K0TVWJ (28,390), HTS1CL (14,035), KDS6GH (14,020), HH2IFB (14,340), F8B1A (14,380), CT1AY (14,015), XX2IX (14,060), XX2IWX (14,040), OX7ZL (14,025) and PR4KS (14,325). FN4C (14,010) was heard. VK20KQ contributes SU1RD, SU1WM, G850I, VP3AA, KF6DHW, VP4TK and VP6L, without benefit of frequency, except that they were on 20...At WS2AIA it's PK1VM (14,060), PR2AY (14,015), PR2WL (14,125), UX3AIA (14,075), VQAECJ (14,010), and plenty of KA8AIZ...W6RSW...VK5WR says KA1JM, who has a native accent

(Continued on page 74)
**RAYTHEON QUALITY TRIODES**

**AT A NEW LOW PRICE!**

**RK 51 and RK 52**

$6.95

**SPRING MOUNTED THORIATED FILAMENT**, substantially built to "take the bumps"

**OVERSIZED GRAPHITE ANODE**, will neither warp nor show color!

**BIG 4—PILLAR STEM**, assuring rigid support!

**LAVA INSULATORS**, not Mica, to guarantee perfect alignment and freedom from gassing.

**HARD GLASS BULB**, permitting higher temperatures without danger of tube going soft!

**ISOLANTITE BASE**, for efficient high frequency operation.

**ELECTRICALLY**, too, as well as mechanically, these high quality RAYTHEON TRIODES represent outstanding values! Here's a 28.1 watt filament, 30% higher than ordinary tubes, that provides a lasting steady source of electrons and will take those big surges. The tubes are hand pumped extra hard, and every part has been carefully and painstakingly processed. In fact, Raytheon Amateur Transmitting Tubes are hand made by tube engineers for greater precision. It's these unseen values that guarantee the long life and dependable performance for which Raytheons are noted.

Both these tubes are rated at 60 Watt plate dissipation. The RK 51 is a low mu (20) tube, particularly designed for RF work. The RK 52 is a high mu (150) tube engineered primarily for class B audio. At 1500 volts, the RK 51 puts out 170 watts at 70% efficiency. A pair of RK 52's at 1250 plate voltage and zero bias deliver 250 watts of audio at less than 5% distortion. You will be amazed at how little it takes to drive them.

Here's performance, operation, high quality, long life, now at a new low price.

Ask your parts jobber for "Raytheon RK's" for the biggest tube values.

**RAYTHEON TRANSMITTING TUBES**

**NEWTON, MASS. • NEW YORK • CHICAGO • SAN FRANCISCO • ATLANTA • WORLD'S LARGEST EXCLUSIVE RADIO TUBE MANUFACTURERS**
BUILT TO OUTLAST A LOT OF RIGS!

Tubes and circuits change, but power supplies go on forever. It pays to use rugged resistors because they never become obsolete. Long after this year's hook-up has been dismantled, and yesterday's overloads shaken off and forgotten, your IRC Power Wire Wound Resistors will be looking for new worlds to conquer.

INTERNATIONAL RESISTANCE CO.
401 N. Broad St., Philadelphia, Pa.

OTHER IRC PRODUCTS
- Insulated Metallized Resistors
- Precision Wire Wound Resistors
- High-Voltage Resistors
- High-Frequency Resistors
- Attenuators
- Rheostats
- Metallized Controls
- Resistance Analyzers, etc.

Cement Coated
POWER WIRE WOUND RESISTORS

DX CONTEST:
We can't give you anything but the Connecticut slant on the first three days of the fracas, on account of this has to get to the printer (Jeeves, did I hear you ask "Why"?), but there has been enough time to get a few impressions. Europe is good on 40 but seems to sail right over our heads on 20 and 10, and the Africans are best on 10 and only fair on the other bands. Asians are pretty fair on 20 and nil on the other bands. Oceania is good on all bands and so is South America. Europe and its many multipliers will decide the story, and if things keep up the way they are, the W6's are going to be way out in front unless the W2's and W3's come to our rescue. Ah, DX!

Hamfest Schedule
April 2d, at Richmond, Va.: The Richmond Amateur Radio Club will be host to the Virginia Floating Club and all other hams who wish to come to a hamfest to be held in Richmond, Va., on April 2d. Meetings of the various nets are scheduled, 1.75-Mc. 'phone, 3.9-Mc. 'phone, A.A.R.S., etc. Registration will begin at noon, regular meeting at 2:00 p.m., feed bag at 5:00 p.m. Come early and stay late. Additional details are available from Larry Arnold, W3FBL, 537 West Broad, Richmond.

April 15th, at Framingham, Mass.: The Sixth Annual Hamfest of the Framingham Radio Club will be held at the
"IT'S HOT" that's what hams everywhere are saying about the new "HQ-120-X". Never before have they been so impressed by the performance of a moderately low priced receiver. The ability of the HQ-120-X to pull in weak signals has utterly amazed all who have tried it. This high sensitivity is uniform throughout all bands and provides accurate "S" meter readings. "Phone-men" are finding the phone bands effectively doubled in width because the new variable selectivity crystal filter works as well on phone as on CW. Then there's the highly accurate calibrated band spread dial—this is the greatest operating convenience ever offered in a receiver. Only precision construction throughout made this possible.

Write for booklet!

HAMMARLUND MFG. CO., INC.
424-438 W. 33rd St., N. Y. C.

□ Please send 16-page booklet

Name.............................................
Address.........................................
City........................................State

Canadian Office: 41 West Ave. No.
Hamilton, Ont.
Simulated Emergency

Amateurs of Oakland, Calif., tested their emergency facilities and capabilities on January 9th, simulating conditions as they might be found following an "earthquake of unprecedented proportions." Working under the Red Cross Emergency Disaster Relief Plan, it was serious business for the operators involved, and they could hardly have performed better had there actually been a disaster. Co-operating in the test were members of the Naval Communication Reserve, Oakland Radio Club, Society of Amateur Radio Operators, Mission Trail Net, and the Berkeley Police Department.

On February 1st, a meeting was held in Oakland to go over the performance in the January 9th test and to make plans to better future work, if possible. The N.C.R., Oakland Radio Club, S.A.R.O., Mission Trail Net, the Alameda Chapter of the Red Cross and several others met at the call of Mr. Charles A. Turner of the Oakland Red Cross chapter. The delegates present were appointed to formulate a plan to coordinate the efforts of the various groups in case of actual emergency.

On February 16th, O. L. Day, W6OBJ, of the Oakland Amateur Radio Club attended a Red Cross meeting as representative of the club and was presented with a certificate of appreciation in recognition of service faithfully performed. This certificate was signed by President Roosevelt and Admiral Cary T. Grayson.

The start of the A.R.R.L. QSO Party on January 8th took an unexpected turn at W4CZA, Ft. Moultrie, S. C. W4CZA and W4CZN went into the shack about 5:00 night. Leaving W4CZN to maintain contact with CWM, Mr. Charles A. Turner stationed at the C.C.C. Camp at Fort Moultrie, the radio operators went into the shack about 5:00 night. Leaving W4CZN to maintain contact with CWM, W4CZA jumped into his car and rushed the message to the Post hospital. Instructions were issued to have an ambulance proceed to Moores Landing. Details on how to reach the landing were received from W4CWM, and W4CZA marked the route on a map for the officer in charge of the ambulance.

The start of the A.R.R.L. QSO Party on January 8th took an unexpected turn at W4CZA, Ft. Moultrie, S. C. W4CZA and W4CZN went into the shack about 5:00 night. Leaving W4CZN to maintain contact with CWM, Mr. Charles A. Turner stationed at the C.C.C. Camp at Fort Moultrie, the radio operators went into the shack about 5:00 night. Leaving W4CZN to maintain contact with CWM, W4CZA jumped into his car and rushed the message to the Post hospital. Instructions were issued to have an ambulance proceed to Moores Landing. Details on how to reach the landing were received from W4CWM, and W4CZA marked the route on a map for the officer in charge of the ambulance.

Hotel Kendall, Concord St., Framingham, Mass., on April 15th. Registration $2.00, including 50-Mc. treasure hunts, lectures, contests and banquet at 7:00 P.M. Activities start at 2:00 P.M.

April 14th, at Roseville, Calif.: Plans are being made for a big hamfest in Roseville, Calif., April 14th, under the auspices of the Placer Radio Club. There will be many valuable prizes, and the committee are working on an interesting program. Price will be $1.00. Advance registration or notice of attendance is requested. Address the club president, A. S. Guilford, W6FPF, Box 73, Lincoln, Calif.

April 23rd, at Newark, N. J.: The Union County Amateur Radio Association, Inc., is going to run another hamfest at Kreuger’s Auditorium, Belmont and Springfield Avenues, Newark, N. J., on April 22d, at 8:00 P.M. There will be several well-known speakers, demonstrations, entertainment, prizes, refreshments and dancing. As feature prizes there will be two RME-70 receivers complete, a gross of Taylor and Elma transmitting tubes, and twenty-five type 301 Weston meters. As in previous years the Association is planning to accommodate 2500 people. The price of admission, which includes refreshments, is $1.00.

April 30th, at Birmingham, Ala.: The Birmingham Amateur Radio Club, a 100 per cent A.R.R.L. club, announces that it will stage a hamfest in Birmingham on Sunday, April 30th. All amateurs are invited to attend. Further details are available from the B.A.R.C. secretary, E. W. Smith, W4ERW, R. 2, Box A-1, Birmingham, Ala.
A young Chicagoan, hunting caribou in the wilds of Alaska far beyond the reach of regular communication, recently had amateur radio to thank for calling him to his dying mother's bedside, thus granting one of her last wishes.

Members of his family were put in touch with John H. Bremer, W9CQY, who is in charge of amateur radio activities for the Chicago Park District and director of River Park. Bremer and members of his River Park Radio Club immediately sought contact with Alaskan hams who were nearest the area where the Chicago youth was known to be. Hams all along the line gave aid and arrangements were made for Robert R. Gould, K7ATO, to maintain a regular schedule with W9CQY. Gould located the hunter the following day. An Alaskan patrol boat, a U. S. Coast Guard cutter, and a regular airline plane brought him to Chicago.

W9CQY uses a 1000 watt transmitter completely equipped with Thordarson transformers and chokes. Another example of Thordarson dependability.
3,000 VOLTS, self-contained
No External multipliers necessary.

The tester YOUR NEEDS designed

YES, the Hammeter is the first self-contained, pocket-size tester built lock stock and barrel for your needs. It gives you everything you can ask for in checking high voltages, steps of construction, and trouble shooting. And the most remarkable thing about it, when range and quality is considered, is that modest price of $14.75.

The Simpson D'Arsenal movement with expensive bridge-type construction and soft-iron pole pieces, gives life-time accuracy to the Hammeter. Both A. C. and D. C. ranges have resistance of 1,000 ohms per volt. Test cables are insulated for 5,000 volts; tips and clips are also heavily insulated. In fact, the Hammeter is shockproof from case to case.

Its appearance speaks quality—a handsome black formica panel with gold lettering—a silver etched scale as used in the finest instruments—a modern, accurate, knife-edge pointer. The Hammeter measures only 5¼ x 2½ x 1¾" and weighs only 20 ounces. Note everything you can do with the Hammeter at lower prices.

The finest of panel instruments at lower prices

The value of Simpson Panel Instruments with bridge-type construction has been made all the more sensational by these new low prices:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Instrument</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A. C. Plate Voltmeters</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>$4.59</td>
<td>High Range Voltmeters—D. C. plate voltmeters complete with external resistors (1,000-1,500-2,000-2,500-3,000 volts). Your net price: $4.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D. C. Milliammeters</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>$8.90</td>
<td>High Range Voltmeters—D. C. plate voltmeters complete with external resistors (1,000-1,500-2,000-2,500-3,000 volts). Your net price: $8.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illuminated Dials</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>$7.84</td>
<td>DECIBEL METERS—Rectifier type volume level indicator (10 to +6 db (500 ohm coil; 6 M.W.) Your net price: $7.84</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

OTHER OUTSTANDING VALUES ARE:

- A. C. Plate multimilliammeters (0.1 to 0.100 milliamps). List $6.95. Net price to you: $4.15.
- A. C. Plate multimilliammeters (0.100 to 0.150 millamps). List $6.95. Net price to you: $4.15.
- Illuminated dials for all popular ranges, including 6V. lamp, 500 net additional.

SIMPSON ELECTRIC CO.
5210 Kinzie Street,
Chicago, Ill.
NEW SMALL PARTS

ONE • The new Through Point Bushing, of injection-molded Victron, is ideal for a variety of uses, particularly as a bushing or as a stand-off. It is supplied with a .093" conductor molded in, but this can be removed without damaging the material. Losses are very low. Illustration is approximately actual size. The price is only $.45 Net per box of 12.

TWO • A Victron terminal strip for high frequency use, originally designed for antenna connections on the One-Ten Receiver. Two Type FWA Binding Posts (Fig. 4) are used. Net Price, insulator only, Type FWB $.06 Net.

THREE • Type FWC Insulators are molded of R-39 and mount either FWA Binding Posts or FWE Jacks on 3/4" centers. Serrated bosses allow the thinnest panels to be gripped firmly, yet have ample shoulders. Maximum panel thickness with FWA Binding Posts is 1/4". Type FWC Insulators, without Jacks or Posts, $.21 Net per pair. Type FWE Jacks for above, Net Price $.09 each.

FOUR • The new FWA Binding Post accepts banana plugs at the top and wires through the hole. Its clamping action is unusually positive, for the husky screw top is shaped down to a small rounded end at the point where it clamps the wire. It is illustrated approximately actual size. Type FWA, Net Price $.15 each.

FIVE • The new National Jack, Type GSJ, screws into the top of GS-3, GS-4 and GS-4A Standoff Insulators, as illustrated. It receives banana plugs of standard size, making it a convenient mount for plug-in coils, etc. Net Price, Type GSJ Jack, $.06 each.

SIX • This new insulated plug of molded R-39 mounts two banana plugs on 3/4" centers, and may be used with jacks or jack-top binding posts. Leads may be brought out through the top or through the side, and connections are made by binding screws inclosed within the body of the plug. When used with Type FWE Jacks and Type FWC Insulators, all metal parts are safely guarded when plugged in. This assembly, complete with plug, two jacks and two insulators, is known as Type FWD (Net Price $.96) Type FWF Plug only, Net Price $.60 each.

SEVEN • The Type SPG Safety Plate Grip is of molded R-39 and is an important aid to safety when using 866's or other tubes having 9/16" Diameter Caps. The conductor opening is large enough to receive high tension (spark plug) cable, but an insulated bushing is supplied for smaller wire. Type SPG, Net Price $.21 each.

EIGHT • A friction drive is now available for use with Type O Dials for fine adjustment. Type ODD Friction Drive (Dial not included), Net Price $.36.

BY NATIONAL
D.C. CURRENT RANGES: 0-1.2/12/60/600/1200 milliamperes.

A.C. and D.C. measurements, simple to operate:

1. Select the type of measurement you desire.
2. Then depress the push-button circuit and range selection, making available the D.C. range, from 0-50,000 ohms (powered by self contained battery), 0-5 megohms (powered by external battery).

RESISTANCE RANGES:

- 0 to 25000 ohms, center of scale 5000, 000 ohms powered by self contained battery.
- 0 to 500 megohms, powered by external battery.

OUTPUT METER INDICATIONS on five A.C. voltage ranges:

- 0 to 12/60/600/1200 and 3000 v. A.C.

D.C. CURRENT MEASUREMENTS OF LEAKAGE IN ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSERS.

OUTPUT METER INDICATIONS:

- 3000 VOLTS A.C. Availble in the

PUSH-BUTTON A.C. and D.C. RANGE MULTI-RANGE TESTER

Precision engineers once again bring you an advanced and highly practical improvement in test equipment. This instrument offers a novel and simplified method of complete push-button circuit and range selection, making available all A.C. and D.C. measurements, except the 3000 volt, A.C. D.C. range, from only two balanced push tacks. Usual PRECISION STANDARD of ACCURACY. Wire wound shunts and matched metallized multipliers are accurate within 1%. Large 3 inch D'Arsonval type meter of 2% accuracy. Housed in walnut finished wood case. Compact size 15 x 3.

Net to amateurs, complete with 3 v. battery...$16.95

FEATURES

- 29 RANGES...COMPACT
- D.C. VOLTAGE RANGES at 1000 ohms per volt: 0 to 6/12/30/60 600/1200 and 3000 v.
- A.C. VOLTAGE RANGES at 500 ohms per volt: 0-12/60/600 1200 and 3000 volt.
- D.C. CURRENT RANGES: 0-0.1/2/12/60/600/1200 milliamperes.
- RESISTANCE RANGES: 0-5000 ohms (20 ohms at center of scale) 0-5,500,000 ohms powered by self contained battery.
- 0-5 megohms (powered by external battery).
- DECIBEL RANGES: -10 to +64 DB, ODB (-10 to +16 DB) +1 DB to +50 DB, +34 DB to +50 DB +40 DB.
- OUTPUT METER INDICATIONS on five A.C. voltage ranges:
- 0 to 12/60/600/1200 and 3000 v. A.C.

D.C. CURRENT MEASUREMENTS in ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSERS.

QUALITATIVE PAPER CONDENSER TESTS.SIMPLE TO OPERATE: Depress the button to automatically select the type of measurement you desire. Then depress the button clearly identified with the desired range. Direct reading ohm meter. All tests are obtained at only 2 tlocked (except 3000 volts A.C. and D.C.). The center knob between the locks is rotated only for zero adjustment when ohmmeter scales are employed.

See this new Series 870 as well as any of the other Twelve Popularly Priced "Precision" test equipment models on display at all the leading radio parts distributors.

PUSH-BUTTON A.C. and D.C. RANGE MULTI-RANGE TESTER

Precision Apparatus Co.
821 East New York Avenue
Brooklyn, New York
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January '39 O.R.S.-O.P.S. Parties

A new record was broken at the January get-togethers of O.R.S.-O.P.S. appointees and League officials. In the O.R.S. Party, fourteen operators scored more than ten million points! W3BES was third-time winner with a staggering total; take a look at his score! WITS also went over the "20" mark.

In the O.P.S. Party, the 10,000 figure was hit for the first time — by W2JZJ and WS1UQ, who had a nip and tuck fight for first place. W2JZJ has a slight edge with 10,528 against UQ's 10,237. Three additional scores over 9000 indicate the great success of the party.

The next O.R.S.-O.P.S. Parties will be held April 22nd-23rd.

Official Relay Station Scores

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Station</th>
<th>Score</th>
<th>Diff. Score</th>
<th>Diff.</th>
<th>Band</th>
<th>Watts</th>
<th>Input</th>
<th>Operation</th>
<th>Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>W3BES</td>
<td>23,723,919</td>
<td>-17</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>30 hrs.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WITS</td>
<td>20,194,361</td>
<td>-10</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>30 hrs.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W6KFC</td>
<td>17,000,000</td>
<td>-20</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>12 hrs.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W6EMJ</td>
<td>16,030,235</td>
<td>-15</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>12 hrs.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W1EBO</td>
<td>11,858,637</td>
<td>-20</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>12 hrs.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W1IJJT</td>
<td>11,732,330</td>
<td>-18</td>
<td>60 hrs.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W3GKR</td>
<td>11,158,480</td>
<td>-16</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>17 hrs.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W1EQY</td>
<td>10,301,450</td>
<td>-12</td>
<td>60 hrs.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FEATURES

- 29 RANGES...COMPACT
- D.C. VOLTAGE RANGES at 1000 ohms per volt: 0 to 6/12/30/60 600/1200 and 3000 v.
- A.C. VOLTAGE RANGES at 500 ohms per volt: 0-12/60/600 1200 and 3000 volt.
- D.C. CURRENT RANGES: 0-0.1/2/12/60/600/1200 milliamperes.
- RESISTANCE RANGES: 0-5000 ohms (20 ohms at center of scale) 0-5,500,000 ohms powered by self contained battery.
- 0-5 megohms (powered by external battery).
- DECIBEL RANGES: -10 to +64 DB, ODB (-10 to +16 DB) +1 DB to +50 DB, +34 DB to +50 DB +40 DB.
- OUTPUT METER INDICATIONS on five A.C. voltage ranges:
- 0 to 12/60/600/1200 and 3000 v. A.C.

D.C. CURRENT MEASUREMENTS in ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSERS.

QUALITATIVE PAPER CONDENSER TESTS. SIMPLE TO OPERATE: Depress the button to automatically select the type of measurement you desire. Then depress the button clearly identified with the desired range. Direct reading ohm meter. All tests are obtained at only 2 tlocked (except 3000 volts A.C. and D.C.). The center knob between the locks is rotated only for zero adjustment when ohmmeter scales are employed.

See this new Series 870 as well as any of the other Twelve Popularly Priced "Precision" test equipment models on display at all the leading radio parts distributors.

PUSH-BUTTON A.C. and D.C. RANGE MULTI-RANGE TESTER

Precision Apparatus Co.
821 East New York Avenue
Brooklyn, New York
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**GENERAL COVERAGE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Band Positions</th>
<th>Coverage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Band 1</td>
<td>110 to 34.0 MC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Band 2</td>
<td>3.5 to 16.5 MC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Band 3</td>
<td>1.7 to 5.2 MC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Band 4</td>
<td>3.4 to 1.7 MC</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BAND SPREAD**

- Band 10: 3.5 to 4.0 MC
- Band 20: 7.0 to 7.3 MC
- Band 40: 14.0 to 14.4 MC
- Band 80: 28.0 to 33.0 MC

**Tube Complement**

- 1st R.F.: 6SK7
- 1st Det.: 6817
- H.F. Osc.: 6SK7
- 1st Audio.: 6SK7
- 2nd L.F.: 6SK7
- Power Output: 6F6
- Noise Limiter: 6N7
- B.F.Q.: 6SK7

**Other Features**

- Automatic Noise Limiter Switch
- Separate Speaker Switches
- Complete 44 MC to 545 KG Coverage
- Complete Band Spread Dial
- Built-in Speaker
- Beat Frequency Oscillator
- Pitch Control
- Send-Receive Switch
- Phone Jack
- Band Switch
- AVC Switch
- Crystal Phasing Control

**AMATEUR CASH PRICES**

- Skyrider 23 with crystal, less speaker: $115.50
- Skyrider 23 with crystal and speaker: $137.50

**EASY TIME PAYMENT PLAN**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Down</th>
<th>Per Mo.</th>
<th>Per Mo.</th>
<th>Pay for 6 Mos. or 12 Mos.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S23</td>
<td>$23</td>
<td>$16.25</td>
<td>$5.75</td>
<td>$115.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S23</td>
<td>$23</td>
<td>$17.95</td>
<td>$9.15</td>
<td>$137.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S19</td>
<td>$23</td>
<td>$17.95</td>
<td>$9.15</td>
<td>$115.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S20</td>
<td>$23</td>
<td>$17.95</td>
<td>$9.15</td>
<td>$137.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**HALLICRAFTER SKY CHAMPION**

- A Proven Performer
- CASH PRICE: $49.50

**Radio Shack**

46 Brattle St. - BOSTON, MASS. - U.S.A.
BANTAM JR.
SERIES
Available in three types and offering many interesting applications to the experimenter. Wearable hearing aids — Miniature receivers — Remote controls — Microphone pre-amplifiers — Meteorological instruments — Sensitive measuring devices.

Data Sheets supplied on request

Type HY113 Triode
R. F. Oscillator or Detector
Filament voltage .................... 1.4 volts
Filament current ..................... 70 ma.
Plate voltage ...................... .45 volts
Grid voltage ...................... -4.5 volts
Transconductance ................ 250 umhos.
Amp. Factor ....................... 6.3
Plate resistance ................. 25,000 ohms
Price $1.75 Net

Type HY115 Pentode
High Gain, High Impedance, Audio Voltage Amplifier
Filament voltage .................... 1.4 volts
Filament current ..................... 70 ma.
Plate voltage ..................... 45 volts
Screen voltage ..................... 22.5 volts
Grid voltage ..................... -1.5 volts
Av. Plate current ................. 0.03 ma.
Av. Screen current ................. 0.008 ma.
Av. Amp. Factor ................... 300
Transconductance ............... 580 umhos.
Plate resistance ............. 5.2 megohms
Price $2.50 Net

Type HY125 Pentode
A. F. Power Output Amplifier
Filament voltage .................... 1.4 volts
Filament current ..................... 70 ma.
Plate voltage ..................... 45 volts
Screen voltage ..................... 45 volts
Grid voltage ...................... -3.0 volts
Av. Plate current ................. 0.9 ma.
Av. Screen current ................. 0.2 ma.
Load impedance ................ 50,000 ohms
Power Output ..................... 11.5 milliwatts
Price $2.50 Net

HYTRONIC LABORATORIES
DIVISION OF HYTRON CORPORATION
76 Lafayette Street, Salem, Mass.
A Crowning Achievement
the hallicrafters SX23
a FIRST at TERMINAL!

The new HALLICRAFTERS SX23 receiver, complete with 11 tubes, crystal and 10" P.M. speaker in deluxe matching cabinet

$127.50!

We're extending to every radio amateur a cordial invitation to visit either Terminal store in New York City to see and hear the SX23 in action. You'll like the friendly "hamfest" atmosphere that makes each visit to TERMINAL a pleasant one!

All Hallicrafters models are in stock and on demonstration here at our two stores, and they're available on time payments, if you wish.

We'll gladly forward complete descriptive literature if you just mail us a card.
Yes, all GAMMATRONS are easy to neutralize because the scientific design by Heintz and Kaufman engineers provides that GAMMATRONS have very low interelectrode capacities, and the grid and plate leads are short, direct and conveniently located. This means greater freedom from parasitic oscillations, more efficient high frequency operation, and a better sounding phone job on the air in less time. Write for data.

HEINTZ AND KAUFMAN
SOUTH SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA U.S.A.

It's not "Masonite"—It's "Presdwood"
(Continued from page 84)
able in black and green coloration in addition to the standard brown. The added cost for the tempered board and for coloring generally runs about a cent and a half per square foot additional for each function. Many other manufacturers buy Masonite Presdwood and sell it as their own. Generally this material is referred to as "Hardboard." Celotex and Johns-Manville are two of the many doing this. The electrical properties of "Tempered Presdwood" or "Tempered Hardboard" are very good. Its insulation properties closely approximate those of hard rubber.

I might mention at this juncture that I am not selling anything but rather have in mind relieving the mental strain on the retail lumber dealer when the ham asks for his panel material.

Paul Kreidick, W3QVE

"QST'S" NEW DRESS

Wolcott, N. Y.
Editor, QST:
Please accept my hearty congratulations on the new QST. Noticed the difference the instant I removed the wrapper. I like the new arrangement inside the covers. Here's hoping the change in type, etc., will encourage the boys to read it from cover to cover and thereby obtain more lasting benefit therefrom.

W. C. Pearson, W8CQD

LOS ANGELES CALIF

Editor, QST:
CONGRATULATIONS ON FINE NEW STYLE QST STOP WONDERFUL IMPROVEMENT SUCH AS THIS MAKES AMATEURS PROUD OF MEMBERSHIP

(sir) W6PMV and W6QNV

1501 Broadway, New York City

Editor, QST:
The new issue of QST looks very pretty. I read it twice; once to learn what was going on in amateur radio, and the second time to admire the typography.

Robert Hertzberg

97 Horatio St., New York City

Editor, QST:
I hope somebody likes the new appearance of QST. I don't. Furthermore, I think it's lousy with two cases.

S. P. McMinn, W8WD

Editors' Note.—To many other commentators on QST's modernized format, grateful acknowledgment is made. Apart from styling and appearance, we hope members will find its improved editorial and reading efficiency attractive.

ABOUT "HQ SALARIES"

932 Wesley Ave., Evanston, Ill.
Editor, QST:
I want to comment on K6PTY's letter in January 1939 QST regarding headquarters' salaries. It would be nice to reduce the price of QST to 15¢ per copy, but for my part I would hate to see it done by cutting salaries. The number and average wage of the clerical employees must be fixed by the volume of work they handle and the prevailing wages in the community. To cut wages would mean that either the quality or quantity of the administrative and experimental personnel would have to be reduced. I don't believe many of us would be in favor of such a move.

Miles H. Luscher, W9ZWF

822 Schumacher, Ontario, Canada
Editor, QST:
When one gets to be an old man of 23, with eight years of hamming behind him, a placid content creeps into one's
SEE THE NEW SKYRIDER 23

with DRIFT COMPENSATION and WIDE RANGE SELECTIVITY

We are proud to offer the new SKYRIDER 23 as the closest approach to the ideal communications receiver amateurs have ever seen. It has features that are so modern that they could not have been included a year ago, such as the new Temperature Compensated I F Transformers offering practical frequency stability and eliminating drift. And this is but one of the truly outstanding features of the new SKYRIDER 23. It has everything amateurs have wanted and needed in a communications receiver. Step into any Radio Electric Service store. See the New Skyrider 23, or write for complete information today.

- Complete Coverage 34 to .54 MC (8.8 to 556 Meters)
- Band Spread Positions for 10, 20, 40 and 80 Meter Bands
- Wide Range Variable Selectivity
- Noise Limiter
- "S" Meter
- "Venetian Blind" Tuning Dial
- 8 Position Band Switch
- 11 Tubes
- Permeability-Tuned Crystal Filter Circuit
- Drift Compensation

MATCHING SPEAKER

RADIO ELECTRIC SERVICE CO.

N. W. Corner 7th & Arch St. Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

1042 Hamilton St., Allentown, Pennsylvania • 5123 Market St., Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • 811 Federal St., Camden, New Jersey
3145 N. Broad St., Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • 519 W. Eighth St., Wilmington, Delaware • 9 North Second St., Easton, Pennsylvania

the hallicrafters inc.
The 10-T Combination

This self-contained transmitter-receiver consists of a tunable 4 tube superheterodyne receiver covering a frequency range of 550-4500 kcs. (which includes standard broadcast band) and a 10 watt crystal controlled telephone transmitter with four frequency operation in the range of 1500-4500 kcs. Built to the exacting standards of all Harvey equipment this unit is simple to operate — just hook on a battery and antenna, and you're on the air. This versatile combination can be used as a portable unit in the field — in any small space in your operating room — on your boat for Marine Telephone Service — or on expeditions where AC current is not available.

Examine the new 10-T — you'll agree that for value, utility and performance this set has no equal. Write to HARVEY RADIO LABORATORIES, INC., 25 Thorndike Street, Cambridge, Mass., for complete details. Export: 25 Warren Street, New York City. Cable: "Simontrice."

A.A.R.S. Activities
(Continued from page 58)

operator for copying slowly and breaking the sender, but the O.M.'s carpet gets "stood on" when the ops guess (and guess wrongly). You are not in the lower caste just because you can't read code at high speed — just think of the millions of people who can't read the stuff at all!

* * * The following cryptogram is designed for interested cipher busters and solutions will be acknowledged if sent to the Liaison Officer, A.A.R.S., 3441 Munitions Bldg., Washington, D. C.: EEERV SEORP TERRD OIEND ECSCU ORNTO EARKT ENODU TERRD OIPNE OODHT ENNEO

U.S.N.R. Notes
(Continued from page 68)

be advanced to radioman third class as soon as found qualified for that rate. It is interesting to note that about 50% of the applicants for the N.C.R. are rejected for physical defects.

Recently the rating of signalmen was added to the N.C.R. and many young men who have tried to be radio operators, but have been unable to succeed, are getting into the visual communication branch.

Men living in the Fourth Naval District and interested in joining the N.C.R. either as radiomen or as signalmen should communicate with the Commander, Naval Communication Reserve, Building No. 1, Navy Yard, Philadelphia, Pa. The Fourth District comprises the states of Pennsylvania, Delaware and the southern half of New Jersey.
BOY, oh boy! Have we been receiving congratulatory letters on the efficiency of the MEISSNER Signal Shifter getting hams "out from under" the QRM!

And no wonder! Its unbelievable frequency stability—superior to that of many crystals—is obtained by the use of special Hi C electron coupled oscillator circuit and dual buffer arrangement to isolate the load.

As the Signal Shifter is variable—you can cover any amateur band right from your operating position. And for remote control—there's plenty of excitation available. Comes to you completely assembled, wired, adjusted and ready for use (except for tubes). Ask your Parts Jobber for a demonstration of this remarkable instrument. For further information—write Dept. Q-4, Mt. Carmel, Ill. Ask for FREE 44-page Catalog!

OUTSTANDING EXCLUSIVE FEATURES!
★ Accurate and Stable Calibration! (Dial calibrated 0-100 with vernier pointer).
★ Can be Link-Coupled or Capacity-Coupled to next stage.
★ 5 Sets of Plug-in Coils Cover 10, 20, 40, 80 and 160 Meter Bands!
★ Readily Adaptable to ANY transmitter.
★ Output Constant Over Entire Range of Each Band.
★ Power Output More Than Sufficient to Eliminate the Use of One or Two Doubler Stages.
★ Tubes Remain at Constant Operating Temperature Whether Signal Shifter is in Use or "Standing-by."

NET PRICE
ONLY $39.95

MT. CARmEL, ILLINOIS
"A FAMOUS NAME FOR TWO DECADES"
signal and to freedom from drift during the stand-by periods. The explanation is simple. The coupling between the cathode coil and the grid coil is adjusted so that stable operation will be obtained in the key-down position, but with the 800-ohm resistor in the circuit sufficient loss is introduced to prevent oscillation. When this occurs, the grid-leak bias disappears; however, the cathode resistor furnishes bias at this time, so that the load drawn by the tube is nearly constant. As the heating of its elements also remains nearly constant, drift and chirp are reduced greatly. The VR150 regulator on the screen voltage helps materially in keeping the oscillator on frequency.

When the e.c.o. is adjusted, it is possible, by tuning both dials, to tune in the reliable broadcast stations that are going to furnish checking frequencies. These checking frequencies can then be roughly logged on the h.f.-oscillator dial. The key can then be closed and SW1 turned to the transmitting position. By tuning C11, which is another below-chassis adjustment, maximum output from the 6L6 can be secured. The two circuits track quite well throughout the band, thus giving fairly constant output. The 6L6 should be neutralized to give best results with minimum reaction on the oscillator.

To work close to the band edges, it is necessary to use broadcast stations that give band-edge check points. When they are available, the procedure to get check points within the limits described is as follows: First set the b.f.o. to zero beat with the "i.f. determining" broadcast station. When this is accomplished, the setting of the b.f.o. should be left strictly alone. It is a simple matter to recheck the accuracy of the b.f.o. setting at any time by tuning the left-hand t.r.f. dial back to the "determining" station and checking against magic eye No. 1 without disturbing the setting of the e.c.o. Then if the t.r.f. dial is tuned to the proper station for the band-edge check, and the e.c.o. is also tuned to zero beat with this same station both audibly, and visibly on magic eye No. 2, the setting is precise within the limits previously indicated. By maintaining an audible beat on the "low capacity side" of zero beat when operating on the low-frequency edge of any band, and vice versa on the high-frequency edges, the operator is doubly safe.

We have then a number of accurately-known frequencies on which to operate, plus the possibility of operating on all frequencies in between. Band-edge operators have a means of working very close to the edge without danger and in compliance with the F.C.C. rule. The e.c.o. circuit alone has much to recommend it to those interested in such a unit. And the cost compares very favorably with less flexible systems, if complete costs are considered.
The new, fully shielded, Taylor 866, sets a new standard of rectifier tube performance by delivering all the characteristics of an 866-A in an 866. Here is tube value that will set the pace for 1939. We are again passing on to radio amateurs a price advantage, by calling this new rectifier an 866 instead of an 866-A. Every dollar we save you allows you to buy better gear, and keep your station up to the minute. Instead of selling this new tube for $2.50 and calling it an 866-A, we are selling it to you for $1.50—giving you the performance of an 866-A in an 866. Use this new mercury vapor rectifier in any power supply that calls for an 866 or 866-A. Ask your favorite parts distributor.

- **872-A.** A heavy duty rectifier that has already scored a big hit in scores of large stations. Carbon anode and shield. Will handle 3,500 Volts D.C. at 2.5 amps. .........$10.50
- **249-B.** Used widely in commercial transmitters. Carbon anode and shield. For power supplies up to 3,300 Volts D.C. at 1.25 amps...$5.00
- **866 Jr.** Popular as well as efficient. Used in thousands of rigs. Half Wave delivers up to 250 MA at 1000 Volts D. C. ...............$1.00

"More Watts Per Dollar"

TAYLOR TUBES, INC., 2341 WABANSIA AVE., CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
For DX!

THE AMATEUR RADIO MAP OF THE WORLD

★ On a sheet of heavy map paper 30 x 40 inches Rand McNally, world's premier map-makers, have — to A.R.R.L. specifications — imprinted in six colors and black every single bit of map information useful to the radio amateur.

The special modified equidistant azimuthal projection permits great circle distance measurements in miles or kilometers accurate to better than 2%. Local time in all parts of the world is shown, as well as Greenwich corrections. The official I.A.R.U. WAC continental sub-divisions are given. Principal cities of the world are shown, including, in the U.S., all district inspection offices and examining points.

Perhaps most useful of all is a list of countries of the world, arranged on a basis of geographical and political divisions — clearly shown by color breakdown and the detailed reference index. There are 230 countries shown, 180 prefixes (the prefixes in large open red lettering that you can't miss). More than that, all known national districts and other sub-divisions are shown.

Entirely new in conception and design, large enough to be useful, complete in every detail — here is the map radio amateurs have been waiting for these many years. Make a place for it on your wall now — it'll be the most interesting object in the shack.

---

PRICE $1.25 POSTPAID

American Radio Relay League
West Hartford, Connecticut

---

L.A.R.U. News (Continued from page 69)

Luxembourg: W. Berger, LXL1AB, 20, Rue Louvigne.
U.S.A., Ninth District: Alva A. Smith, W9DMA, 238 East Main St., Caledonia, Minn.

NEW ZEALAND

It is pleasing to note from Break-In that the N.Z.A.R.T. have assurance from official quarters that there is no intention, at present, of utilizing the 7200-7300-kc. band of frequencies for broadcasting channels.

HERE AND THERE

Lt. Andrew C. Woods, E1SL, is the Hon. Secretary of the I.R.T.S. ... Total number of licenses issued to amateurs in Ireland is 46 ... J2JJ is providing the Asia contact from a number of recent American WAC'ers ... D.A.S.D. has about 5000 members, of whom 500 hold transmitting licenses. Although German amateurs declare that American apparatus and parts would be of value to their experimental work, they cannot obtain import permits for them. No. Mr. R. T. Stanton, ZL3AZ, is the new communications supervisor for the N.Z.A.R.T. This Association, by the way, is considering installing a full-time paid executive officer at its headquarters.

GREECE

Regarding the report that Greece might soon issue amateur licenses, we find there is great doubt that any further licenses will be issued. The apparent reason is that in view of the general press censorship in Greece, the licensing of amateurs would establish means for the dissemination of information now banned by the government. SV1KE holds the only such license, but cooperates with government agencies to such an extent that he partakes of a semi-official status.

OQ5ZZ Calling "CQ USA" (Continued from page 66)

Operation will be mainly in the 14-Mc. amateur band, although the 3.9-Mc. band will be relied upon for relaying information to the second trailer during separation in the field. A three-wavelength "V" beam will be used as the main 14-Mc. antenna system. In confined locations, half-wave doublet radiators will be used on both 14 and 3.9 Mc. to supplant the beam. The radiator systems are fed by low-impedance cable to provide an easy means of installation and coupling to the final amplifier. When the trailer is on the move between locations the antennas are wound on wooden reels and stored away. Portable masts are also part of the antenna equipment, for use in open country where natural supports are not available.

Further details as to schedules and times of transmission from the expedition will be given in future issues of QST.
ASTATIC PICTURE CONTEST

To become better acquainted with its great family of Astatic Crystal Microphone fans in all parts of the world, Astatic Microphone Laboratory, Inc. has planned this Picture Contest. If you are proud of your Astatic equipment and installations, send us photographs showing Astatic Microphones or Pickups in actual use and you will be eligible for one of the 11 cash prizes to be awarded for photographs accepted. No expensive photographs are required. Any camera picture, small or large, will do, providing it is sharp and distinct. Short wave amateurs, especially, are urged to take part in this contest.

$100 IN PRIZE MONEY

One grand prize of $50.00 will be awarded to the Astatic fan submitting what the judges (officials of the Astatic Microphone Laboratory, Inc.) consider the best picture. Ten other awards of $5.00 each will be made to winning contestants. No fee is required to enter. Perhaps, even now, you have a picture you can send. If not, we urge that you get busy with your camera or have a friend make a snapshot of you and your outfit within the next day or so. Don't delay.

Contest Will Close August 1

Photographs will be accepted until midnight, August 1, 1939, when the contest closes. Awards will be made August 15. In addition to the $100.00 offered in cash prizes, $1.00 additional will be given for any other photographs accepted for publication.

CONTEST RULES

1. Any person, excepting an employee of Astatic Microphone Laboratory, Inc., is eligible to enter this contest.
2. All photographs must include operator or other individual and must show Astatic Microphones or Pickups in actual use or installations.
3. All photographs received will become the property of Astatic Microphone Laboratory, Inc.
4. Contestants must agree to the release of accepted photographs for advertising or trade purposes.
5. Photographs may be any size, large or small, providing they are clear and distinct.
6. Contest closes August 1 and awards will be made August 15.
7. All photographs must bear the name and address of the sender and station call letters, if any.
8. Entries must be mailed direct to Astatic Microphone Laboratory, Inc., Youngstown, Ohio.

ASTATIC MICROPHONE LABORATORY, INC.
Pioneer Manufacturers of Quality Crystal Devices
YOUNGSTOWN, OHIO
Licensed Under Brush Development Co. Patents. Astatic Patents Pending
2MN'S SPY-RING DISCOVERY!

"... the most valuable service ever rendered by a radio operator to his country. . . ."

THAT'S WHAT THE PAPERS SAID!

Packed into a single page of this story is the fascinating work done by 2MN in 1915 when the Telefunken station at Sayville was broadcasting reports of shipping movements to German submarines! "This story" is the Story of Amateur Radio — starting 'way before the war, telling what happened to hams in the war, and giving the whole A.R.R.L. story. It's TWO HUNDRED METERS DOWN, the thrill-packed book by Clint DeSoto.

BETTER READ IT! Maybe you can get someone with a Kleinschmidt to stick it on the air for you — but our guess is that you'll want to turn the pages faster than twenty-five per! BETTER BUY IT!

Flossy cloth binding for two silver dollars. Or wrap a three-cent stamp around a dollar bill for the paper bound edition. Order TWO HUNDRED METERS AND DOWN from the

AMERICAN RADIO RELAY LEAGUE
West Hartford, Connecticut

How Would You Do It?

(Continued from page 88)

Tie substantial guying ropes or wires to the top of the ladder, raise it into position as nearly vertical as possible and fasten these ladder guys to substantial anchorages. Before you start work at the top of the ladder, be sure to equip yourself with a safety belt of some sort. This will not only keep you from falling off the ladder but will permit you to work with both hands if necessary.

If the ladder is available, the scheme shown in Fig. 2B is made easier since the length of the sticks may be made much shorter. This makes for easier handling of the sticks and lessens the danger of collapse. Since the sticks are shorter, they may be made stronger for the same weight and W1KFN suggests that a cap of soldered or welded wire, as shown in Fig. 2D might be easier to boost over the end of the pole than the rings or loops mentioned previously. This idea prevents any possibility of the pulley sliding down the pole even if the mast is not fitted with guy wires.

One or two of the contestants have been ambitious enough to suggest that a new halyard may be threaded through the old pulley. This doesn't seem so impossible as it might at first thought. One idea which seems entirely feasible is to fasten a series of light wood strips together, as shown in Fig. 2E, which will reach from the top of the ladder to the pulley. A line of staples is arranged along the length of the strips, placing them 8 to 12 inches apart. Stiff wire, such as No. 14 house wire or metal clothesline is then passed through the staples with six inches or so protruding from the top end. If desired, the end of the stick might be fitted with a guide made from copper tubing. The wire, whose total length should be somewhat more than twice the length of the stick is prevented from dropping by a temporary tape binding at the bottom of the stick. With this arrangement, it should not be too difficult to fish the end of the wire through the pulley opening from the top of a ladder. If necessary, two or three stout cord lines may be attached to the top of the stick and held steady by helpers. As soon as the top end of the wire has been passed through the pulley opening, the binding at the bottom of the stick may be taken off and the wire pushed upwards until it falls over by its own weight and starts descending. Continued pushing will bring the end of the wire down within reach where the new halyard may be spliced to it and hauled back through the pulley. W7BIA recommends ½-inch diameter iron pipe as a substitute for the stapled sticks and suggests that it might be possible to do the job from the ground with 50 or 60 feet of pipe which may be raised section by section. Cord bracing may be used to prevent buckling of the pipe.

If you wish to mix a little sport with your work of replacing the lost halyard, you might try the scheme suggested by WSAMS and shown in Fig. 3. The idea is to choose a windy day and fly a kite in the vicinity of the mast. As soon as the kite is flying well, the string is maneuvered around the top of the mast. It is now necessary to wait until
Graphite Anodes, as supplied by SPEER CARBON COMPANY to leading tube manufacturers have ALL these properties. No other anode material now in use has these characteristics. For tubes with anodes you cannot damage by overloads . . . that will not fuse, blow out or soften . . . that cannot warp . . . that emit no gas and absorb gases given off by other tube elements . . . use tubes with SPEER Graphite Anodes. Why be satisfied with less? Write for Anode Booklet No. 80 and list of tube makers using SPEER Graphite Anodes.
the wind dies down or the kite takes a nose dive unless you want to fly another kite to snag the first one and bring it down by force. A rope is then spliced to the kite string and pulled up around the mast top replacing the string. A pulley, fitted with a halyard long enough to reach between the top of the mast and ground is tied to the first rope and hoisted to the top of the mast and fastened temporarily by walking around the mast several times. The second halyard is then used to hoist the arrangement shown in the detail drawing. The outer ring is a barrel hoop or something similar. The central ring or rectangle is shaped to fit loosely over the top of the mast and is suspended from the outer hoop by a network of strings. The central ring carrying the new pulley and halyard for the antenna is maneuvered over the top of the mast and dropped over it. The string network may be broken loose by anchoring the antenna halyard and working on the auxiliary line. If you find that your string is too tough, a few days out in the weather should weaken it.

The awarding of prizes this time was quite a problem in itself. Several duplicate solutions were received. After carefully weighing the pros and cons for each particular solution, papers were compared for completeness in detail and the following were finally declared the winners:

First Prize: Dan O'Brien, W7GPY, Portland, Ore.
Second Prize: Arnold J. Morrison, W7BIA, Bothell, Wash.

We wish also to thank the following for their contributions: W1ALJ, 1BDV, 1JKX, 1KOS, 1KKK, 2ISJ, 2KKG, 3CSY, 3FWL, 3VX, 4FFE, 4UE, 5CQL, 6NZL, 7BJS, 7DVY, 7EXB, 80MM, 8PUN, 8QBW, 8RJK, 9GOG, 9JN, 9MCS, 9NVV, 9ZNS, 9PAH, 9PTI, 9VFM, 9VIR, K6PTY, VE1DQ, 5ZG, 5DG, A. R. Anderson, R. Bennett, E. J. Drumm, H. M. Haslett, L. Jones, Jr., W. Kurysh, R. Murray, F. H. Travers and F. Wessey.

Rules under which the contest is conducted are as follows:

1. Solutions must be mailed to reach West Hartford before the 5th of the publication month following that of the issue in which the problem has appeared. (For instance, solutions of problem given in the April issue must arrive at QST before May 5th.) They must be addressed to the Problem Contest Editor, QST, West Hartford, Conn.

2. Manuscripts must not be longer than 1000 words, written in ink or typewritten, with double spacing, on one side of the sheet. Diagrams must be neat and legible.

3. All solutions submitted become the property of QST, available for publication in the magazine.

4. The editors of QST will serve as judges. Their decision will be final.

Prizes of $5 worth of A.R.R.L. station supplies or publications will be given to the author of the solution considered best each month, $2.50 worth of supplies to the author of the solution adjudged second best. The winners are requested to specify the supplies or publications preferred.
Announcing...

a new Jensen Auditorium Speaker...

18 INCH PERMANENT MAGNET

Efficiency and Power Handling Capacity fully equal to the well known 18-inch Jensen Field Coil Speaker.

FOUR TYPES DIFFERING ONLY IN RESPONSE CHARACTERISTICS...

- Type PMJ-18: For voice and music reproduction.
- Type PVJ-18: Where reproduction of voice is the principal requirement.
- Type PHJ-18: High Fidelity for improved quality where input is free from high frequency distortion.
- Type PLJ-18: For reproduction of low frequency in combination systems.

Jensen quality is not confined to products such as these new 18-inch speakers. The most complete line of speakers known are trademarked Jensen and every one from the small 5-inch size up are built to meet the high standard of Jensen quality. There is no price premium for quality of this kind; why not insist on it — always.

Literature, Prices and Technical Data on Request

JENSEN RADIO MANUFACTURING COMPANY
6601 SOUTH LARAMIE AVENUE
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

"The Name Insures the Quality"
TYPE TJU X-MITTING CAPACITORS

1. Dykanol (Chlorinated Diphenyl) Impregnated and Filled - Long life; small size; lower power factor; non-inflammable.
3. Hi-Purity Multi-Laminated Kraft Tissue - Higher voltage breakdown; minimum leakage; high I.R.
4. Hermetically Sealed - Not affected by moisture, time or temperature up to 200° F.
5. Universal, Steel Mounting Strap - Allows mounting unit in any position.

For a complete listing of the entire CORNELL-DUBILIER line, send for Catalog No. 161, FREE ON REQUEST.

MICA
PAPER
DYKANOL
WET AND DRY ELECTROLYTICS

RADIO ENGINEERING, broadcasting, aviation and police radio, servicing, marine radio telegraphy and telephony, Morse telegraphy and railway accounting taught thoroughly. 48 weeks engineering course, equivalent to three years of college radio work. School established 1874. All expenses low. Catalog free.

DODGE'S INSTITUTE, Day Street, Valparaiso, Indiana

Model B
TIBBETTS
MONOBAR-CRYSTAL
MICROPHONE

An advanced type of Crystal Microphone having fine quality and a high voltage output, requiring less amplifier. Order direct and save nearly five dollars - money back guarantee. Complete with base and 7 feet of cable - black and chrome finish. $10.45 cash - $11.45, $5.45 with order and promise to pay $1.00 monthly until paid in full.

TIBBETTS LABORATORIES
Camden, Maine

ALWAYS BE CAREFUL

(A) Kill all transmitter circuits completely before touching anything behind the panel.
(B) Never wear 'phones while working on the transmitter.
(C) Never pull test leads from transmitter tank circuits.
(D) Don't shoot trouble in a transmitter when tired or sleepy.
(E) When working on the transmitter, avoid bodily contact with metal racks or frames, radiators, damped floors or other grounded objects.
(F) Keep one hand in your pocket.
(G) Develop your own safety technique. Take time to be careful.

Death Is Permanent!

Strays

W2LQC and a friend were disappointed to find, upon investigation, that the owner of the New York car bearing the license-plate number CQ-20 was not a ham.

SS Contest Results

(Continued from page 67)

Butte Amateur Radio Club (Montana), 27,941
W7FRS; Hamfester Radio Club, Inc. (Chicago),
27,121, VE4UN; Providence Radio Association
(R. I.), 19,915, W1KYK; Ozark Empire Radio
Club (Springfield, Mo.), 19,793, W9QMD;
Lane Tech Ham Club (Chicago), 16,236,
W9WQB.

SS Briefs

If you ever feel pity for the lad who checks contest scores, shed a tear for Joe Moskey, W1JMY, who did the lion's share of SS verification work. . . Joe had a queer gleam in his eyes as he tackled some of the logs, such as the one from the fellow who wrote, "Enclosed find 8 feet and 6 inches of SS log," but we have heard of no fatalities . . . To keep a perfect record of time on the air, W80XO hooked up a Telechron self-starting clock to filament circuit of transmitter. . . . The W6LVB/W6LDJ combination in Nevada certainly boosted stock in the W.A.S. award, as did the contest in general. . . . Several operators worked all states. . . . W8FYJ figures he spent half of his time repeating his QTH - Cheektowaga, N. Y.! . . . Said W7GPP, "Twas my first SS but not my last. May the best guy win." - It was good to see him win for Oregon. . . . If the contest did nothing else, it proved that those "rubber crystals" sure have snap! . . . One-band hams were few and far between in the SS but one-band operation brought honors to several. For example, W7GPP won using 7 Mc, only; VE2EP led Quebec and
This new transmitter kit, originated and engineered by UTAH has won nationwide enthusiastic approval. Real power is provided on 5, 10 or 20 meters without resorting to plug-in coils or pruning of condenser capacities. Two separate class "C" Amplifier stages are used with a special low loss ceramic selector switch, which automatically selects the proper tube sequence.

All parts are of the highest grade — RF sockets, condensers, etc., have Steatite insulation. A complete high fidelity speech amplifier and modulator with provision for both high and low gain inputs furnishes up to 35 watts audio and very low distortion. Power supply is self contained.

A dual plate and filament supply is furnished and is contained on the bottom chassis to provide well regulated current to the RF unit.

Metering facilities for accurate adjustment, tone control, professionally styled chassis and cabinet, modern dial plates, etc., complete the unit. Furnished in platinum grey wrinkle.

Write for schematic diagram and complete information

**FEATURES**

- 1. Complete Band-Switching of circuits — "Not coils."
- 2. Dual independent Amplifier stages.
- 3. Provision for two crystals.
- 4. 45 watts input C.W. or phone.
- 5. High gain speech amplifier — modulator.
- 6. Two complete power supplies with three filters.
- 7. Steatite insulation — air wound coils.
TRANSOIL
for transmitting
HIGHEST QUALITY
OIL CAPACITORS

Write for Catalog 2-X
listing complete lines

TRANSOIL-SOLAREX-TRANSMICA

SOLAR
MFG. CORP.
599 BROADWAY
NEW YORK CITY

BRAZILIAN QUARTZ CRYSTAL

Largest and most varied stock of Brazilian quartz crystals in the
United States. Finest quality suitable for manufacturing piezo-
electric crystals, lenses, and prisms. Shipments received regu-
larly from our Brazilian Branch. Also in stock tourmalines for
making crystals to control the higher frequencies and quartz
for fusing purposes.

BRAZILIAN TRADING CO., INC.
377 Fourth Ave., New York City
Murray Hill 4-2891

Enjoy Sending at Its Easiest and Best
with the Great New Easy-Action

VIBROPLEX No. 6 Sami-Automatic Key

Japanned Base $17
Nickel-Plate Base $19

Enjoy the treat of a finer, smoother, more
efficient bug than most operators have
ever owned. It thrills you with its strong,
clear signal, machine speed and ease of
operation. Its free easy-action eliminates tiring arm work
and enables you to enjoy sending at its easiest and best.
Place your order NOW! Money order or registered mail. Liberal allowance on old
Vibroplex. Write for catalog.

THE VIBROPLEX CO., INC., 832 Broadway, New York, N. Y

all of Canada using but one band—14 Mc.;
W6QEU did a fine job and won for San Joaquin
Valley using 1.75-Mc. phone only; W4BQE
took South Carolina 'phone honors with 14-Mc.
operation; VE4SR did likewise for Manitoba.

W5EEW claims the best single-band score
—46,183, all 7 Mc. ... Two participants have
the distinction of sending no CQ's during the
contest— W5KAU and W5NUG. ... W3DES
writes, "SS participation was so widespread that
you either SS'ed or clee. The 3.5-Mc. band again
showed off its superior operators; average 17
QSO's per hour on that band. Think, other things
being equal, 100 watts with e.e.o. better than
1 kw, with crystal. Know several fellows in
my club who started the contest greenhorn opera-
tors but ended up veterans." ... We noticed
several YL's and XYL's among the participants;
Lillian Ryan, VE3HE, 26,123 points; Dot
Schwedtfegger, W11GN, 22,100; Mary LeVan,
W3FXZ, 16,913; Dot Evans, W1FTJ, 15,161;
Letha Allendorf, W9OUD, 13,500; Gladys Nich-
ols, W8JF, 10,560; and Frances Rice, W3AKB,
2660. ... "Our contest reporter lost a 4-bit bet
with his office co-worker—Goodman, W1UPE,
who claimed that JPE's score of 25,110
in 19 hours would be higher than that of any
other operator working an equal number of
hours; By was right. ... "Our club activity
was somewhat better in the contest this year due
to having made it an intra-club contest, with the
gang divided into two groups and the losers
throwing a dinner for the rest"—Starved Rock
Radio Club. ... W4COB is waiting for the list
of scores so he can collect on several bets he had

Dan Fulton, W7FLT, Mackenzie, Mont., won the
'phone award for that Section with a score of 13,020.
On the table is an SW3, which acts as front end of
superhet; lower center box contains i.f. amplifier
and high-frequency oscillator. Upper box contains speaker,
power supply and audio amplifier. Right-hand box car-
ries send/receive switch, transmitter power switches,
mike and key jacks, a.c. meter and a.c. voltmeter.
Transmitter, not shown in photo, uses 6V6 crystal
oscillator, 6N7 doubler, 807 and 35T final, with crystal
switching and coil switching in low-power stages.
Located on a ranch 30 miles from town and commercial
a.c. current, W7FLT produces his own juice with
Dodge generator rewound for 115 volts a.c., driven by
Briggs and Stratton gasoline engine.
THE "ED-4" is the latest Hammarlund transmitting foundation unit. This is a complete 100 watt transmitter measuring only 17 x 8 x 9 1/4 inches and capable of four band operation with an 80-meter crystal. There are four 6L6 frequency multipliers in the exciter portion. Band switching is accomplished with a single 4-point switch. Another 4-point switch serves for metering each of the four stages. This exciter is flexible, fool-proof, and economical to build. The amplifier mounted on top of the exciter is an RK-47 (any similar tube can be used) and provides plenty of output for the ham who is interested in medium power. For high power it is recommended that this unit be used to drive the "PA-500" described in last month's ad. The "ED-4" is available with ready-wound exciter coils. This entire unit can be assembled and wired in a single evening. Write for new 1939 catalog containing complete information.

SEND COUPON FOR DETAILS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HAMMARLUND MFG. CO., INC.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>424-438 W. 33rd St., N. Y. City</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ Please send 1939 catalog</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Name: .............................................
Address: ..................................................
City: ................................................. State: ..........................
FOR EFFICIENCY . . . EASE OF CONTROL . . . ALL 'ROUND DEPENDABILITY! . . . AIR INDUCTORS ARE FIRST CHOICE AGAIN!

In QST last month, Hammarlund announced their new PA-500 Foundation Unit . . . specified B & W TYPE TVL Variable Link coils in the plate circuit and TYPE BL Fixed Link coils in the grid circuit. The reason? . . . because exhaustive tests proved conclusively that AIR INDUCTORS assured more efficient operation at less cost than anything else on the market!

That's why we say: You'll never know what maximum efficiency means until you try AIR INDUCTORS! Why not find out — today? Ask your jobber, or write for details about the B & W line!

BARKER & WILLIAMSON
Radio Manufacturing Engineers • ABUMORE, PENNSYLVANIA

SICKLES COILS
SECURE A COPY OF OUR NO. 939 CATALOG FROM YOUR JOBERDER
F. W. SICKLES COMPANY
300 Main Street Springfield, Mass.

PRECISION CRYSTALS
Highest quality crystals carefully prepared for frequency stability and maximum output — rigidly tested to assure you of dependable operation. Be sure of your transmitter frequency — use PRECISION CRYSTALS

Low frequency drift unit supplied within 5 Kc. of your specified frequency in the 40, 80 or 160 meter bands calibrated to within 0.03%. Supplied in holder as illustrated to plug into G.T. type jacks or in round holder to plug into a tube socket. (See Jan., issue QST). Price $4.50. Highest quality "X" cut crystals supplied within 5 Kc. of your specified frequency in the 40, 80 or 160 meter bands and calibrated to within 0.03% supplied mounted. Price $4.00. Please state if holder as illustrated or round holder for tube socket is wanted. Precision crystals for commercial requirements quoted on your request. Now in our tenth year of business.

PRECISION PIEZO SERVICE
427 Asia Street Baton Rouge, La.

with the operators of W4EQK . . . Lesson learned by hundreds: The great value and importance of break-in operation. . . . One of the best low power records of the contest was made by W9FUH, Colorado "phone winner, who worked 112 stations in 59 sections using not over 33 watts input. . . . On c.w. W8IZS is the Western Pennsylvania winner, running only 14 watts to a 6L6G final; he worked 212 stations in 51 sections. . . . W9JID, located in a 22-foot house trailer at Champlin, Minn., used a single 6L6 oscillator with 10 watts input. He worked 181 stations in 46 sections and totalled 20,585 points. . . . Our vote for the "most frank contestant" goes to the fellow who reported, "I had the necessary equipment with which to make a good score. If there had been a good op at the key instead of a tin-eared punk, the layout here might have gone to town." . . . Lucky VE5VO; on 1.75 and 3.9-Mc. 'phone he had the use of the aerial at the broadcast station where his rig is located. . . . W6KFG was among those to work all states; he worked them all at least twice, with the exception of Nev., New Mex., S. C. and Vt. . . . Despite what SS participation may have led you to believe, it is not true that all W9's are in Philadelphia. Heavy club activity may account for the abundance of stations in that area. . . . A word from the Frankford Radio Club regarding contest procedure: "In contests most all members sweep the 3.5-Mc. band first, creeping in a few kilocycles from the edge once in a while to snag 'em. When the edges get dull the middle is worked. Then it's up to 7 Mc. and the same story. Then back again to 3.5. This, of course, applies to the national SS, ORS, ARRL, W/VE competitions. During the DX contest the members are usually more individualistic and prefer to follow their own schemes according to experience. Some use filing systems to expedite contest work." . . . It is said that the real sport in any sort of competition comes
Howard Model 430
Communication Receiver for operation on 110-V, A.C. or 6-V, STORAGE BATTERY
Amateur Net Price, Complete ................................ $42.45

This Power Supply Unit Makes Howard Models 430 and 438 ALL-PURPOSE RECEIVERS

Model 610 D.C.
Power Supply for 6-V. Storage Battery Operation

Synchronous Vibrator Type ... Output 300 V. at 60 mls. Shielded cable with locking type 4-prong plug. Switch for disconnecting filaments and high voltage supply from receiver. Power Supply units available for all owners of Howard Models 430 and 438. Net .... $12.50

FREE ... Technical Information ... Just Send in Coupon

For the most per dollar in Communication Receivers, insist on HOWARD

HOWARD RADIO CO.
1731 West Belmont Ave., Chicago, Illinois
America's Oldest Radio Manufacturer

*Model 438, 4 Bands, 8 Tubes, Built-in Speaker. Complete with 6-V. Power Supply Unit (but less crystal). Amateur Net. .......... $42.45 Crystal, Net. ............ $10.00

Pacific Coast and Export Prices Slightly Higher. Available for Long Wave, 15 Cycle, or special Line Voltage at Additional Cost.
FOR REAL CODE SPEED
WRITE CANDLER

When you've seemed to reach the limit of your speed — when further practice doesn't seem to bring progress — then see Candler! In a few weeks time you'll be sending and receiving code as easily as you speak and read the written word — and you'll double the fun you're now having on the air.

It's easy to learn code the Candler way. You are taught the correct fundamentals to start with, you learn sound consciousness, and get the proper mental training.

Soon you'll be sending with a fist you'll be proud of, and reading fast code without strain or conscious effort.

Let Candler help you with your code! It's not expensive — and you'll get twice the pleasure out of your rig. Write Candler for the FREE "Book of Facts." It has:

CANDLER SYSTEM CO.
Box 331, Dept. O-4, Asheville, N. Carolina, U.S.A.

ONAN ELECTRIC PLANTS
Supply the "JUICE"
WHEN POWER LINES FAIL
OVER 40 MODELS—350 TO 50,000 WATTS
COMPLETE—READY TO RUN
HUNDREDS OF ONAN ELECTRIC PLANTS serve Amateur and Commercial operators. When Power Lines fail and Communication is needed most, they supply Power for Lights and Radios — Save Property and even Life.

Portable — Dependable — Economical
Thousands in use in all parts of the World.

D. W. ONAN & SONS, 343 Royalston Av., Minneapolis, Minn.

LEARN RADIO — TELEVISION —
500 Licensed graduates placed in past 7 years in shipping, broadcasting, aviation, police, etc.; we also teach radio servicing and repairing; new beginners class now forming, day or eve.
52-page catalog free; one of the oldest, largest and best equipped schools.

MASS. RADIO SCHOOL
18 Boylston Street, Boston
G. R. Entwistle, Pres.
Established 1899

not from winning but from doing. This seems particularly true in the SS judging from the number of comments along the line, "Win or Lose, I sure had a swell time." That's the true SS spirit. If you win, fine; if not, you take steps to improve both your equipment and operating technique in order to do better next time — and that's just what many of the boys are doing in preparation for the '39 encounter. From all the threats we are hearing we judge it will be too good to miss! So long until CQ SS.

The complete list of individual scores by Sections will be published next month.

A "Double-Barrelled" Antenna

(Continued from page 23)

which, in turn, was bolted to the gable end of the house. The whole array was guyed back and front by only two guys, fastened at the top of the A frame. For turning the antenna, light cotton cords were tied about half-way out on the cane poles and brought down through screw-eyes to a convenient point. This arrangement, even on a one-story house, gives a total height of over 35 feet, all of which is used, since there is no sag in the antenna proper.

This layout has been found very satisfactory here and at W5EGQ, in the five months or more that it has been in service. The rotation, although limited, has been found very worthwhile, especially on 10 meters. Of course it is not as permanent an installation as might be built, but it has weathered several high winds and storms with no ill effects. The total cost of mast, supports, antenna, stub, and transmission line was under $5, and you can't get very far on self-supporting towers and tubular antenna elements with that kind of money.

Performance

When the antenna was first installed, the line was carefully checked for standing waves. No indication of any was found on either frequency, and it was also found that a 600-ohm resistor could be substituted for the line at the antenna relay with no change in loading on either band. Field strength tests were made from a distance of about four miles, readings being taken on the "S" meter of a high-quality receiver. Rotating the antenna from "broad-side" to "end-on" caused a drop of 18 db on 14 Mc. and 2,1 off on 28 Mc., indicating that there is a minimum of radiation from the feed line.

This antenna feed system has materially increased performance and flexibility here at W5FDQ and similar systems have been installed at W5EGQ, W5ERS and W5FFW, all with favorable results.

No, we haven't figured out how to use a reflector or director in conjunction with the antenna. Perhaps some of you birds who know something about antennas will come to our rescue.
WANT SOME DOPE ON TRANSMITTERS?

INDEX

Transmitters:
- Antenna Coupling .................................. 170, 302-305, 310
- Band-Switching ...................................... 171, 199
- Bias Supplies ........................................ 171, 354-355
- Blocking and By-Pass Condensers ..................... 149-150
- Cathode Bias .......................................... 148
- Center-Tap ........................................... 149
- Chokes, R.F. .......................................... 150

Exciters or Low-Power Transmitters:
- 25-Watt Output 6L6-6L6 Transmitter ................. 181-182
- 35-Watt Output 6L6-307 Transmitter .................. 182-184
- 40-Watt Output Band-Switching Exciter ............... 199-202
- 75-Watt Output 3-Stage Transmitter .................. 184-187
- 150-Watt Output Gang-Tuned Transmitter ............. 205-208

Power Amplifiers:
- 100-Watt Input 1-Tube Amplifier ........................ 189-191
- 400-Watt Input Push-Pull Amplifier ................. 193-195
- 450-Watt Input Band-Switching Amplifier ............. 199-205
- 750-Watt Input Push-Pull Amplifier ................... 195-197
- 1-Kilowatt Input Push-Pull Amplifier ................. 197-199

Crystal Control ...................................... 154-158
Crystals, Cutting and Grinding ......................... 182-185
Crystals, Mounting .................................. 184
Efficiency .......................................... 170-171
Electron-Coupled Circuit ................................ 161
Excitation .......................................... 169-170
Exciters ............................................ 177
Filament Center-Tap ................................. 149
Frequency Multipliers ................................ 145, 174-176
Frequency Stability .................................. 151
Grid Bias ........................................... 147-148, 171
Grid Neutralization .................................. 162
Grounds ............................................. 178
Harmonic Generation .................................. 169
Harmonic Suppression ................................ 208
Hartley Circuit ...................................... 161
Interestate Coupling ................................ 169-161
L-C Circuits ........................................ 166
Link Coupling ....................................... 144, 150, 161
Load Impedance ...................................... 165
Metering ............................................ 177-178
Neutralizing ......................................... 161-163, 173
Oscillator Circuits .................................. 145, 150-161
Parallel Feed ....................................... 147
Parallel Operation .................................... 158
Parasite Oscillations ................................ 176
Pentode Crystal Oscillators ............................ 155-156
Phone (see "Radiotelephony") ........................ 161-162
Plate Neutralization .................................. 161-162
Portable (see "Portable") .............................. 145, 159-174
Power Amplifiers (see "Power Supply") .................. 182-185
Power Supply (see "Power Supply") ...................... 182-185
Rack Construction .................................... 162-164
Screen-Grid Amplifiers ................................ 161
Self-Controlled Oscillator Circuits ...................... 153-152
Series Feed .......................................... 147
Tetrode Crystal Oscillators ............................ 155-156
Triode Crystal Oscillators ............................. 154-155
Tri-Tet Circuit ...................................... 156-157
Tubes ............................................... 162-177
Tuned Grid-Tuned Plate Circuit ......................... 153-155
Tuning ............................................... 176-177
Ultra-High Frequency (see "Ultra-High Frequency") .... 174
Voltage-Dropping Resistors ............................ 148-149

GET THE HANDBOOK
1939 Edition

American Radio Relay League, Inc.
West Hartford, Connecticut, U. S. A.

Gentlemen:
Please send The Radio Amateur's Handbook to...

Enclosed find $1.00 continental U.S.A.
Enclosed find $1.25 elsewhere
Send C.O.D.

(Spanish Edition — $1.50)
**Western Gulf Division**

**Northern Texas** — SCM, Lee Hughes, WADX-A. EOE reports T.L.'s "M" running fine. GTL is gaining in traffic. DNE has been in the hospital, but going strong now. ECE is building "Stinger 500." ITH is new ham in Childress. EAY is rebuilding. BFN is active. A.A.R.S. MTB has 6G, 807, 57, 4F-E and more. HPF is HK57, 600 watts. SPB has been appointed Emergency Coordinator for Abilene and PEC for Wichita Falls. All amateurs in these towns are requested to register equipment, working hours, telephone, etc. for these two situations.

Traffic: WSEOE 661 FRE 509 JUL 155 DXA 134 BKH 130 CDU 90 GTL 82 DNE 49 GJW 29 EZY 26 AZB 4.

** Oklahoma** — SCM, Carter L. Wilson, W5GZ — DTU purchased a 10X receiver and QSO made at a back of the S.C.M. GYV has a pair of RK-11's in final. EGP is always rounding up a recruit for the Okla. Net. DAK is beginning plans for new rig. FRB helped his brother get a ticket. "Ed," Chief Opr., at YJ, met with minor accident, and the doc had to button up his scalp. GAQ has new e.c.o. 64 DDJ 62 FJM 52 HGG 41 BEF 17.

Traffic: WJ5CZ 637 (WJLC 88) (HEC 77) GFT 179 (WLJE 20) FSK 168 FOM 151 DTU 73 EGP 130 EM 87 7.

**Southern Texas** — SCM, Jack R. Arntz, W5GZ — GTZ is temporarily located in Drumright. The Enid Amateur Radio Club station call is HTK. CVO announces several new groups. BTR and ARS give official reports. Congrats. TCM, Tulsa Amateur Radio Club announces plans for state convention early in June. Start saving your nickels. There is a crying need for Official Observers. In 50 minutes' time this doc had to button up his scalp. GAQ has new e.c.o. 64 DDJ 62 FJM 52 HGG 41 BEF 17.


**Appendix.**

Traffic: W5EIH 74 EV 35 EY 23 KL 41 LO 52 LP 10.

**Ontario Division**

Ontario — SCM, Fred H. B. Saxon, VE2SG — Asst. SCM — Dr. Donald R. Cooper, VE2G. SCM reports new O.B.S. in Ottawa; schedule: Wed., 5:30 p.m., 3578 kc.; Sun., 2:00 p.m., 3829 kc.; phone. AMJ is new O.B.S. in St. Thomas. OJ is Emergency Coordinator for Hamilton, and all members in that district are urged to get in touch with him and sign up in the Emergency Corps. ST and AB are new O.P.S. AJB in Ottawa gives Code practice each Wed., 7:30 p.m., commencing with 'phone announcement on 3829 kc. and then code on 3578 kc. at speed of 5 to 10 words per minute, followed by reading of last transmitted on 3829 kc. phone. DA follows same routine on Thurs., at 7:00 p.m., but uses 3389 kc. for entire period. EF in New Toronto broadcasts code practice on 3792 kc., Wed., and Fri., at 7:00 a.m. commencing with initial five minutes with one or two transmissions of rypher, followed by plain English text with pauses for reading in the remainder of the half hour. Speed ranges from 15 to 25 words per minute. JO moved from Beachbridge to Toronto. ST has been having a fun with 8 watts miniature station (10 x 7 inches complete). ACV is the gang at Ft. William. AOD is showing interest in 58 mc., with UA, AOD and ACV active and DX. GS and FQ rebuilding. 576-Mc. 'phone rigs installed at Liberty and D.C. 'phone. FRB helped his brother get a ticket. "Ed," Chief Opr., at YJ, met with minor accident, and the doc had to button up his scalp. GAQ has new e.c.o. 64 DDJ 62 FJM 52 HGG 41 BEF 17.

Traffic: W5EOE 661 FRE 509 JUL 155 DXA 134 BKH 130 CDU 90 GTL 82 DNE 49 GJW 29 EZY 26 AZB 4.

**Maritime Division**

**Maritime** — SCM, A. M. Crowell, VE1DQ — S.M.C. is organizing High School Radio Club in Roswell. ZM is forming plans for new rig. FTU is building "Stancor 500." HTH is new ham in Chilliwack, and in the staffing of CJKL. SCM, Joe Eldred, WSCQG is organizing High School Radio Club in Roswell, ZM has an automatic tape sender. ZA is doing fine with 28 Mc. in his car. CGJ has a pair of T85's on 28-Mc. phone and a T40 on 14- and 7-Mc., e.w.

Traffic: W5EQL 65 ZM 47 (WLJE 15) ZU 35 EJF 53.

**Station Activities**


Traffic: W5EIQ 145 EF 107 ST 73 AJB 46 W5 80 QR 34 73 W5 80 CT 28 GZ 80 LL 8 80 LH 11 73 W5 80 14 DU 12 JO 11 AON-ST 7 PL 5 ABZ 4, VE1LA 42.

**Quebec Division**


half dozen pretty touch. DE is back from three months' trip as companion. On a long-haul flight, YL op at his shackle—congrats, HZ1R! The Quebec Club held a dance January 27th; also presented President AB with a gift on his birthday. The ACF-TSF's new commercial is coming up and WY! WH will be on 7 and 3.5 Mc. WY! is active on new Sky Champion. GU plans new TZ40 final. ACF built rig "Varsity Net," and reports inter-varsity schedules going 5.6 Mc. ANH is building a 5-Mc. rig. AJS organized a CH 16 JG 14 M V 47 HT-HG 10 BU 7 HV-FS 6 CO 3 JX 2.

The Edmonton Club had a visit from AllIW, a real old-timer, having been on the air away back when 200 meters worked all bands except 1.75 life.

np in a rack with 809's in final. A.r.T is working a bit of 14 Mc. Old 2BB, now 'VE3NM at Ville Roches, near Corn- papa; that makes ACR an uacle. ADB works VE14DR 106 HL 99 JI 80 KII 55 FF 36 7 1. 40A, 4CRG, 4ECI; O.O.'s: 4EBZ. "HEAR YE! HEAR YE! HAMFEST IN ALABAMA!" It's with a great deal of pleasure that we call attention to a HAMFEST to be given by the B'ham Club, in New Entropy Club on January 27th; the highlight was an address by HZ1R. The B'ham Club appointed a "Monitoring Committee," which will operate under the name of the dub and report to the club any violations of rules of the F.F.C., and then assist the ham to correct the trouble. APQ of Miami, Fla., made the B'ham Club a nice technical talk. EBB is back in B'ham. CQJ visited DGS in Mille Roches. BP with T20 final. HM has W .A.C. now. NU reports homeland and hears G's by the score. !HJ is on 14 Mc. at test.

SW put in T20 to push 35T to bigger thing. For information Coordinator. We need a bigger emergency line-up in this SW the air. WCJ is new Jr. op. EPP has new HQ12OX. FNI has all 2A5 with Airway at Hudson, Ont. AJA has new receiver. ZJ is new Morse Jaw ham. ACO gets out well on 3.9-Mc. 'phone. Let's have more reports!

Traffic: VE4ACR 66 QZ 3 BY 2 ACO 9.
This popular "N" series is now augmented by the new type NT-50-GD, shown here with a pair of the new "M" mounting feet.

The wide popularity of our type NP-35-ND for diathermy machines, ultra high frequency oscillators and P.P. amplifiers, has indicated its versatility, and we are flattered by its universal acceptance.

A dual 50 mmfd. unit has been requested, capable of operating in a push pull class "C" amplifier, 100% plate modulated, using such tubes as a pair of T-20's etc.

**SPECIFICATIONS ARE AS FOLLOWS:**

**TYPE NT-50-GD**

- Frame—Same as NP-35-ND.
- Capacity—7-50 mmfd. per section.
- Airgap—.070"—3000 volts peak.
- Plates—Buffed and polished—rounded edges.

**LIST PRICE**

- $6.00 each
- **AMATEUR NET PRICE**
  - $3.60 each

Oh yes, those type "M" brackets shown, which make for short lead layouts for "N" or MIDWAY condensers, are put up individually in envelopes with screws and lock washers for 20c list each, 12c net each to amateurs.

See these at your nearest dealer or write for further information.

---

A Hurricane Emergency Receiver

(Continued from page 51)

bias, and 45 volts on the detector is recommended. If sufficient batteries are not available, the "C" battery leads may be connected to "B" negative and the audio stages operated at reduced voltage. With 90 volts on the plates, loudspeaker reception may be enjoyed on broadcast stations and some short-wave stations as well with a small indoor antenna. Equally good results have been obtained in an automobile with nothing more than an ordinary fishpole antenna.

The finished set is a pleasure to use and it has satisfactorily met all the specifications which were set up before it was constructed. Less than a dollar was spent on the construction. There is no question of the reliability of the receiver since the failure of two tubes or both audio transformers still leaves the set usable as a one-tube receiver. Battery drain is small and few batteries are required. Although a receiver of this type cannot, of course, compare with a modern superheterodyne, the reception is amazingly good. Band-spread and selectivity are both better than expected and the results on 600 meters are excellent. Though designed and intended to be a hurricane emergency receiver, this little set has proved to be so handy that it is kept in commission not only during the storm season, but all the year. It serves as a stand-by receiver on 600 meters and as a spare to use in case the regular station receiver goes out of commission. It has also come in handy to take on trips and picnics. In the North it would be a fine thing to have during the winter in case of power failures or interrupted communications from blizzards.

Superhet Converter

(Continued from page 84)

readings are useless except for comparison purposes.

If the receiver gain is wide open, the noise level on both 5 and 10 meters may at first seem objectionable. There is undoubtedly some noise caused by the converter itself, but the actual signal-to-noise ratio is quite high. By reducing the receiver gain to the point where there is practically no noise, plenty of hop will be available on the converter combination, and low inter-station noise level will result. It is also possible to use maximum r.f. gain and cut the audio gain. A little experiment with the combination will enable the user to obtain optimum performance to suit his requirements.

We want to take this opportunity of expressing our sincere thanks for the cooperation and assistance rendered by W1EYM when making various tests.

—Strays—

"W3CEZ tells me that he has just put up a diamond and is 'beaming' all over." — W3YG.
Two Quartz Crystals

They Look Alike but in performance there is a vast difference!

One of these crystals is an erratic performer; has a wide frequency change due to "drift"; gives low power output and operates on more than one frequency. The other crystal is excellent; gives dependable performance on only one frequency at high power output and is little affected by temperature change.

In appearance they are identical but proper choice of raw material, selection of the cutting axis and precision fabrication make one vastly superior to the other.

and so it is with Vacuum Tubes

It's only natural that superior products will be copied. What better proof is there that the product really is superior?

Eimac tubes have their imitators to be sure, and Eitel-McCullough are justly proud of that fact, particularly since the imitations have been unable to equal Eimac's performance records.

What other tube makes the statement that overloads of 400% to 600% will not damage emission? What other tube offers an unconditional guarantee against tube failures which are caused by gas released internally? What other tube will operate at equal efficiencies?

Last season the DX contest saw every winner (first, second and third in both phone and CW contests) using Eimac tubes. This is a record that probably will never be equalled.

That Eimac tubes do have superior characteristics is a fact recognized by the world's leading radio engineers and thousands of progressive amateurs. Step into line with the world's leaders by installing Eimac tubes in your transmitter. With proper handling you too can rank at the top in amateur radio communications.

See your dealer for information or write.

EITEL-McCULLOUGH, INC., San Bruno, California
Continued from page 105

each Official A.R.R.L. Station worked. These A.R.R.L.
Official Stations are: All O.R.S.-P.S.-R.M.-S.A.R.M.,
E.C.-s.O.O. The Alabama QSO Party general call is "CQ
Ala." The first three hours and are suggested for some
2nd or middle hour for cross-band
calls. April 2nd is the first Sunday in April, 75
DGS.

Traffic: W2401 15 EY 13 14 EFV 28 CIG 20 AIP 18
FWB 12 EYV 15 EFP 6 DVJ 26 CWM 16 FM16.

EASTERN FLORIDA — SCM, Lewis A. Connolly, W4DYO, Assistant SCM, 4ARM — R.M.; 4OB, P.A.M.:
4DB, FB is building a new rig for 1.75 Mc. Phone: F. J.
In 4, J500-J/4 left the C.C.C. in Jax. 5GOH/4 left the C.C.C.
and went to town handling traffic in Fla. XPW.

has been working good DX on
7-MC. GSC is building a 100-watt job. GKJQ works WX.

have 500-watt 'phone for 1.75 Mc. 5UEK, XYL from Texas,

is working hard on band-switching kilowatts. HSK
is new station at Lepanto; WK is "her" dad. HSKQ
has put in a new rig, HK-54 final with 300 watts on
1.75Mc. FWB is working 7 and 3.5 Mc. DSV is
on 1.75, 2.9 Mc. and 3.5 Mc. He is using a
phone modulating a pair of T55's. CO2JM is back after long
time. CM2OP uses a 1:1X-16 regenerative receiver.

the shack. FGS is working 7 and 3.5 Mc. after about a year's
rebuilding an all-band job with 807's final. DZK is rebuilding
his 28-Mc. 'phone. HFP has 80 watts on 7 Mc. FA is on
1.75Mc. DSW is on 3.5 Mc. EAP is member of Fla. Net. DLO
is working an 80-watt e.q.r. BJJ has new 60-foot skyhook. HCP
is building an IC-75. IC-75, 75 final. CM2AU got a
500-watt final, and shelved the

are held. The Birmingham Amateur Radio Club will give
its annual hamfest on 3.5 and 7 i/c., daily, beginning
Jan. 31st. Operators at DUG were: FIK, ECJ, ERU, ALP,

AHEADING the mails at AG1J during high wind, one of them crashing
tor the roof of the shack. FCZ, FCW, FQW, EQB,
and FFD are on 1.75 Mc. DXW has rotary beacon on
14 Mc. EMS moved to McRae and acquired XYL. Con-
grats, OAK! ARS reports pair of 81Jl's in final. FFU is using
a 6L6 in combination

Photo: FCW.

is member of R.C.C. KK is
doing his share on last Christmas! CI2AD QSO'd J2,JJ
on 14 Mc. HHZ is building a vertical "J" antenna, J<,FS has

now in Augusta. There hasn't a single Official Observer
in Augusta. There hasn't a single Official Observer

is working 28-Mc. 'phone modulating a pair of T55's Class
A. 1B EJ, F21, working on a pair of 81Jl's in final. DNA is
on T.L. "J," pinch-hitting for COB. PEI will soon

has been working good DX on 7 Mc. 7WE is
using a new pair of T40's. ECM has 1.75-Mc.
and VR says it works FB. EAD is on
month!! Arthur Lynch, 2DKJ, visiting Tampa, crashed

has made a pair of 81Jl's in final. EAP is member of Fla. Net. DLO
is working 28-Mc. 'phone modulating a pair of T55's Class
A. A.BR M. QSO'd with 300 watts on 1.75 Mc. FWB
is using a new pair of T40's. ECM has 1.75-Mc.
and VR says it works FB. EAD is on

weeks. Every S.C.M. for registration forms. ANN has HK54 final and new
separate transmitters, each with push-button band-switch-
ing. The nets at AG1J go in high wind, one of them crashing
through the roof of the shack. FCZ, FCW, FQW, EQB,
and FFD are on 1.75 Mc. DXW has rotary beacon on
14 Mc. EMS moved to McRae and acquired XYL. Con-
grats, OAK! ARS reports pair of 81Jl's in final. FFU is using
a 6L6 in combination

Photo: FCW.
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A. A.BR M. QSO'd with 300 watts on 1.75 Mc. FWB
is using a new pair of T40's. ECM has 1.75-Mc.
and VR says it works FB. EAD is on

weeks. Every S.C.M. for registration forms. ANN has HK54 final and new
separate transmitters, each with push-button band-switch-
ing. The nets at AG1J go in high wind, one of them crashing
through the roof of the shack. FCZ, FCW, FQW, EQB,
and FFD are on 1.75 Mc. DXW has rotary beacon on
14 Mc. EMS moved to McRae and acquired XYL. Con-
grats, OAK! ARS reports pair of 81Jl's in final. FFU is using
a 6L6 in combination

Photo: FCW.
and Mississippi available for emergency communication facilities, IEC reports HKQ, portable-mobile on coast of Calif., very anxious to contact New Orleans stations. ERK is reẮiding New York, latest of his 77 years young. FUS like working VK's and ZL's. HILL, EEE and HTH are 28-Mc. phones in Shreveport, 8S7E-S has moved to the building, 8OZ is building, but never sure. EEL is building radio-controlled gas model planes. IEC is proud owner of home-brewed 28- and 50-Mc. converter, BYR runs 800 volts at 90 milliamperes on his 807, 98 likes 14-Mc. Shreveport. Two N.C.R. men are here for the purpose of visiting the famed banquet of its famous banquets on Feb. 4th. Prizes were won by GKE, the luckiest guy in New Orleans, CIQ, who told the best joke, and EBB and FSSX. HOU got his T90's going on 7 Mc. PHE is a new 7-Mc. ham in Shreveport. CXX has a new 3-element fixed beam, GAD has new e.c.o. jointing, FGK, AVO has new 101X receiver, GLJ is a 'phone man now. ECO has been signal on 14-Mc. 'phone. FPO hauled a truck in front of DKR's shack and unloaded a complete station for the OM.

SVQ is a live-wire activities manager of N.O.R.C. EDY pulls in DX with his SW5. JW changed his SW3 into a pre-selector, EOV received working card from England. FQQ is rebuilding. GIA plans DX phone reports that DXK, N.O.R.C., will be active soon on all bands. GUP is low power. 175-Mc. 'phone. HOA works about town on 7 Mc. G1NF enjoys his 28-Mc. ragchews. The Delta "75 and 100 Emergency Convention," latest of its kind, 12th at Alexandria was an outstanding success. GUW, N.C.S. "Delta 160," reports QTH from Baton Rouge to Thibodeaux. HHW has Utah call in, KDG of Jackson, Miss., says the Ham Club of that city is working here again. 6UZ is active again. 6UZ is active perhaps in New Orleans.

BiAAest news of February was the sudden rise in temperature in the vicinity of 3700, held by BTV on new newly-appointed R.M.; accepted appointment formerly held by BTV on new newly-appointed R.M. The S.C.M. thanks QEC, NSE, MOL, QFN, PNE, MCL, NAU, PSR, PTJ, NSE, HD; 'Phones on 1.75 Mc. participating are: O.R.S. and A.A.R.S. in the vicinity of 3700 Dunbar, Madison and Logan. Stations reported to have participated are: O.R.S. and A.A.R.S. in the vicinity of 3700 k.c.; ELJ, BTV, CZ, BWK, DVB, LQ, LH, BKJ, K13, MCL, NAU, JF6, PNE, NSE, MXX, AH, AR. Information on the cooperation of the U. S. Engineers, with the cooperation of the U. S. Engineers, executed a Field Day, Sunday, Jan. 29th. Under EYQ, the N.C.S, AWB, AXD, BAF and APA went into the field. The work was under way at 2:00 p.m., under great emergency. PL, DEP, FX and the N.E.N. listened.

La Clippers district boys who are really prepared for the Emergency Coordination at Wheeling and Ohio Counties; for the Chapel Hill Club, WE has transmitter under construction. 2GUN is member of the Club. 6IU8E has 755 going on 7 Mc. The Club applied for affiliation with A. R. R., BRR gets on for A. A. R. S., DXL is boundless plenty of traffic on 7 Mc. Don't forget to report to your new S.C.M.!


**ROANOKE DIVISION**

NORTH CAROLINA — S.C.M., H. S. Carter, W4QOG — As retiring S.C.M. I want to thank all the fellows for their fine cooperation during my term in office. It has been a real pleasure working with you all. I plead my loyalty to the new S.C.M., and sincerely hope everyone in North Carolina will do the same. FUS is rebuilding to work from 1.75 to 14 Mc. ALT is always on for A.A.R.S. drills, DFW reports for the Chapel Hill Club. WE has transmitter under construction. 2GUN is member of the Club. 6IU8E has 755 going on 7 Mc. The Club applied for affiliation with A. R. R., BRR gets on for A. A. R. S. DXL is boundless plenty of traffic on 7 Mc. Don't forget to report to your new S.C.M.!
TRANSMIT AUDIO-FREQUENCY TONES

From Your Station!

New F.C.C. rules permit it for test purposes—and this RCA Beat Frequency Oscillator is just the instrument with which to do the job.

Stock No. 154 RCA Beat Frequency Audio Oscillator illustrated here gives a variable frequency source of alternating current voltage from 30 to 15,000 cycles. It provides choice of three output impedances through medium of tapped output transformer, and has large 8½" dial over approximately 160 degrees. Your RCA Test Equipment Distributor will be glad to demonstrate the many other features of this instrument. Its price is only $49.95 net.

For finer radio performance—RCA Radio Tubes.

Build Your Own Recorder with REK-O-KUT RECORDING MECHANISM

REK-O-KUT answers the popular demand for a recording assembly which will record on acetate and can be attached to your own public address system or phonograph-radio combination easily and without extensive mechanical changes. It consists of a spindle and worm gear, driven at the center of the turntable, head screw, cutting head mounting and cutting head. Mechanism can be aligned with turntable. Operates with as little as 2 watts driving power from amplifier. Cutter impedance of 8 ohms matches secondary of output transformer.

NET TO AMATEURS .................... $29.95

WRITE for literature

REK-O-KUT CORPORATION
254 CANAL STREET NEW YORK, N. Y.
Export Division — 456 Broadway — New York, N. Y.
U. S. A. — Cable Address: Mohanex

A DX Man’s Superhet

(Continued from page 16)

capacity is kept low, as it only carries d.c. If any r.f. is getting through, it can be detected by the appearance of c.w. birdies when $T_5$ is tuned through i.f. resonance. There should be no trouble if $R_{PC2}$ is big enough. A slight increase in $C_{31}$ will surely stop stray r.f. but will also eat down on silencing efficiency. We chose the chassis arrangement after considerable checker playing with possible combinations. It permits removal of the crystal-silencer section or the removal of the silencer connections only. When $W_{9ADG}$ gets that perfect location, a 6J7G can be slipped into the 6L7 socket. In the meantime, we are most grateful for the amazing effectiveness of our noise suppressor.

Few will have any trouble making a b.o. work if they do not run astray on the wrong birdie. The usual complaints in this department are stray coupling and hiss. The coupling to the second detector, $C_{37}$, is the last unsheilded half-inch of the lead seen entering the tube shield. It just rests in there about a half inch from the grid cap. Removal of this lead, with the b.o. on, should diminish the c.w. beat note to almost nothing. About half of the hiss disappeared with the placing of generous by-pass condensers on both sides of the heater at the b.o. socket. Most of the rest was cleaned up by an increase in b.o. plate voltage. Adequate filtering of all supply leads is, of course, important. Because of the sectional mechanical arrangement the under-panel parts of each stage are automatically shielded from the others, though it is doubtful if this contributes much electrically.

Parts Layout and Wiring

A circuit diagram is not much use as an indication of where to place various resistors and condensers physically. Only thought as to function can tell the builder when he must concentrate on short leads and when he can wander around. Such combinations as $C_{10}$ and $R_{3}$, $C_{11}$ and $R_{3}$ etc., are placed just as close to the equipment they filter as possible. For example, $C_{10}$ and $R_{3}$ are in the oscillator box right at the coil socket. Better filtering and shielding in an r.f.-detector combination or an i.f. amplifier simply means farther advancement of gain controls before something breaks into oscillation.

While the diagram calls for 0.1-µfd. filter condensers in the i.f. circuits, 0.05 or 0.01 will probably have to be used in crowded spots. Thought of filtering needs and voltage requirements can determine where smaller units can be used.

We don’t know why $C_{38}$ should have such a hard time of it, but two 600-volt paper condensers passed out there, hence the specified mica unit.

$R_{19}$ does not need to be a panel potentiometer if the best screen voltage is determined on some slider arrangement. There is a definite best spot
HALLCRAFTERS' LATEST AND NEWEST RECEIVER!

New Skyrider 23

$22.50 Down

Buy on Newark's EASY TERMS

Only $18.58 per month for 6 months
or $12.50 per month for 9 months
or $9.47 per month for 12 months

$127.50 CASH PRICE

Complete with Crystal, Tubes and Speaker, Mounted in Cabinet to match

14 FEATURES OF THE NEW SKYRIDER 23

* General Coverage - 34 to .54 MC (8.8 to 556 Meters).

* 8 Band Positions
  Band 1 --- 11.0 to 34.0 MC
  Band 2 --- 1.2 to 5.2 MC
  Band 3 --- 5.3 to 16.5 MC
  Band 4 --- .84 to 1.7 MC

* Band Spread Reset Accuracy

Each Amateur Band is spread out over the entire outer calibration scale of the large 7¼" diameter dial.

* General Coverage

8 Band Positions

Band 1 --- 11.0 to 34.0 MC
Band 2 --- 1.2 to 5.2 MC
Band 3 --- 5.3 to 16.5 MC
Band 4 --- .84 to 1.7 MC

* Hand Spread Reset Accuracy

Each Amateur Band is spread out over the entire outer calibration scale of the large 7¼" diameter dial.

* Tube Complement - Total Number of Tubes = 11

1st. R.F. --- 6SK7; 2nd I.F. --- 6SK7; BF0 --- 6SJ7;
1st. Det. --- 6SA7; 2nd Det. 1st. Audio --- 6SQ7; Rectifier --- 60; H.F. Occ. --- 6S7; Amplifier AVC --- 688; Noise Limiter --- 6GN;
1st. I.F. --- 6SK7; Power Output --- 6660.


* Complete Shielded, Permeability-Tuned Crystal Filter Circuit.

* 6-Position Variable Selectivity Switch.

* Console

Pitch Control, Tone Control, Band Switch, Standby Switch.


* Modern ventilation grills.

* Speaker --- P. M. Dynamic in separate cabinet of matching design.

* Cabinet Finish --- Machine Tool Gray, Crystal finish with Gunmetal and chrome finish escutcheon.

* Cabinet Dimensions --- Width, 19½". Height, 93¼". Depth, 17¾".

Now in Stock for Immediate Shipment!

LOOK AT THESE BIG NEWARK SPECIALS!

New Foreign Order Dept.

Special Attention given to FOREIGN ORDERS in this new Export Department. Hams outside the U.S. be sure to WRITE TODAY for Big New Catalog and full details of Newark's New Foreign Order Dept.

ORDER Direct from
   This Ad

WRITE TODAY

FOR OUR FREE CATALOG FOR TIME PAYMENTS ON OTHER RECEIVERS. Brand new 76-page book describing and illustrating thousands of items, sets, tubes, parts and supplies. Write for your copy TODAY. It's Free!
for a given tube. Lowering this voltage makes a very effective way of controlling gain, the noise apparently dropping off faster than the signal. Variable antenna coupling in a separate coupling unit is our favorite r.f. gain control. An additional r.f. stage (acorn) will be added soon to take those 'phone images out of the 28-Mc. c.w. band.

The practice of supporting small parts by their own leads can be carried too far. Our favorite dodge is to use pillars of bakelite at congested d.c. junction points, and of ceramic when it is r.f. In the r.f., first detector and oscillator compartments bakelite pillars one-half inch in diameter hold the coil socket an inch or so above the compartment floor.

There is no need for discussing the power supply excepting to advise making it as big as possible. Terminal voltages should be at least 250 and heaters a full 6.3 with all tubes on. If the largest receiver type transformer is used there will be plenty to spare, permitting the use of adjusting resistors.

Most of the controls on the panel can be identified from the top and bottom views of the set. The extreme left-hand knob is a blank; at least, it was at the time the picture was taken. At the extreme right is the on-and-off switch. Throwing it one way closes the "B" circuit to the entire set, except the b.o.; the other side includes the b.o. The spacing of these six lower knobs is not even, but looks it because of dials on the two right ones. The detector-r.f. control need not be a vernier dial — an ordinary knob might do — but there are times when the other seems helpful. A 5/8" to 3/4" reducer permits using the large knobs on these dials; it is a worth-while change. A little black enamel does wonders for the dignity of the dial center-pieces and the chart frame. Instead of a graph in the chart frame, tables of dial settings at 10-ke. intervals might be more practical. Another suggestion is a piece of ground celluloid which can be used for a memo pad. We have the habit of recording our memos on the aluminum panel itself. Panels of rubbed aluminum have more than this advantage. They can be kept clean, and future equipment will always match. The dull finish is easily obtained by hand rubbing with fine sandpaper, steel wool and soap cleanser in turn.

An accurate computation of costs shows a total of $74 for all "radio" parts. Ten or fifteen more should be added for the metal and general hardware.

Omitting the silencer would mean a saving of about $6, and omitting the crystal perhaps $15 more. We would never recommend omitting the crystal, although the need of a silencer depends on individual location.

At its highest, the parts cost is fairly low, so it may be necessary to sound the warning that the job is not something to be pushed through in a few evenings and a week-end; neither is it some-

---

4 The mixer circuit arrangement is rather unusual, in that the No. 1 grid of the 6L7 is signal-biased rather than cathode-biased as in the conventional circuit. Under these conditions the screen voltage must be kept considerably below normal to prevent excessive screen and plate currents. —Edmon.
As can be seen in the illustration, the log page provides space for all facts pertaining to transmission and reception, and is equally as useful for portable or mobile operation as it is for fixed. The 38 log pages with an equal number of blank pages for notes, six pages of general log information (prefixes, etc.) and a sheet of graph paper are spiral bound, permitting the book to be folded back flat at any page, requiring only the page size of 8½ x 11 on the operating table. In addition, a number sheet for traffic handlers is included with each book. The LOG BOOK sells for 35c per book or 3 books for $1.

OFFICIAL
RADIOGRAM PADS

The radiogram blank is now an entirely new form, designed by the Communications Department to comply with the new order of transmission. All blocks for fill-in are properly spaced for use in typewriter. It has a strikingly new heading that you will like. Radiogram blanks, 8½ x 7¼, lithographed in green ink, and padded 100 blanks to the pad, are now priced at 25c per pad, postpaid.

and MESSAGE DELIVERY CARDS

Radiogram delivery cards embody the same design as the radiogram blank and are available in two forms — on stamped government postcard, 2c each; unstamped, 1c each.

AMERICAN RADIO RELAY LEAGUE, INC.
West Hartford, Connecticut
thing for a beginner to cut his teeth on. The procedure is to resign yourself to the idea that you will eventually get it done, and plug along. If each stage is tested beforehand, there is no reason to worry that the completed super might not work.

Whether all the time invested is worth while depends on the satisfaction one derives from shop work and from the use of his own equipment. Knowing every inch of his set, the builder will be more able to keep it at peak performance. Then, too, he will not be afraid to dive into it to make an alteration, if that alteration may bring about an improvement.

A Peak-Limiting Amplifier

(Continued from page 87)

amplifier can now be increased above the point where compression starts to take place, by 10 or 15 db, and the output from the amplifier will only increase approximately 2 db. The circuit will take care of any unexpected peaks, but too much compression should not be used in normal use as it will result in unnaturalness of speech, if not in actual distortion.

A word about the resistor-condenser combination $R_{12}-C_9$. The capacity of the condenser determines the speed with which compression starts to take place, while both the resistance and capacity determine the time it takes for the circuit to return to normal gain, since the condenser must discharge through the resistor. The values shown proved satisfactory in our case, but some cut-and-try might be in order. Some commercial equipment uses as much as 0.25 μfd. or 0.5 μfd. at $C_9$, but this proved too slow for our work.

One point to remember is not to work the compressor circuit at too high an audio level. If you use triode tubes following the compressor network, it will probably take at least three stages of amplification to get the proper output.

The peak-limiting circuit described was incorporated in an existing amplifier and added practically no distortion. Tests made with an RCA 68-A beat frequency oscillator and 69-A distortion meter showed the average distortion between 100 and 5000 cycles to be only 4 per cent, and only 6 per cent at 70 and 6500 cycles. These checks were made with from 3 to 4 db compression, and indicate less than 2 per cent increase in distortion with the introduction of the compression. The p.p. 6J7 stage seems to contribute the major portion of the distortion, but no attempt was made to decrease the distortion since the quality sounds quite good on the air.

To sum up the advantages of the amplifier:

(1) Properly adjusted, it will prevent over-modulation. In fact, $R_{13}$ can be adjusted for any modulation percentage you desire.

(2) It will increase the average modulation by at least 3 db and, under some conditions, 5 or 6 db compression could be used. The greater compression will help to over-ride QRM.

(3) The possibility of arc-overs in the transmitter is reduced by preventing excessive drive to the modulators. This is particularly useful when the margin of safety is quite small.
Here's something you REALLY need!

You need a dual-frequency crystal calibrator! Why? Because it is a flexible, inexpensive device which will enable you to rapidly and accurately calibrate radio receivers, signal generators and amateur monitors or to perform general frequency measurements. In conjunction with your station receiver, it is an excellent frequency monitor. If you are a serviceman, it will mean increased accuracy and greater speed when frequency aligning all-wave receivers.

Certainly you need a dual-frequency calibrator! And you can have such an instrument by obtaining a Bliley SMC100 Dual-Frequency (100kc. and 1000kc.) Crystal Unit. Only a small number of standard parts in a simple circuit will do the trick.

Your Bliley distributor can supply you with the SMC100 Crystal Unit at $7.75. For constructional details and application notes ask for Bulletin E-7 or consult January, 1939 QST, page 38. Bliley Electric Company, Erie, Pa.

BLILEY SMC100 CALIBRATOR CRYSTAL UNIT

Put Him Wise to Pyranol Capacitors, XYL; They’ll Give Him No Trouble

Don’t let a bad-acting filter condenser spoil your evenings, OM. Install a G-E Pyranol capacitor. It will help you put out clear signals and will give you thoroughly dependable performance. Proof is the acceptance of these capacitors by builders of amateur, commercial, and aircraft transmitters throughout the world.

Pyranol capacitor units are unusually small, too. That’s because Pyranol, a remarkable liquid dielectric, has exceptionally good dielectric properties. Moreover, it will not burn or explode.

Do you want more information on G-E capacitors? The following publications are available from your dealer or from the Radio Department, General Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y.

GEA-201A and GEA-2818, on rectangular capacitors
GEA-3018, on cylindrical capacitors
GES-1996, azimuthal projection map of the world (Northeast U.S.A.)
GES-1999, azimuthal projection map of the world (West Coast, U.S.A.)

GENERAL ELECTRIC
WANTED —
MORE AMATEURS

to know all about a house that caters to the Ham in every respect — NEW ITEMS —
NEW IDEAS, together with the type of service and attention that has won us a host
of friends and Boosters. All letters given immediate attention.

SAME DAY DELIVERY
Powerful mounted crystals, X-cut. 40–80–160
Band. 5 k.c. Guaranteed — actually tested in oscillator — complete for . . . . $2.29

EVERY HAM CAN OWN
ONE NOW —
An electric world time clock, three clocks in
one. Has everything — Divisions shown for
seconds — A.M., P.M., midnight, noon, and
G.M.T. Shows authentic time at any zone
and can be set for any of 24 zones. Modern­
istic design of brushed brass. Size 4¾” x
5¾” — 4” face — 110-120 volt A.C.
Fully guaranteed and a real ham value............. $3.95

FREE — Get our big new 1939 Ham BARGAIN Catalog
and large 4½” x 3½” colored Map of U. S. A.—
send 5¢ to cover cost of mailing map. Hundreds of sepa­
rate items, tubes, parts, receivers illustrated in detail.
Send today for this 80-page catalog.

LOOK OVER OUR LOW FINANCE
PLAN ON PARTS, TRANSMITTERS
AND RECEIVERS
SPECIAL DEAL ON PARTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Amt. of parts</th>
<th>Cash with order</th>
<th>Pay monthly</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$15.00</td>
<td>$3.00</td>
<td>$4.30 for 3 mos.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$25.00</td>
<td>$5.00</td>
<td>$4.30 for 5 mos.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$35.00</td>
<td>$7.00</td>
<td>$4.30 for 7 mos.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Write for details on any amount. Our low payment plan is possible as we handle our own finance. WHAT HAVE YOU TO TRADE? — Fair allowances on all equipment and the personal attention of W9GFQ on all sales.

New Tubes
(Continued from page 98)

6SA7 is a pentagrid converter whose characteristics approximate those of the 6A7. The 6SC7 is a twin high-µ triode designed particularly for phase-inverter circuits. The 12AS7, 12SC7, 12SJ7, 12SK7, 12SQ7 are new 12.6-volt single­
end tubes corresponding to similarly numbered
in the 6.3-volt series. The 12CS is a new metal duplex-diode-pentode in the 12.6-volt series.

New Battery Tubes
Two new tubes in the 1.4-volt series of
battery tubes are announced by Kenrad. The
1G4G is a low-µ triode operating at a plate vol­
tage of 90 and requiring a grid-biasing voltage of
6. It is designed for general audio or Class-B
driver service. The 1G6G is a Class-B double tri­
de with an output rating of 450 milliwatts at 90
volts. The filament of the latter has a 100-ma.
rating.

New Special-Purpose Tubes
Types 1620, 1621 and 1622 are special­
purpose tubes announced by RCA. The 1620 is a
tri-grid metal tube recommended especially for
applications requiring very low microphonic
and noise response. The physical and electrical
characteristics are similar to those of the 6J7.
The 1621 is a power amplifier pentode of the
metal type recommended especially for applica­
tions where extremely low distortion and con­
tinuity of service are of prime importance. It is
similar in characteristics to the 6P6.
The 1622 is a beam power amplifier of the
metal type intended especially for applications
where extremely low distortion and continuity of
service are of prime importance. Its characteris­
tics are similar to those of the 6L6.

New A.C.—D.C.—Mobile Tubes
Sylvanta has announced a new group
of tubes designed particularly for a.c.—d.c. and
mobile service. The heaters have a nominal rating
of 7 volts although they are designed to operate
at any voltage between 6.3 and 7.
The 7A6 is a double diode with separate cath­
odes, similar to 6H6G. The 7A7 is a single­
edged r.f. pentode similar to the 6K7G except that it
has a substantially higher mutual conductance.
The 7A8 is a converter similar to older pentagri­
d grid types except that a suppressor grid is provided.
It is of single-end construction. The 7B7 is a
single-ended r.f. pentode similar to the 6S7G.
The 7C6 is a double triode of single-end construc­
tion similar to the 75. Type 7Y 4 is a rectifier similar to
the Type 84. The 35A5 is a beam-type power
amplifier similar to the 25L6 but slightly larger.
The 35Z3 is a half-wave rectifier for use where the
35A5 is used as the output tube. With the excep­
tion of the 7A7, which has a rated heater current of
0.3 amphere, these tubes have heater-current
ratings of 0.15 amphere. Tubes in this series are
fitted with the new "locktal"-type bases.
MORE NEW GEAR!

New De Luxe 20-Meter Arrays:

- 2-element ..... $73.50
- 3-element ..... $96.50

Also De Luxe 3-Element for 10-Meter Band. ALL THESE USE THE NEW, IMPROVED, SUPER-POWERFUL ROTATOR, which is weather-proofed and permanently oiled, is 15" across the base and has 2" drive shaft. All above items in addition to previously announced Signal Squirters. All feature Inductostub; open-wire, non-resonant feed, etc.

WRITE DIRECT FOR FULL DATA!

SHOWN ABOVE is Direction Indicator.
Price for use with Signal Squirters is $24.50. Adaption kit, enabling use with almost any type rotary beam is priced, net, at only $2.80

"Put Your Signal Where You Want It When You Want It There"

ACME VOLTROL...

Piezo-Electric Crystals Exclusively
- Quality crystals of all practical frequencies supplied since 1925. Prices quoted upon receipt of your specifications.
- Our Pledge: QUALITY FIRST
- SCIENTIFIC RADIO SERVICE

The major technical training equipment owned by Port Arthur College and in operation on the college campus consists of the 500-Watt Commercial Broadcast Transmitter of Station KPAC; two-way Television Transmitter and Receiver, Latest Type RCA Marine and Airways transmitter installation complete; SOS Automatic Alert, Marine Direction Finder, Trans-radio Press Receiving Equipment, and Laboratory complete where students assemble composite transmitters, amplifiers, audio amplifiers, R. F. amplifiers, etc.

Port Arthur College pioneered the teaching of Radio with classes in 1909, and for thirty years has maintained an active Employment Bureau for the placement of its graduates.

If interested in details about Radio Course, write for Bulletin R

PORT ARTHUR COLLEGE  •  PORT ARTHUR (World-Known Port), TEXAS
MORE SIGNAL
LESS NOISE!
Positively the last word in Pre-Selection! 5 to 185 meters. Reduces image interference! Uses new 1852 Pentode. 5 Band calibrated dial. Will increase performance of any set. Complete kit with filament transformer $13.50. Wired and tested $16.50 (less tube). All good ham jobbers have these units.

Send for free catalog of complete line to
BROWNING LABORATORIES
750 Main Street Winchester, Mass.

THANK YOU... Calcutta, India
for your F. B. Report of Jan. 30 on your contact with Scotland, England, Egypt, Finland, Belgium, Tibet and U.S.A.

using our TYPE HFM TRANSMITTER
Six Bands 1715 — 60,000 K.C. on two crystals
All Frequencies Crystal Controlled
Instantly Changeable Mobile or Portable
Final Tube Input 21 to 30 Watts.
Net to Amateurs... $57.60
WRITE for bulletin listing complete specifications on our new, APPROVED transmitters, etc.

RADIO TRANSCEIVER LABS.
8627 115 Street Richmond Hill, New York City
Cable Address: "RATRALAB"

Genuine Broadcast Quality!
Yours at Low Cost with New Balanced Line
TURNER DYNAMIC 999
Get broadcast quality and studio styling with the sensational new 999. Voice and transformer lines balanced to ground for critical installations. Not affected by climate, temperature or rough handling. Built especially for experienced broadcast and public address operators. Range 50-9000 cycles. Level, -56DB. All impedances. Impressive appearance. Get details at once.

MODEL 999
Positive contact—polarized removable connector with locking ring. 25-ft. cable. Order today.

Write for Bulletin B-40
The TURNER Co.
CEDAR RAPIDS, IOWA

A.R.R.L. QSL BUREAU

For the convenience of its members, the League maintains a QSL-card forwarding system which operates through volunteer "District QSL Managers" in each of the nine United States and five Canadian districts. In order to secure such foreign cards as may be received for you, send your district manager a standard No. 10 stamped envelope. If you have reason to expect a considerable number of cards, put on an extra stamp so that it has a total of six-cents postage. Your own name and address go in the customary place on the face, and your station call should be printed prominently in the upper left-hand corner.

W1 — J. T. Steiger, W1BGY, 35 Call Street, Williamstown, Mass.
W2 — H. W. Yahnel, W2SN, Lake Ave., Helmetta, N. J.
W3 — Maurice Downs, W3WU, 1311 Sheridan St., N. W., Washington, D. C.
W4 — G. W. Hoke, W4DYB, 328 Mell Ave., N. E., Atlanta, Ga.
W6 — Horace Greer, W6TI, 414 Fairmount Ave., Oakland, Calif.
W7 — Frank E. Pratt, W7DXZ, 5023 So. Ferry St., Tacoma, Wash.
W8 — F. W. Allen, W8GER, 324 Richmond Ave., Dayton, Ohio.
W9 — Alva A. Smith, W9DMA, 238 East Main St., Caledonia, Minn.
VE1 — L. J. Fader, VE1FP, 125 Henry St., Halifax, N. S.
VE2 — C. W. Skarstedt, VE2DR, 236 Elm Ave., Westmount, P. Q.
VE3 — Bert Knowles, VE3QB, Lanark, Ont.
VE4 — George Behrends, VE4RO, 180 Oakdell Blvd., St. James, Winnipeg, Manitoba.
VE5 — H. R. Hough, VE5HR, 1785 First St., Victoria, B. C.
K5 — Norman F. Miller, K5AF, 15th Air Base Squadron, Albrook Field, Canal Zone.
K6 — James F. Pa, K6LBH, 1416D Lunalilo St., Honolulu, T. H.
K7 — Jerry McKinley, K7GSC, Box 1533, Juneau, Alaska.
KA — George L. Rickard, KA1GR, P. O. Box 849, Manila, P. 1.

Checking Beam Antennas
(Continued from page 8)
obtained directly from Fig. 2. If a power unit value of 1 is given to the minimum signal position, then the maximum signal, which is 30 db up, would represent 1000 times this power, etc.
With these figures completed a detailed report
HIGH-FREQUENCY MONITORING with the G-R Type 620-A Heterodyne Frequency Meter and Calibrator is simple. Its range is from 300 kc to 300 Mc. 0.01% direct-reading scale built-in crystal oscillator for checking calibration instantly particularly designed for use in all services operating above 10 Mc. where the transmitter tolerance is 0.02% or better. Price relay-rack model $490.00

WRITE FOR BULLETIN 390 FOR COMPLETE DATA

A Perfected AUTOMATIC SENDER
Patented
Postpaid in U. S. A.

$12.50

$13.50

NEW HOLDER DESIGN
15 SECONDS TO INSTALL CRYSTAL
For All Bands
GREATER STABILITY
Plugs in 5 prong tube socket
Beautiful Appearance

MODEL AH HOLDER $1.00
At your dealer or direct

HIPOWER LOW DRIFT CRYSTALS:
within 10 kc, or Choice of stock
AH-10, 1700-3500 Kc. bands $2.35
AH-10, 7000-7300 " bands 3.90
WRITE FOR NEW LITERATURE
Hiower "Low Drift" Broadcast and Commercial Crystals Are Approved by F.C.C.
Hiower Crystal Co., 2035 Charleston St., Chicago

FLEXIBLE NAME GOES A LONG WAY

Ken-Rad makes a complete line of quality radio receiving tubes, backed by a continuous record of over 40 years in the manufacture of electric lamps.
Gross Transmitters for Dependability and Economy

* Write for free descriptive bulletin on our CB-150 and CB-250 Radiophone Transmitters

GROSS CB-55
RADIOPHONE TRANSMITTER

GROSS RADIO, INC.
51 Vesey Street New York
Cable Address: GROSSINC

This is the fourth issue of QST for 1939. Can you readily pick up the first three issues? You can if they are kept in a QST BINDER PRICED AT $1.50 POSTPAID

(Not available outside of the United States and Possessions, and Canada.) One set of yearly labels (1932-1941) now provided with each binder

American Radio Relay League, West Hartford, Connecticut

AMATEUR RADIO LICENSES
Day and Evening Classes in Code and Theory
HOME STUDY COURSES
Reasonable, Efficient and Thorough, Hundreds of Licensed Students Now on the Air
American Radio Institute, 1123 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

HARD TO BEAT FOR
value—performance—accuracy
AND
stability
A complete line of frequency control units available to choose from. Our catalogue upon request

THE VALPEY CRYSTALS
P. O. Box 321 Holliston, Mass.

was given to the owner of the beam by reading off to him the figures of columns 4 and 5. Later, as a matter of interest, the pattern of his beam was drawn up as shown in Fig. 3, using polar graph paper.* Lacking this it could have been drawn on plain paper on which a dot is first placed to represent the transmitter and lines drawn radiating from this at angles of 22 1/2 degrees — like the cuts of a pie that has been divided into 16 pieces.

The scale selected for use depends on the ratios involved. In this case the maximum is 1000 to 1, so the scale used was 200 per inch, making the front lobe 5 inches long. The other values were laid out on each of the lines corresponding to the beam positions and the resulting points were joined together with a line and this made up the pattern of the beam.

Had more readings been taken, perhaps at every 10 degrees, this pattern would have been less angular in appearance and more truly representative, because obviously the actual radiation pattern is not likely to have sharp points such as those shown at the front and back. Even in drawing the present pattern it would have been entirely legitimate to round off the corners; in fact this is usual practice although it is easier to draw as shown in Fig. 3.

Attention has been centered, in this discussion, on the use of the S meter and the data of Figs. 1 and 2 as aids in checking beams. But they have other applications as well. Power gain or loss for different degrees of antenna coupling at the transmitter, and different adjustments of the transmitter or transmitting antenna can be checked in the same way providing the “before and after” readings are made under similar conditions of receiver adjustment, line voltage, etc. The effectiveness of any two fixed transmitting antennas can likewise be determined, especially if they are so arranged that the transmitter can be switched from one to the other quickly. Such comparative checks obtained from several receivers located in different directions from the transmitter will provide helpful information, but the radiation pattern of a fixed directional beam can be determined in this manner only if the antenna used for comparison is non-directional or of known directional characteristics.

In conclusion, it is well to emphasize the fact that measurements such as those described in this article are not perfect. The human element plays an important part, as in accurately reading the meter, determining the exact angle between different positions of a beam, etc. A bad tube in the receiver may alter the meter calibration, but fortunately many of the ailments to which receivers are at times heir, while they may change the reading of the meter for a given signal voltage input, do not materially alter the relationship within the scale itself and therefore do not change the db calibrations given in Fig. 1. In any event, the system outlined represents the most accurate, generally available method of checking and is far superior to the old system of “three S’s down,” “two S’s up” now in common use.

* Polar Coordinate paper No. 358-31. Keuffel and Esser, 127 Fulton St., N. Y. C.
A directory of suppliers who carry in stock the products of these dependable manufacturers.

### Listings on this page do not necessarily imply endorsement by OST of the dealers or of other equipment sold by them.
In plotting radiation patterns it should be borne in mind that two patterns plotted on the same beam but by different receivers in different directions will not necessarily be the same. There are numerous factors, such as reflection, absorption, and refraction, which may differ in different directions and different locations. But by obtaining checks from several different stations it is usually possible to strike some sort of average which will not only indicate the characteristics of the beam but may indicate specific faults such as a nearby structure which is affecting its operation.

**NEW APPARATUS**

**New Keying Device**

**D**ashes, as well as dots, are formed automatically by the Moto-Key, a new keying device which fits in between the semi-automatic key or "bug" and the fully automatic tape transmitter.

The Moto-Key mechanism includes a 110-volt a.c. induction motor which is geared through suitable speed-changing cones to a spindle carrying two pairs of friction discs. Associated with these discs or clutches are two cams, one for sending dots and spaces and one for sending dashes and spaces. One or the other of these cams is released to revolve by pressing the operating lever to the left or to the right. Either cam will continue to revolve and repeat its proper-length dots or dashes and spaces so long as the lever is held over and will continue to revolve to complete its cycle after the lever has been released. An interlock prevents one cam from releasing until the other has finished its cycle.

It is not necessary to hold the lever over for the entire duration of a dot or dash; an instantaneous contact will release either. The human element enters only in spacing. While it is impossible to run characters together by cutting spaces too short, the space length in other respects must be controlled by the operator. Speed is at an enforced even rate adjustable from approximately 18 to 40 words per minute.

The Moto-Key is manufactured and sold by Howard F. Mason, 2709-4th West, Seattle, Wash.

— D. H. M.
RADIO engineering, broadcasting, aviation and police radio, equipment. Lightweight, reliable, guaranteed to perform. Radio complete up-to-date list of radio hams throughout entire world. Also QSL’s. Free samples. Printer, Corwith, Iowa.


QSL’s, all colors, cartoons, snappy service. Write for free samples today. WIBF, 16 Stockbridge Ave., Lowell, Mass.

FREE catalog. Order direct or from dealers. Tenth St., Allentown, Pa.


CRYSTALS, mounted, 80-160 $1.25, V-cut 40 $2.25. Radio Control Engineers, Granby, Conn.

MACAUTO code machine: low monthly rental $5.00 words practice tapes. Write N. C. Ayers, 711 Boyston St., Boston, Mass.

FREE card. Order direct or from dealers. 100-80 $1.25 crystals. 75c. Baberado, Batavia, III.

FREE catalog. Catalog direct or from dealers. 100-80 $1.25 crystals. 75c. Baberado, Batavia, III.

WANTED: any used general radio equipment. Give description or number. Best price and condition. Also cases off of analysers, etc., meters. Bob Eubank, W3WS, 2817 Montrose Ave., Richmond, Va.

HALLICRAFTERS Marine, practically brand new, perfect, tubes. $2, W3CSQ, Dover, Ark.

SELL two hundred fifty watt output telegraph transmitter, Hammond Standard, Pro, five ten super-regen. receivers. Twelve dollars, W3SW.

QSL’S? Samples? (Stamp) Patronize the ham, W3DED, Holland, Mich. (Billey crystal sales).

SELL: complete to 80 meter transmitter; relay-cabinet, equipped, commercial finish; 50 watts phone, suppressor modulated. 160 watts CW; band switching; 4 crystal selector; American audio channel, best parts obtainable throughout; cost over $300. Sell for $140... freight packing extra. Photos available. W3FEL, 1008 Morgan Ave., Draper Hill, Utah.

HAVE 100w. — 350w. — 750w. phone transmitters. Want to sell two. Also 500 r.f. units, modulators, power supplies, microphones, etc., W9UFU, 3176 So. 13, Omaha, Neb.

PRACTICALLY new 200A, $5; 250 ma. 800 volt transformer, $2.25. W2GMN.

SELL: brand new ACR 111 16 tube single signal super, 200 watt CW transmitter complete, Atlas screw cutting lathes, drill press. Driver jig saw, Cash or terms. W5GK.

S.O.S.: pair used '41's, $10. Each. Wanted: old 85mm sound motor. W2FJE, 1401 Cambria St., Wauna, Ill.

HAMMEL AND LUND Super-Pro — 8020SX new condition, practically unused, $165. cash — no trades. Dr. Stauch, Kiefer Hospital, Detroit.

TRANSMITTER 275 watts push-pull TX40's. Brand new. Wired and tested. Less power. $50. W3ARR.

ROTARY central. Motor driven heads as low as $15. Alumalloy beam elements, verticals, Synchronous direction indicators, no gaps, no gaps. Tilting heads, Bassett cable, elements, drives. Rotary Array Service, W8ML.


LISTEN for high frequency broadcast station W9XA, 26,450 kilocycles, Kansas City. Programs of interest to short wave listeners and no xhibitors. 

CRYSRTALS — unconditionally guaranteed, X-cut, 1750–2000; 3000–4000; $2.20, $1.; $2.; $1.50; spot frequency, $2.50. Three small, X-cut, 80 meter blanks. including carborundum holders, $1. W4JUV, 3071 Moosewood St., Cincinnati, Ohio.

QSL’S — printed day order received. Samples. WSGW A.

CREL products. A new line of high quality economical transmitting units. Send for catalog describing exciters, r.f. amplifiers — broad band amplifiers. $25.00 per unit and add later. Nothing to become obsolete. Lifetime quality. Cincinnati Radio Engineering Labs., Box 2, Sta. A., Cincinnati, Ohio.


PAIR RK20's, used 50 hours, $10. Want receiver. W4CRO, Box 359, No. Miami, Fla.

CRYSTAL buyers, bear in mind, when you buy an Edison T9 crystal you get a uniform high quality product absolutely guaranteed. We guarantee 80,000 watts at any point on the wave. Thousands of satisfied past orders and unsolicited testimonials tell the true story — more good crystals for less money. 40 and 80 meter bands or transmitter you get a uniform high quality product absolutely guaranteed. We sell no seconds at any price. Thousands of repeat orders and unsolicited testimonials tell the true story — more good crystals for less money. 40 and 80 meter bands or transmitter.

REPUBLIC compact portable 56 me. superhet xtal transmitter, $55. Holders, $1. C.O.D.'s accepted. Send for commercial crystal list. Keeping the true story — more good crystals for less money. 40 and 80 meter bands or transmitter.

FOR sale, one pair of solid state 150T tubes, $8. each; pair RK20's at $5. each, all guaranteed first class. W9UM, Lake Wawasee, Ind.

3224 16th St., N. W., Wash., D. C. — Write for a Better job tomorrow!

EASY TO LEARN CODE

Many tapes available

SCHEMATIC PAPER

A Tested Plan for a Future of Good Men

Write for your Free Copy

48-page illustrated booklet will show you how CREL men get better jobs. It's worth reading

CAPITOL RADIO ENGINEERING INSTITUTE

Dept. Q-4

3224 16th St., N. W., Wash., D. C.

EAS} TO LEARN CODE

It is easy and pleasant work to learn the modern telephone code — with an Instruc-

tor, the Code Teacher. Ideal for the beginner or old-timer. Designed especially for small classes and groups of all ages. Easy to learn.

Write for details today

INSTRUCTOGRAPH COMPANY

Dept. Q-4, 912 Lakeside Place, Chicago, Illinois

Radio College of Canada, 863 Bay Street, Toronto
Your Nearest Dealer Is Your Best Friend

Your nearest dealer is entitled to your patronage. You can trust him. He is equipped with a knowledge and understanding of amateur radio. He is your logical and safe source of advice and counsel on what equipment you should buy. His stock is complete. He can supply your needs without delay. His prices are fair and consistent with the high quality of the goods he carries. He is responsible to you and interested in you.

Patronize the dealer nearest you—You can have confidence in him

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATLANTA, GEORGIA</th>
<th>NEWARK, N. J.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>265 Peachtree Street</td>
<td>219 Central Avenue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;The World’s Largest Radio Supply House&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;The World’s Largest Radio Supply House&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BALTIMORE, MARYLAND</th>
<th>NEW HAVEN, CONNECTICUT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Radio Electric Service Co.</td>
<td>Hatry &amp; Young, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 N. Howard St.</td>
<td>86 Meadow Street</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Everything for the amateur</td>
<td>National, Taylor, Triplet, Radiotron, RME, Howard, etc.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BOSTON, MASS.</th>
<th>NEW YORK, N. Y.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>110 Federal Street</td>
<td>100 Sixth Avenue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;The World’s Largest Radio Supply House&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;The World’s Largest Radio Supply House&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BRIDGEPORT, CONNECTICUT</th>
<th>NEW YORK, N. Y.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hatry &amp; Young, Inc.</td>
<td>Harrison Radio Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>177 Cannon Street</td>
<td>12 West Broadway</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time Payments On All Types Of Equipment</td>
<td>Harrison Has it! Phone WOrth 2-6676 for information or rush service</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BRONX, NEW YORK</th>
<th>PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wholesale Radio Service Company, Inc.</td>
<td>Eugene G. Wile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>542 East Fordham Road</td>
<td>10 S. Tenth Street</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;The World’s Largest Radio Supply House&quot;</td>
<td>Complete Stock of Quality Merchandise</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BUFFALO, NEW YORK</th>
<th>RICHMOND, VIRGINIA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Radio Equipment Corp.</td>
<td>The Arnold Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>326 Elm Street</td>
<td>Broad at Harrison St.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WBPMC and W8NEL -- Ham, service and sound equipment</td>
<td>W3EOO — &quot;The Virginia Ham Headquarters&quot; — W3FBL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT</th>
<th>ROCHESTER, NEW YORK</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hatry &amp; Young, Inc.</td>
<td>Radio Parts &amp; Equipment Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>203 Ann Street</td>
<td>244 Clinton Avenue, North</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trade Your Old Communication Receiver</td>
<td>Complete stock amateur-HCL parts. Standard discounts</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>JAMAICA, L. I., NEW YORK</th>
<th>TORONTO, CANADA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>90-08 166th Street (Merrick Road)</td>
<td>101 Queen Street, West</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;The World’s Largest Radio Supply House&quot;</td>
<td>Canada’s Foremost Radio Supply House</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MONTREAL, CANADA</th>
<th>WINNIPEG, CANADA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Canadian Elec. Supply Co., Ltd.</td>
<td>Electrical Supplies, Ltd.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>285 Craig St., W.</td>
<td>306-10 Ross Avenue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality parts and equipment for discriminating buyers</td>
<td>Western Canadian Amateur Headquarters for Leading Lines</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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"Advertising for QST is accepted only from firms who, in the publisher's opinion, are of established integrity and whose products secure the approval of the technical staff of the American Radio Relay League."

Quoted from QST's advertising rate card.

Every conceivable need of a radio amateur can be supplied by the advertisers in QST. And you will know the product has the approval of the League's technical staff.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The Advertisers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Acme Electric &amp; Mfg. Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acrosound Corp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Radio Institute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Astatic Microphone Laboratory, Inc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barker &amp; Williamson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Billy Electric Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brazilian Trading Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Browning Laboratories, Inc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Candler System Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caudill Radio Engineering Institute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cardwell Mfg. Corp., Allen D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Centralab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collins Radio Service, Inc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cornell-Dubilier Electric Corp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dodge's Institute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eitel-McCullough, Inc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gardiner-Levcoy, Inc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Electric Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Radio Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gross Radio, Inc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hallicrafters, Inc., The</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hammond Mfg. Company, Inc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harvey Radio Laboratories</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heinz &amp; Kaufman, Ltd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hinson Crystal Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Howard Radio Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hytron Laboratories</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instructograph Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Resistance Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jensen Radio Mfg. Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kelvin Apparatus Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ken-Rad Tube &amp; Lamp Corp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenyon Transformer Company, Inc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mallory &amp; Company, Inc., P. R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Massena Radio School</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Messner Mfg. Company, Inc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mims Radio Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Company, Inc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newark Electric Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohmite Mfg. Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oman &amp; Sons, D. W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Port Arthur College</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Precision Apparatus Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Precision Pieo Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Premax Products</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R.C.A. Institutes, Inc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R.C.A. Mfg. Company, Mfg.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radio Mfg. Engineers, Inc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radio Shack, Inc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radio Transformers Laboratories</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raytheon Production Corp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rock-O'Kut Corp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scientific Radio Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sickles Company, W.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simpson Electric Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solar Mfg. Corp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speer Carbon Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard Electrical Products Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sun Radio Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taylor Tubes, Inc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teleplex Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thompson Electric Mfg. Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thistle Labs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tru-Serial Elec. Instrument Company, Inc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turner Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Electronics Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Transformer Corp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utah Radio Products Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vacancy Crystals, The</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verti-Box Division</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vibroplex Company, Inc., The</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wholesale Radio Laboratories</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wiley &amp; Sons, Inc., John</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yaxley</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
INSIDE FACTS
(The Third of a Series)

TIME WILL TELL whether the investment you made in the choice of your receiver was a good one. Only TIME knows the answer since you are on the outside looking in and taking the word of the manufacturer, the dealer, and the salesman for the statements made when you first exchange dollars for receiving equipment. We can assure you that you will be dollars ahead if you also investigate an RME receiver.

When the variable phasing feature was incorporated in the crystal filter circuit of an RME, some fourteen months ago, the previously used series — parallel — crystal device was replaced. Through the introduction of a variable condenser (top unit in photo) it is now possible to control crystal anti-resonance over several kilocycles above and below the actual series resonant frequency. Any interfering signal coming in can thus be rejected very effectively when in the vicinity of the desired signal.

The variable selectivity feature is still considered very important in any communication receiver.

The variable condenser (lower unit in photo) is shunted across the secondary of the first I.F. transformer and serves to alter the reactance component at this point in the circuit. Being able to shift smoothly from low to high impedance gives the operator a selectivity control very advantageous when working DX.

You will do well to check up on the above operating principles regarding the crystal filter circuit by referring to your 1939 Radio Amateur's Handbook, page 130. *Variable phasing and variable selectivity crystal circuits are considered essential features in a good communication receiver today.*
The new UTC PA power transformers and chokes have been designed to commercial standards and A.I.E.E. specifications.

**NEW POWER SUPPLY COMPONENTS**

These transformers and reactors are designed for temperature rise less than 55 degrees C., and are tested for breakdown on all windings at twice working voltage plus 1,000 volts. In addition, plate transformers are given a surge test at 2½ times normal applied voltage using a 500-cycle supply.

### HIGH POWER PLATE TRANSFORMERS

- **Primary:** for 105, 120, 230 volts, 50/60 cycle. For reduced power, voltage can be reduced to half by using 220V. Pot. is used on 110 volts. These transformers may be used to 4.5 cycles if 220V is not available.
- **High Voltage N.C. D.C.**
- **VARITRAN VOLTAGE CONTROL UNITS**

The UTC VARITRAN makes possible continuously variable output voltage from 0-130 volts. Standard units are designed for 115 volts input.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>V-1</td>
<td>570</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7 1/2 x 6 1/4 x 4 1/2</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>$10.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V-2</td>
<td>570</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7 1/2 x 6 1/4 x 4 1/2</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>$10.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V-3</td>
<td>850</td>
<td>7 1/2</td>
<td>8 x 5 1/2 x 6</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>$14.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V-6</td>
<td>1,600</td>
<td>17 1/2</td>
<td>10 x 10 x 8 1/4</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>$32.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Licensed under U.S. Patent No. 2,009,013

### FEATURES

- Smooth control
- High efficiency
- Excellent regulation
- Low cost

### APPLICATIONS

- Motor control
- Heat control
- Rectifier control
- Light control
- Line voltage control

### VARI-POWER AUTO-FORMERS

Designed for line voltage control, filament voltage control, and reduced power operation. Varipower units permit control of filament voltage at the tube socket to within 2½% of desired value simultaneously with line voltage control and plate voltage control. Taps at 25, 55, 75, 95, 100, 105, 110, 115, 120, and 125 volts permit output voltages from 0 to 130 volts in 5 volt steps.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type No.</th>
<th>Watts Output</th>
<th>Dimensions</th>
<th>Weight lbs.</th>
<th>Net Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VA-1</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>2 1/2 x 3 1/4 x 3 3/4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>$3.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VA-2</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>2 1/2 x 3 1/4 x 3 3/4</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>6.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VA-3</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>3 1/2 x 4 1/2 x 4</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VA-4</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>5 1/2 x 6 x 4</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>9.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VA-5</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>7 x 6 x 5 3/4</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>12.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
National makes a complete line of parts for amateur use, ranging from acorn tube sockets to complete transmitters. Right down the line, every item is designed to meet amateurs' needs dependably, conveniently and at low cost. And equally important, it has the versatility that makes each purchase a long term investment. Look them over at your dealer's.
RCA Beam Power Tubes Give You LOWER DRIVING POWER PER WATT OUTPUT

OUTSTANDING PERFORMANCE AT LOW COST!

Compare these RCA Transmitting Beam Power Amplifiers against all others for low driving power in relation to high output power. You'll find their power sensitivity cannot be matched. Offering you unusual versatility of application and high circuit efficiency, these RCA transmitting tubes are noted for their modern design, rugged construction, uniform characteristics, reliable performance, and long life.

RCA-813...A real "r-f factory"...260 watts output at 2000 volts with less than 1 watt of driving power...Makes high-power band-switching transmitters easy...Delivers 150 watts as a crystal oscillator for c.w. and 100 watts plate-modulated...No neutralization. Amateur net $28.50

RCA-807...The multi-purpose tube...Your logical choice for crystal-oscillator, buffer, doubler, and low-power final amplifier stages...Two 807's in push-pull provide 75 watts output at 600 volts with less than ½ watt of driving power...No neutralization required up to 30 Mc. Amateur net $3.50

RCA-814...Delivers 130 watts output at 1250 volts with only 1½ watts driving power...A medium-power final amplifier or drive-a one-kilowatt stage...Simplifies exotic unit design for band switching...Away with neutralization problems. Amateur net $17.50

RCA presents Magic Key Sundays, 2 to 3 p.m., E.S.T., on NBC Blue Network

For Full Details about these Tubes, Write to the Address Below.

RCA Radio Tubes
RCA Manufacturing Co., Inc., Camden, N. J.

FIRST IN METAL
FOREMOST IN GLASS
FINEST IN PERFORMANCE